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KEVESUE BILL.

Lieut. Rowan is
Suffered Untold Agonies. Limbs
Swollen So Could Not
Get About.

About

Ready

Ablest Physicians Signally Failed.
Was Absolutely Disheartened.
Had Lost All Hope.
Gave Cuticura A Trial, Which
Resulted in Absolute and
Perfect Cure.
For ten years I suffered untold agonies from
that dread disease Eczema, my lower limbs
most of the time being so swollen and broken
out that I could
go about. I had to wear

to Be

Repor-

Cuticura Soap and two boxes
(ointment), and it resulted in
an absolute and permanent cure. I am now
perfectly cured, sound as a dollar, and to CuTtcuRA Remedies I attribute my almost miraculous cure. -1 refer all interested to the
Postmaster of thi3 plaoe, any of the ministers,
the prominent business men, and all of the
citizens of our vicinity indiscriminately, and
especially to my friend, John A. B. Shippey,
attorney at law, who persuaded me to give
Cuticura Remedies a trial.
DAVID M. SAPP, Plvmouth, 111.

back at

Key

West

ports

from

Gen.

ted to Senate.

Admiral

Remedies
and
speedily cure every humor and disease of the
loss
of
and
with
whether
hair,
blood,
skin, scalp,
itching, burning, scaly, pimply, and blotchy,
whether simple, scrofulous, hereditary, or contagious, when all else fails.
Speedy Cure Trbatment fob all Skin and Blood
Humors.— Warm baths with Ccticura Soap, gr-ntl®
anointings with Ccticura 'ointment], pare6t of emollient ekin cures, and mild doses of Ccticura Resolvent, greatest of blood purifiers and humor cures.
Soil throughout the world. Potter Drco and Chkm.
Cobp.. Sole Props., Boston. How to Cure Eczema,’- ire®.
**
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MEASURE,

Way.

For

Summer
and

Hotels

Cottages.

Well made, nicely enameled, brass
trimmed. Very low cost considering

the

quality.

Only

All sizes.

MATTRESSES
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day

sold.

as

Frank P. Tibbetts &

Go.,

4 and 6 Free Street.
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SPRING FOOTWEAR.
You will want
and we

of

have

the

some

new

just received
styles

latest

a

footwear

large

lot

Russet

in

and Black which it will pay you
to examine before

lection.

making

See our latest

your

tiling

se-
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SPECIAL

MO TICKS.

A GARRET WORTH BEATING
Is Worth Beating Right.
TIOW ?
ONE AT A

TIME, exclusive.
DUST DRAWN AWAY, by exhaust fans.
then steamed,moths andmlcrohes killed.

Washington,

Majr 11.—With the excepfew administrative features the
war revenue bill is ready for report to the
Senate.
This
report probably will be
made tomorrow though consideration ol
the measure
will not be begun before
a

Monday.
With the assistance of Senator Jones oi
Nevada, the Democrats had control of the
finance
committee
and the omunittec

amendment, their amendments, whioh in-

I uOlCFl O

Works,

So. 13 Preble St.,

**

g

stubborn struggle to prevent this; consummation. The vote to strike out the
bond feature stood 6 to 6.
The amendments for the issuance of
greenbacks, the coinage of the silver
seigniorage and the taxation of corporations were all incorporated by the same
vote.
There was some general discussion
in committee of the amount of revenue
the bill would produce.
The estimate
of the Democratic members placed the
amount at $180,000,000 from the revenue
portion. The coinage of the seigniorage
would increase the amount to the extent
ot f43,000,000.and the greenbaoks would
make the total $343,000,000 or $43,000,000
in excess of Secretary Gage’s estimate of
the requirements of extra revenue to meet
the first year’s expenses of the war.
The
bill hardly will be recognizable by its
authors when reported as it has been so
generally amended in both phraseology
and rates to make it principally a new
bill. There are few paragraphs that have
not received some attention. The ehanges
yet to be made are only of minor importance and will deal with the administrative features and in some oases with the
grammatical construction of sentences,

bermeToIenies.
London, May 11.—The Madrid correspondent of the Daily Mali says Admiral
Bermejo, minister of marine denies that
the Cape Verde squadron has returned
affirms that this fleet at

s

v/fc
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Tampa Today.

Vallejo, Cali.,

Volunteers Will Soon be Swiftly Moving Forward

the

front

This

^evening
mustering

represents the

Lieut.
officer

at

Aavy Department

6

Doubt

as

to

Location

to

Do

waters the movement to Cuba
will have been begun and the troops will
go direot to some landing place on the
coast of the island. The men were very
busy tonight packing for a long campaign

gloomy prospect of an indefipostponement of the first military

the rather
nite

expedition

was presented. Later on, howthe obstacle, whatever it was, was
removed and it was again announced
hundred who were away that the
commanding general, with a
been ordered back imme- numerons staff, would leave Washington
company will take 10,000 tomorrow directly for Tampa. The Deammunition.
partment has made a great many changes
ever,

in the original programme laid down for
of troops and many
the oonoentration
bodies of volunteers that were originally
slated for one of the great concentration
camps, have found themselves under orders to proceed direct to southern points.
Soon volunteers from the east and middle
west will be moving swiftly to Florida
and the
wiu

PORTO RICANS SCARED.

gulf, while from the west the
urtrrymg

Today’s

evidence

of

a

news

very

troops to can i? ranis pretty substantial

early

movement of

the Cuban
coast or somewhere in the
Atlantic to meet tho Spanish fleet. An
evidence of the wi d >m of having troops

transports
shown by

hand in suoh cases, is
Admiral
Dewey is believed to be in at Manila,
where for lack of troops he Is unable to
occupy the town and to prevent atrocities
which the
insurgents are capable of
the

killer.

Of grocers.

''

ANDERSON, ADAMS 4 CO.,
Fire Insurance Agency

_
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The navy department felt obliged to
decline the offer made by some wealthy
Now York gentlemen, hoaded by O. H.
P. Belmont, to build and equip a torpedo
boat for the use of the government dur-

Contrary to
Thomas, W. L, May 11.—There have
expectations, the day be commanded by Mr. Belmont for, withat the navy department out the least reflection upon that gentleagain
passed
Porto
in
Rico
arrests
political
without news from Admiral
Sampson. man, the naval officials have been obliged
recently under the tyranlcal measures
Notwithstanding what appear to bo con- to" decline to establish the precedent of
is
enforced there. The shipping
suspendcommands in
firmatory newspaper advices relative to appointing civilians to
ed and there are no customs
receipts. the presence of the Spanish Cape Verde this way. The praotice in some respects
Hunger and small pox are spreading fieet at Cadiz, the navy department offic- would approaoh privateering, which is
ials
are beginning to entertain 6trong prohibited by the agreement which was
throughout the country and 200 families
It voluntarily entered into and proclaimed
doubts of the accuracy of the report.
are starving at Frangues and Mayaguost.
was not
the day to ob- to the world.

"biCYCLE"rIDING.■■“""■"■"I

Taiking Up

WORKS,

Two

women are

said to have died out of

tain

anything

GERMANY MOVES.
The Sparring Over

Manila

Has

Begun.

The revival of doubts as to tho where*
of the
abonts
Capa Verde squadron
London, May 11.—The Madrid correscaused a
renewal of anxiety as to the
of a morning paper says it is reOregon. Tbs ship was at Bahia at last pondent
accounts and Is believed to have started ported in high official Spanish ciroles that
on May 8, the German
ambassador
to
a day or two ago up the Brazilian coast
to join Sampson’s squadron in the West Great Britain, Count Hatzfeldt-WildenIndies.
She will havo to make a run of burg, informed Lord Salisbury that in
DOdOmiles, which will oooupy the Oregon case of a change in the form of governten days only, as she is in flDe fettle and ment in the Philippines Germany would
to put herself in possession
averaged 13 knots an hour on the long Le “compelled
from San Francisco. How- of certain guarantees with the view of
run around
Count
ever, it is believed that Admiral Samp- maintaining Gergan interests.”
son is as well posted as anyone in Wash- Hatzfeldt-Wildenburg, according to tho
out to Lord Salisington as to the conditions existing in correspondent pointed
the West Indies, and ho will doubtless do bury that Germany had to take into acwhatever is necessary in his judgment count the possibility that Great Britain
to safeguard the ship in her run up the in order to protect British subjects In the
Philippines, might be compelled to land
coast.
an adequate force at Manila in which case
During the past month the bureau of Germany would do likewise.
construction and repair of the navy deLord Salisbury replied that he
recogpartment spent one million and a quarter nized the
justice of this declaration, hut
dollars in
the repair and outfitting of
denies the supposition that England has
ships and none of this money went to such intentions as
incorreot, and accordnew construction.
This is said to be the
ing to the correspondent in question is
in
this line made by
largest expenditure
supposed to leave the matter open till the
the equipment bureau,
even during the
conflict over Manila had been decided.
rxf 4-V.n Pl»ll

possible during
like an official confirmaLieut. Col. Roosevelt today turned over
sheer fear of bombardment by ajsuspicious tion of the offioinl reports received yester- the duties
of assistant secretary of the
Best
day, but this is not to be woudered at in navy to Mr. Allen and later held n recep31 Exchange Street.
vessel at sea.
The rush orders
view of the success which the Spanish tion at the department.
First Class American and Foreign Companies
coast
patrol is mainAn incessant
with in keep- to the Charleston which went out
Chas. C. Adams.
government has so far met
Horace Anderson.
today
Spanish authorities are
tained and the
of its ships. will
deois
Titos. J. Litti-e.
lpeodtf
have the result possibly of obliging
ing secret the movements
of
Admiral
coal
individuals.
private
Samp- the department to send another vessel,
confiscating
Until news comes from
son of
his doings in and around Porto probably the
Philadelphia,ralong with
it cannot be said deflntely what the troop transports which are expeetod
Rico,
FOR
TAMPA
LEAVE
bo decided on as regards to go out from San Francisco about the
MADE EASY.
programme shall
that end of the
that island. It has boon suggested
By having your Bicycle fitted with
week, since it is unusual in
Barge Sprockets. It will push easier,
now being hurried so time of war
troops
of
the
to send such transports withsome
save wear on tliejwheel and look like an
1888 Model, and the price is next to
to tbe Gulf coast may be intended out a war ship to convoy.
rapidly
11.—A
May
final
Washington,
decision
nothing. We can fit any size Sprocket to
Admiral Sampson in
to co-operate with
any make of Bicycle. It you find it hard
has been reached by the generals comat San
work to get up the Hills, give us a call
the redaction of the fortilloations
GERMANS LOSING TRADE.
and see what we can tell you to make
the army to leave Washington Juan de Porto Rico and the occupation
manding
Bicycle riding easy. Of course you
It is felt that the admiral
island.
know that we have the best equipped
London,
the
for Tampa tomorrow night.
of
Tho special
May 12.—German export
Bicycle Itepalr Shop in Maine, and are
be in rather disagreeable plight, houses says a dispatch from Berlin to the
able to make ativ kind of repair on anv
orders on the subject have been issued And will
he is simply
a
make of Bicycle."
supposing that he managed to reduce Times, are suffering severely iu conseprovide that the general and his staff and the forts with his fleet, if he were obliged quenoe of the obsenoe or withdrawal of
brand that pays him a little better
other officers who accompany him shall to remain there
PURITAN & OIRIGO CYCLE
in ooeupation of the orders from the United States.
Already
lie will sell you Pills*
profit.
22 Tempts St., G H- SCANLAN, Mgrproceed to Tampa and other points that place for lack of troops, white be might the loss to Germany is estimated at many
my 12_d2t6ip
if you insist.
either
on
millions marks.
otherwise be
urgently needed
iiiii—BBiMMiiiii'ii ii iii m i'i Mwmwmmmmmm may be designated for temporary duty.

PilJsbury’s

Rico

working upon their helpless Spanish foes.

St.

insect

Porto

predicament

been 200

an

Cape

near at

strong foroo to Cuba, while the ing the war.
Possibly the declination
Philippines program has beon definitely was brought about
by the condition atfixed for some days.
tached to the offer that the boat should

troopsjn

opp. Preble House.

With

of tlie

who

department at the
Washington, May 11.—The army movecamp was called up by telephone from
W asbington and asked how soon a regi- ment on Cuba is nov> fairly launched,
ment of infantry would be ready to move. and today’s news developed a concerted
Lient. Weaver was informed that if the effort all along
the line to begin aggresregiment wa3 not in New York city on sive operations on a big scale for the
Friday morning equipped and ready to ejectment of the Spanish troops and the
march on board a government transport, government from
the Pearl of the Anthe war departments would not require tilles. An order given this afternoon by
its services.
Lieut. Weaver replied that the war department for the purchase of
the regiment ;would
be at the point as- five million rations is an earnest of the
signed it at the time required. From this scale on which preparations are making
conversation it seems assured that march- for an invasion of Spain’s territory. Of
ing orders will ha received here within this vast quantity, one-fourth is to go to
the next twelve hours and that within the Philippines by wiy of San Francisco
twenty-four hours the First iMassachu- and the balance to Cuba. For some reasetts troops will be actually on their way son that was not discoverable there apSouth. What will probably be the desti- peared to
be a temporary check In the
nation of the troops was not intimated in practically working
out of the plans of
the message received tonight, bat that the war department in this Cuban moveTampa will be the point seems to be tho ment. After everything had been made
It may be, however, ready for ; his departure last night, Gen.
general opinion.
that by the time the transport reaches Miles was detained and for a time today

elsco.

washed

Still in

war

ewa

won’t die if
with suds of

proceed imme-

without waiting for

at Manila.

pines before Saturday.

San

“Admiral Dewey,’g victory at Manila
must deservedly take its place side by side
with the greatest naval victories of tha

Lejd the Invasion of

the

Francisco, May 11.—The Bulletin

says:
The President has

ley

Merritt

of

To the Associated Press rep-

resentative, he said:

MERRITT GOVERNOR.

Sampson Has Been Heard From—
Some Apprehension Regarding the Oregon low Location
of Spanish Squadron Is
Unknown—Admiral
Bermijo
Denies That It Has Returned to Cadiz—Germany Evident*
ly Anxious to Get a Piece of Philippines.

Weav-

Southern

SQUADRON EXPECTS TO

May 11.—Orders have
Washington, directing

Philippines.
Verde Fleet—What Is Intended

tomorrow

FLYING

On Board the Flagship Brooklyn, Old
Point Comfort, Vn., May 11. —Commofleet. No actual date was
dore
Schley, commanding the Flying
set for the sailing of the Charleston, hut
squadron today consent to give his views
it will undoubtedly leave for the Philip- upon the victory won by Admiral Dewc y

For Florida and Gulf.

Cannot Re Told Until

for

FARRAGUT.

the transport

Framingham, Mass.. May 11.—
Camp Dewey was considerably exolted
tonight by the announcement that the
63rd United States infantry formerly the
second regiment, M. V. M„ oommanded
by Col. Clarke of Springfield would
leave

AND

MOVE SOON.

been received from

South

rounds of fixed

iiuruniC)

Will Start

Right Away.

o’clook.
the
er,

PLACES HERO WITH PERRY

One of Greatest Naval Victories of

the Cruiser Charleston
General Miles and His Staff Will Leave Washington for Orders Given Yesterday.

diately to Manila

Troops

Victory.

World’s Oistorv.

Will
Massachusetts

on

Philippines.

the cruiser Charleston to

Later—Definite orders have come. They
Chattanooga, Tenn., May XI.—MajorJohn R.
Wheeler arrived this
Leave camp at 6 p. m. Thursday
say:
to
and
Gen.
reported
morning
Brooke. for New York. Transport will take regiHe will remain at Chickamauga and as- ment to
Key West. The receipt of the
sist in the organization of the volunteers news
brought great rejoicing in the ranks
as they arrive.
Co. F,‘.8th infantry has of the 63d
Regiment and in the outburst
been
ordered to remain at the park for of enthusiasm which
followed, all the
guard duty. It will be sent to Tampa UVUfl UUUiUJOUU
xucto
when the volunteers arrive.
were parades, cheers for the officers from
Col. Clarke down. Col. Clarke was in
Springfield when the despatch came, but
he was wired to return immediately.
IOUR FAVORITE PLANT

I

Dewey to rest- upon his laurels. About
40,000 men of thej-eserves of tho Spanish
army £ have been ordered to rejoin the
colors and it is added that a formidable
expedition is being organized for despatch

SAIL AT ONCE.

/livtivnl

General

It’s

bisry’s

the

COM SOUTH,

present moment is where it ought to and about one
to the Instructions given it. on leave have
diately. Each

FEES & CO., FHILAOELP HIA

some

that

intention

to the

luuiiiMi

despatch
Gen. Wesley Merritt has been appointed military governor of the Philppines.

according

Ely-Kid Glove. Cleamed Every Day.

when you hear
a
dealer urge
other brand of flour in place of

Begin.

Great

May 11.—Special despatch
officially declared
government of Spain has no
ot allowing
Rear; Admiral

required only a little more
hour for the committee to dis-

He

Commodore’s Comment

Madrid say it is

It

Cadiz.

Philippines.

been

City Dye House and
Carpet Cleansing

KNOW

Scale For Invasion

Big

says that

Democrats on
all of their amendments
and as his vote turned the scale against
the Republicans, they did not enter into

be

Aggresive Operations

a

A San Francisco

a

pose of the Democratic amendments. II
was soon made
evident that Senator
Jones of
Nevada would vote with the

the

A
wwatAicj

London.

on

CENTS.

Spain Getting Up Dig Expedition
For

Dewey’s victory.

a

omitted.
than an

THREE

today.

has

sail for the

to

** wn k

corporation tax of 1-4 of 1 pei
provision for the oolnage of the
seigniorage and the issuance ol 150,000,OCX
of greenbacks.
The
bond provision ie

to

ARMY MOVES AGAINST CUBA

regiments

llJnrUart

—-

That’s the way we do it
Forest
Steam

at

Philip=
at
once
without
pines
waiting
for the transport.
Commodore Schley speaks
in

ujjjh.

CHQTCD’Q

SUBSTITUTED.

out

in low cut slices in russet and

PRICE

from

not

will leave for the south

a

$2,75.

1898.

12,

the

says

despatch says
a formidable expedition is being organized for the Philippines.

ordered

cent,

BEDS

Bermejo

The Charleston

tion of

MAY

Garcia’s

A Madrid

Fiatists Hid It All Their Owu

BACKS

MORNING,

re-

Cadiz.

cludes

IRON

with

Cape Verde fleet is

two cakes of
of Cuticura

WORKS WONDERS
COTICURft
Ccticura
Instantly relieve

expected

THURSDAY

PRESS.

camp.

hardly

slippers so that X could move about at all. My
brother, a physician Of thirty years’ practice
and extensive experience, had tried in vain
to effect a cure and signally failed. I tried
other physicians of splendid ability with liko
results, and had reached that point where I
became absolutely disheartened, and in fact
had lost all hope, when a friend induced me
to give Cuticura Remedies a trial. I used

MAINE,

PORTLAND,

85._

DAILY

appointed Gen.

Wes-

the regular army to the

command of the volunteers

from the Pa-

world’s history. It has Leeri urged that
the results show he met with deolded Indifferent resistenoe as compared with tha
vigor of his attack and that this tends
to a dimunition of the glory, but this is

untrue, for it must be remembered that
success lies in
the greatest of Dewey’s
the calm courage and daring displayed
in his decision to enter a strange harbor
at dark, under the guns of many forts,
and braving the perhaps hidden torpedo
or mine.
It strikes me that with the several advantageous fortified positions, tbs
preponderance of advantage was oertainly
with the enemy, and that with the great

daring
displayed ty Dewey there must
shoulders
the mantle of
fall upon his
Perry and Farragut. From the meagre
pines. He has been proclaimed governor accounts that have been received of the
general of the Philippines and will soon battle it is evident that despite the great
as possible establish his position as such risk every
officer and every man knew
was being taken, there was not a
faint
at Manila.
heart in all that squadron, but an enthuTO FEED INVADERS.
siasm and esprit de corps that could not
I would
Washington,
May
11.—Preparations but win with such n leader.
are visible,
particularly in the quarter, note too, that superior education and inmaster’s and commissary branches of the
with perfection
in
war department to, provide with provis- telligence, coupled
ions expeditions to Cuba. An order has marksmanship, aided greatly in winning
for the
been given
purchase of 20,000 the day and will, I believe contribute to
hammocks for the use of the men in the future victories.
Admiral Dewey and
climes.
tropical
For the feeding'of the men the commis- every man in his squadron deserves every
sary department has made arrangements recognition that a grateful nation can
for the purchase and shipment to the bestow.”
gulf points but mostly to Tampa of over
The definite news of the return of the
5,000,000 rations which it is estimated
will supply an army of 40,000 men over Spanish fleet to Cadiz puts new life into
40 days,assuming that they are given full the squadron officers today. While they
rations during that time. It is probable have
recognized that the strategy board
however,that portions of this great quanhas made them a splendid factor in the
tity of supplies are intended for the relief of the reconcentrados who are dying war by the enforced stay here and realizfrom
starvation in Cuba. For feeding ing that their presence on the coast was
who will go on the expedition
the men
the dlreot cause of the return of the Spanto the Philippines the commissary department made arrangemen ts for the delivery ish squadron to its own ports, they have
at San Francisco of over a million rations chafed at their idleness and the possible
for an
army of 5000 men for more than termination of the war before they moved.
(50 days._
Today the general belief is that Spanish
cifio coast.

infantry,

Gen.

Merritt will lead the

which will invade the

Philip-

NFlW HAMPSHIRE READY.

.1 Washington, May 11.—Reports received
at the war department show a continuation of the rapid preparation being made
in the mustering in of volunteers.Among
the advices reoeived are the following:
Rhode Island—12 companies first volunronnrtpd

840 men.

enmnlete:

43

officers and

may foroe the Spanish fleet
and that Commodore Schley will
be allowed to display his acknowledged
skill and daring in active battle.
The New Orleans finished coaling today

indignation
to

Sea

and is ready for sea.
; An assistant engineer and two cadet

JUIUOU
Massachusetts—Gov. Wolcott telegraphs C^lUOCia UliilCU UGIO IUUUJ
that the regiment designated for Tampa the Brooklyn and it is believed that these
has been uniformed, armed and equipped are significant facts indicating an early
and is ready to go.
movement of the squadron.
New Hampshire—Tho first regiment is
and
Captain Higginson of the Massachusetts
armed
equipped.
fully
his
new automaito Maxim one
tried
UUU

SUPPLIES DISTRIBUTED.
pounder todsay |with great success. On
New York, May 11.— F.W.W. Kamaden, all the ships today fire and collision drills
British consul at Santiago de (Juba, has and
general oall to quarters praotically
written to the Cuban relief committee,
Commodore
VOLUNTEERS FOR. PHILIPPINES. that he distributed all of the supplies left a battle drill occurred.
U. S. Consul Hyatt, but owing Schicy watched all the ships oarefuliy andt
Washington. May 11.—Tho following him byrefusal of the ladles’
to the
charity com- expressed himself as well satisfied.
volunteer troops wm go to San
Franmitte to do any further distribution, he
cisco :
‘ihe Now Orleans tried her big guns to*
look
to
after
able
be
supplies for
Wyoming—Ono battalion of Infantry; will not
in the future.
The day and her officers reported to Conmof
Colorado, one regiment of infantry; Kan- tbe reconcentrados
consul, however, is taking cure of some dore Schley that they were Well pleased
sas, one regiment of infantry; Montana,
American families in Santiago de Cuba.
one regiment of Infantry:
with the -working of them.
Nebraska, one
regiment of infantry; Utah, two light
READY
TO
ACT.
CARLOS
DON
batteries and one troops cavalry; North
of infantry;
Dakota, two battalions
Montreal, May 11.—Senor Diaz de Corof
battalions
two
Idaho,
infantry.
the American representative of Don
The Royal is the highest grade baking powder;
The war department today purchased tina,
Carlos, the Spanish pretender, has arknown. Actual tests show it goes one*
million rations one-fourth for the rived hero.
five
He will leave on Saturday,
third further than any other brand.
Philippines troops and the balance for he savs, to join Don Carlos at Brussels,
Cuba.
time is not far off for
He declares the
Don Cailos to make a move for the SpanBERATED SALMERON.
ish crowu.
Senor Polo and his party liavo declined
London,
May 11.—The Madrid corre- all sooial attractions owing to tho news
Times
of
the
It is probable that the
says:
spondent
from Manila.
At the beginning of today’s sitting the party will sail for home on Saturday.
Dills for the temporary
chamber passed
abolition of the import dnty on raw cot- SAGASTA REPLIES TO SALMEROX.
ton and the abolition of differential duties
Madrid, May 11, 9.30.— In the chamber
on foreign
ships trading between Spain
tonight, Senator Segasta replied to Sonor
The fomier will
and her colonies.
help Salmeron’s attacks on the present regime,
the Oatalona manufacturers and the latter
that the state of anarchy which
will tend to encourage blockade running. retorting in
Spain during the short lived
The
indemnity hill was next passed existed
regime undor Salmoron, made
almost unopposed, the Carlists alone vot- republican
the
laughing stock of the world.
ing against it. The remainder of the Spain
The premier defended tho policy of the
sitting was devoted to a continuation of
in “doing its utmost to avoid
yesterday’s oratorical tournament.
The govornmont
the Yankees were playing a
war while
chief features was a crushing
reply by foul game.”
Senor Silvela, leader of the dlssidont conHe repented his appeal for union,adding
servative to
Senor Salmeron’s oration.
sowed discord was not a
whoever
Senor
Silvela calmly and with parlia- that
He concluded his speech by dementary propriety, shot many poisoned patriot.
that tlie government would proseclaring
darts in the form of allusion to Salmerthe war to the end.
mon’s former political career, producing cute
applause and hilarity.
Senor Silvela
Absolutely Pure
AIMED AT CUBA.
declared confidently that the monarchy
to fear from
had nothing
Tenn.,
May
Chattanooga,
11.-Only
republicans
a leader
who divided instead oi three regiments of cavalry left hero today.
under
«
his followers. He said the best The orders, however, are that all troops
united
coast
latter
of
Senor
Salmeron
the
tho
to
could
by
do
must go
part
thing
was ta
make himself forgotten.
Even the Car- the week. Gen. Brooke today received
lists who had been coquetting with the notice that
40,000 to iiO.OOO volunteers
republicans, applauded Senor Silvela, one would be concentrated here and lie was
them speaking almost in the same instructed to prepare for taking care of
of
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
sense.
thf m.
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POWDER

THREE DEAD TWO MAY DIE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

PROBATE

NOTICES.

department

TO M MOM.

S.U.

Attending An Explosion of Gas

Fatalities

Unable To

Eocate
Fleet.

in Cleveland.
To All Persons Interested In Either of

the

Estate* Hereinafter Named.

Ohio, May 11.—Ten men
Cleveland,
injured by an explosion of gas today

THE CAPc VERDE FLEET.

at sea.

Washington,May ,l._The

Cape Verde

Some Doubts

Whether It Has Arrived at
Cadiz.

London, May 11.-The Globe this morning
publishes a despatch from Cadiz,
in the new water works tunnel under the
Sampson. It iaitather
'
a
dated
Saturday last, which says the folService.
matter of surprise to
The diggers were 6,300 feat from
lake.
for sea, with the
the,,, that
ships, oil ready
lowing
has not
shore. The explosion was caused by one
already received information
were at that
tho
Polayo,
of
exception
from the squadron via st rr,
of the men striking a match to light his
port:
the fleet despatch boats
pipe.
which accompany
Tho
Pelayo, Vittorio, Carlos V., AlDEThree of those injured died this eve- CAPT. DENNETT OF BANGOR
Sampson’s squadron.
Infanta
miranto
Oquendo, Vizcaya,
Notwithstanding
the cable advices to the
ning. Two others probably will die beCristobal Colon, Alfonso
CLINES TO ACCEPT COMMAND.
effect that the Maria Teresa,
eastern
argus,
papers fore morning.
Weekly
Spanish flying squadron has rejoined the
that
Portland
aforesaid,
XIII, Pluton, Proserpine, Osado, Autaz,
printed at
Spanish home squadron at Cadiz the Furor, Terror, and also several
they may appear at a Probate Court to
NEWSPAPERS
TO
BLAME.
torpedo
TuesThird
be held at said Portland, yn the
naval strategy board is by
the clock
no.means as- boats, transports and the Normannia and
of May next, at ten of
day
of
this
on
Had
Cent
Per
sured
But
and
thereon
it
Accepted,
point,and is believed that Columbia, formerly of the
Flfiy
in the forenoon, and be heard
Italian Journal Gives
Its
Subscribers
Hamburgobject if they see cause.
Wore Unable to Pass Examination— while Admiral Sampson has been
line, which have LSan renamed
placed American
At a Court of Probate held at Portland
within and for the County of Cumberland,
on the
Third Tuesday of April
in the
year ot our Lord eighteen hundred and ninety-eight; the following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all persons
interested, by causing a copy of this order
to be published three
weeks successivePRESS gild
lv
in
the
MAINE STATE

Brunswick,
M. DENNETT, late
deceased. First and Final Account presented fof allowance by Mary J. Dennett,
Executrix.
HENRY A. FOGG, late of New Gloucester,
deceased. First Account presented for alB lowance by Charles N. Fogg and Reuel W.
b ogg, Executors ; also Petition for valua5 tion of property belonging to said estate
J for pm pose of determining the Collateral
1 Inheritance Tax to be paid thereon, pre2 sented
by said Executors, and Petition for
jj Order of Distribution presented by said

were

Revolvers aud

of

JAMES

The

still probably
is able fully to

be many days before one
estimate the gravity of the riots and the
num her of killed and wounded. The two
suppressed papers, the Radical Secolo
and the Republican Italia del Popoio of

Executors.

n

Snted

ALICE G. BERRY,
ceased. Will
and

late of Portland, depetition for probate
thereof, presented by Charles W. Berry.
Executor therein named.
*ANCY HANSON, late of Portland, deceased. Petition for License to sell and
convoy Real Estate, presented by Sarah S
S. McCobb, Trustee,
ANNA W. TRUE et ah, minor children and
heirs of Ellen H. True, late of Portland,
deceased, Petition for License to lease
with right to purchase certain Real Estate,
presented by Charles H. True, Guardian.
SDWARD W. FOX, late of Portland, deceased. Resignation of Francis Fessenden
as Trustee, Presented for acceptance; also
Petition for ti e appointment of Clinton L.
Baxter, to fill vacancy caused by the resignation of said Francis Fessenden, presented by Ethel F. Baxter, beneficiary.
LUCY A. GRfFFIN, late ot Freeport, deceased. Will and petition for probate
thereof presented by John T. Griffin, Ex-

Omaha, Neb., May

U.—The receivership of the Union Paoiflc railroad system
has been nominally terminated, and the
five men who have acted as receivers have
tendered their resignations to the federal
court and thsy have been accented.
Two
receivers have been appointed to continue
to discharge the duties incidental to the
closing up of the Union Pacific. They
are Oliver W. Mink of Boston and Tnomas P.
Wilson, attorney of St. Paul. G.
M. Lambertson of Linooln, Neb., is appointed counsel and attorney for the successory receivers.

EQUAL

REPRESENTATION WINS.

May 11.—The spring conferof the Methodist Episcopal ohurch
all been held and the vote on the
proposition for equal lay representation
is:
For, 3,278;
against, 937. The vote
last year was: For, 1,159; against, 2,663.
Fifteen foreign conferences are yet to
bo heard from, and the voting
of the
fall ^conferences will not begin until the
first of
September. The proposition,
however, has already received 110 more
votes than tha necessary tbiea-fourths
to carry it.
Chicago,

ences
have

ecutor therein named.

JOHN Q. TWITCHELL. late of Portland, deceased. Petition for License to sell end convey Real Estate, presented by Hugh J
Chisholm and Pay son Tucker. Aamtmatrators.
r.LMON A. STROUT, late of Portland. doceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof. presented by Henry F. Stroup one of the
xeentora therein named.
HENRY C. PKaBODY, Judge.
A. true ^opy of the original order
Attest.
JOSEPH. Bc REED, Register.

HARVARD WON.

Cambridge,

Wholesale

May 11.—The debate tobetwien Harvard and Prinoeton
the resolve that the present restrictions

night

and

Retail

on
on

into cne united states

immigration

was won by Harvard,
insufficient,
whose
representatives aigued on the
affirmative side of the question. The j
judges were Prof. G. H. Harris of Andover
Thelogioal seminary; President
(Japan of Tufts and Mr.W. F. Page of the
are

Atlantic

Monthly.

Prof. J. M. Pierce
presided and the debaters spoke in the
order:
F. G. White, Harvard;
following
N. S. Reeves, Princeton; R. T. Parke,
Harvard; R. Drlpps, Princeton; S. B.
Rosenthal, Harvard; M. Lowry, Princeton.

NEW ENGLAND LEAGUE.

STERLING $75. STORMER $50,
ROCHESTER $50. YALE $50.

At

CRAWFORD $50 & 35. PENNANT $40.
ELMIRA $30. JUVENILES $20 to $30

Taunton,

THE

JAMESlAILEY

204 Middle St.,

«Easy

uaker Oats

At all grocers
■lb. pkgs. onljp

TO MUSIC

CO.

THE LATEST.

MUSICAL
OF

AND-

PRINTER,

1’It INTERS’

tion/

EXCHANGE,
Portland

M.

Exchange §t„

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
or

PRODUCTIONS

EVERY DESCRIPTION

are at all times to be found in our stock
All orders by mail or telephone will receive
prompt attention.
Our discounts to the profession are the most
favorable to be obtained and everything will
be done to make it an advantage and a pleasure
to deal with us.
Wo algo carry a Full
Assortment of
STRINGED INSTRUMENTS and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE of every descrip-

Book, Card

All orders M mall
attended to.

♦

near

isnr marks,

97 1-2

TEACHERS!

I ♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦

Monument Sq.
AGENTS. Walter V. Knight, Westbrook,
J. H. Edwards, So. Portland,
Hancock Clark Co., Gray.
apr22.M,W,F, Sat
atf

m

14;

9.

Buy,
isy
isy to Cook,
asy to Eat,
isy to Digest.

remedy the trouble.

can

Brock-

Bedford,

to

We have a large Repair Department with experienced machinists. If
you pnucture a tire, break a rim,
or meet with any acoident to
your
we

Bedford—New

Food

WE CARET ALL PARTS
of our leading wheels in stock. Our
iine of Sundries and repair Roods is
the hugest ]£ast of Boston.
If you
need new Tfres,Saddle, Handle Bar,
Pedals, Bell or Cyclometer give us
a call.
REPAIR DEPARTMENT.

wheel,

Pawtucket—Pawtuokec, 8;

ton, 6.

At New

Steinert & Sons
T C.

sept22eodt?

|

apis

Go.

NIcGOULDRIC, Manager.

telephone promptly Tel. 818-2.

to Be Called Into

S17 Congress St.
.x.W&Ftf

[SFECIAI,

Beglment.

TO THE

PBESS.]

Camp Powers, Augusta, May
Bangor company Is in about
position tonight as the dog who

11.—Tho
the same
lost his

This morning the boys went before the examining board and the JJnited
States army surgeon as the saying goes,
master.

“didn’t do a thing to them.”
Thirtytwo men were accepted out of 69.
Dr.
Stiles told the PRESS representative that
it was the poorest lot of men physically
that

he had yet
examined.
Sometime
ago Captain Dennett was offered the job
of manning the Monitor Montauk, which
is coming to defend
Portland harbor.
In order to do this he would have to enlist a lot of electricians and machinists
and the Bangor company Is minus such
men.

ment is
from

Artillery Company Being Organ-

ized from Second

May 11.—It will

Rome,

Brigade

Hatchets.

Milan, were undoubtedly responsible for
the riots.
The latter journal has been in
JESSIE F. ADAMS, late of Gray, deceased. the
habi t for some years fGr giving its
Will and Petition for probate thereof, presented by George W. Adams, brother of subscribers Christmas gifts of revolvers
sa d deceased.
and hatchets, the latter inscribed in the
motto l< n.,11;
FRANK L. BAILEY, minor child and heir \lilounfo rHaloot vlth
Ida
late
ot
of
J. Bailey,
Harpswell, deceased. First Account presented for al- al tronco,” (strike at the trunk.) The
low a lice by Andrew J. Alexander, Guardregular subscribers wero largely priests.
ian.
It
is said tonight that all the socialist
JOSEPH
ELDER, late of Windham, de- editors throughout the country have been
ceased. Petition that Samuel V. Haskell or will
be arrested and detained until
or some other suitable person, be appointoomplete order is restored.
ed Administrator, presented by William
Evidence accumulates that railway men
Elder, brother of said deceased.
were chiefly responsible tor
the rioting.
GRANVILLE HALL, late of Falmouth, de- The order
calling them under arms is
ceased. Petition for license to sell and;
to have a good effect.
convey ivcni c.siate, presented uy meivin expeoted
P. Frank, Administrator.
THE
ITALIAN REVOLUTION.
S. S, BLAKE, late of Scarborough,
deceased.
Petition for License to sell
May 11.—The correspondent of
London,
and convey Real Estate
presented by Er- the Times at Rome sends
by mail a long
nest L. Shaw, Administrator.
the censor has refused to
which
despatch
HENRY F. MERRILL, late of Cape Eliza- bo
allowed
to
be
transmitted
by wire,
beth, deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof, presented by Alfaretta E. practically confirming the rioting at Milan and elsewhere. The Times correMerrill, Executrix therein named.
RACHEL JONES, late of South Portland, de- spondent explains that the bread issue is
Will and petition for
ceased.
probate a mere pretext of insurrection prepared
tberof, presented by Joseph S. Fickett, beforehand by associations of navies and
Executor therein named.
railway employes, in whloh a strong sociBESSIE F. TOPPER, late of South Portland,
alist and republican leaven has long been
deceased. First and Final Account pre- working. He says: “Resides many proofs
for allowance
John
Howard
by
of
this, it will suflloe to say that the
III. Administrator.
rioting is confirmed to the rlohest disSUSIE M. JORDAN, et als., minor children j tricts in
the country.
Another strong
and heiis of Simon D. Jordan, late of Cape i
motive
underlying the moveElizabeth, deceased. Petition for License political
desire of the
to Mortgage Real Estate, presented by Em- ment is the well known
Vatican and the clerioals to foment"; disma L. Jordan, Guardian.
to
overthrow
the
House of
GESliGE 0. CODMAN, late of Deerine, cle- orders, thereby
ceaseJ.
Will and Petition for
probate Savoy in favor of a republio which might
therool, presented oy John E. Codman, have the way to a restoration of the
Ekoeutor therein named.
temporal power of the Pope.”
HENRy A. JONES, late of Portland, deSIX HUNDRED KILLED.
ceased. Seventh Account presented for allowance by Ardon W. Coombs, Trustee.
London,
May 12.—The Vienna corresEMMA O. UNDERWOOD, late of Portland,
of the Daily Telegraph describdeceased. Petition for License to sell and pondent
the
riots
at Milan, soys:
ing
convoy Real Estate, presented by Charles
“One thousand persons were arrested
J. Nionols, Administrator.
and six hundred killed and 2000 wounded.
DANIEL
HARDY; late ot Portland, dewere
ceased. Second and 1 inal Account pre- In one Instanoe twenty students
killed at the main station of the Vicini
sented fox allowance by Samuel Mason,
Administrator,; also Petition for Order of railway line. Three hundred rioters set
Distribution presented by said Adminis- fire to all the railway carriages and the
trator.
military, hurrying up, unfortunately fired
ANN McCANN, late pf Portland, deceased. on the firemen wno were
trying to disFirst Account presented for allowance
by
perse the rioters with a horse. Many of
Benjamin Thompson and William H. the firemen were killed.
As all the
Looney, Administrators.
houses in Milan refused to print
MARY M. HA DEMAN, late of Portland, de- printing
The
the
manifesto.
military government
ceased, First Account presented for allowwas proclaimed by drums and thn roar
ance by Percival Bonney, Executor.
of oannon.”
ELIAS CHABE, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof, presented by Clarimond C. Chase, Executrix
RECEIVERSHIP TERMINATED.
therein named.
2

Portland

aa ueciuea not to

tne

accept
otter,
but Tuesday whan he found out that the
Second regiment was going to be about
the same as left out in the cold
he
hustled around and notified the governor
that he would take the Montauk, so his
men went before the examining board
this forenoon.
Captain Dennett had
arranged to enlist the electricians needed
from the University of Maine volnnteers,
and his machinists from Co. C, of Bath,
but when he found that hie men stood
such a poor show before the examining
board he decided not to take the Montauk.
He

followed up this decision by going
into Co. C of Auburn and taking a second lieutenancy at the same time saying
that he would take a sergeant’s warrant
rather than not enter the service.
This
move on the
part of Captain Dennett
caused great exoitement in the Bangor
Robinson being very
company, Major
ranch provoked over the matter.
It is said here tonight that every man
is ready to return to Bangor, but Captain

in

nav

hourly.espectatlon
Admiral

cf

ad*iceB

company
the heavy battery by Gov.
Powers, was called here today and after
a consultation with the governor he threw
up his claim and the governor told him
to organize a light battery.
And it will
be attached to the National Guard.
This afternoon the examining board
began to muster in men from the first
battalion of the second regiment for the

promise

heavy battery

Co

D of Lewiston,

Cap-

Domestic service is another form
of endless drudgery that destroys
woman’s health and nervous system.
Lack of care during monthly periods,

necessity

1

to

keep

West To

day.

officer who made a daring and successful
landing in Cuba and proceeded in-

of these towns is in the hands of
tion
“fine
The last expression give
men.”
special satisfaction to Cubans here. They

hopeful that President Masso will rein
the western provinces and be
ready to come with his oabinet to the
first large seaport oity that is occupied,
are

main

and there set up the civil administration
of the Republio of Cuba.
RESERVES

CALLED TO.

a

guarding Algeoiras bay

after the
all the lights of the

steamer passed

destroyer

were

The

Philippine

nua

iuus.

rusam :—i

aooiorea

witn

four different doctors and found but little
*^—*"*"
relief. I then wrote to you describing my
S
~-r—
02
troubles which were as follows : backache,
sharp pains in sides of abdomen, falling
i;;
and inflammation of womb, and pain at time of monthly sickness.
I followed your kind and good advice. I have taken three bottles of
Lydia B., Pinkham's VegetableCompound and am now able to walk
around after having been in bed for ten weeks, and feel that I am
assured perfect health. I hope my letter may be a help to other
suffering girls.—Miss Rosa Hines, Le Sueur, Minn.
Mrs. Pinkham: —I was troubled with female weakness,
irregular and painful menstruation and leucorrhoea. The doctor’s
medicine did me no good. I have taken one bottle and a half of your
Vegetable Compound, and thanks to your medicine and advice, mv pains are gone. I advise all
women suffering as I have to use your Vegetable Compound.— Mrs. Emma J. Pbibble, Indianola, 111.

her,

islands rebel chief Gen.

female

twenty years has
assisted women to bear
their burdens. Sickness
and pain vanish under its
influence, and more
than a million
women have
been
benefited by it. We
quote from three :

sud-

New York, May 11.—A
copyrighted
special from Hong Kong to the Evening
World, says:

the

over

and

ORDERED TO OBEY DEWEY.

or

Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound for

-*-

denly extinguished, a terrllto explosion
followed immediately and the boat disappeared.
The disaster was apparently caused
by
the explosion of
her boilers and it is
feared that all on board have perished.
The Spanish torpedo boat destroyer reported blown up near Gibraltar is probaThe Destructor is
bly the Destruotor.
classed as a torpedo gunboat, She was
built of steel at Clyde Bank in 1837.

and

organs.

Spanish torpedo boat destroyer

Shortly

day

dL

kinds with

May 11.—A despatch to the
Globe from
Gibraltar
says a
British
steamer whioh bas just arrived there reports officially that she passed yesterday

whioh was
the straits

iaic

cramped positions
sitting
for long hours, produce and
keep alive troubles of all

SPANISH DESTROYER LOST.

evening

the feet all

in

London,

Washington, May 11.—It is expeoted that
Lieut. Frank Rowan, the United States

on

U14.L1J.

equipped.

Emissary to Garcia Will Return to Key

Rome, May 11.—The military-organ Auginaldo has issued a proclamation to
the insurgents at
Manila to obey the
fisercito
publishes an order calling
under arms the reserves employed on the orders of Commodore Dewey and United
States
Consul
Williams.
railways. They are not to leave their
Wealthy Philippine families who are
employment, but are to be under military
law and thus to prevent railway strikes leaving Hong Kong for Manila daily apand agitation.
The governor of Milan pear before Consul Wildman here and ask
has issued a deoree directing that persons to be allowed to take the oath of allegpresented 14 men for examination and found cycling in the province of Milan iance to the United States.
The powerful Certes family insisted on
had nine accepted out of that number.
will be court martialed.
Another decree
their prayer for oitizenshlp teleThe heavy battery is to be made up as prolongs to May 18 bills falling duo after having
graphed to President MoKinley and
7.
follows: One captain, one first lieuten- May
offered their palaces in Manila for the accommodation of the American officers.
ant, two second lieutenants, one first serTO CONGRATULATE DEWEY.
geant, twenty-two sergeants, ten corporLondon, May 11.—A despatch to the
PEARY’S SHIP ARRIVES.
als, two mnsiolans, two artificers, one Times
from Singapore says: “Toe PhilipNwe York, May
wagoner, 108 privates,
11.—The
British
maximum, 100 pine refugees here are preparing a conWindward, whioh Lieutenant
privates minimum.
Captain H. G. gratulatory address to Admiral Dewey. steamer
is to use in Arctic expeditions, and
Crockett will probably be pioked out for They also express a desire for the estab- Peary
ishment of a native government with Ame which left London on March 19, for this
captain of the battery, which will consist rican
protection.
They deprecate the port, passed in by Sandy Hook at 9.30
of 160 men all told. He and Captain Paul restoration of
the Philippines to Spain o’clock this morning, in tow of the tua
and Lieutenants Garcelon and Kelleher or the transfer of the islands to any con- John T. Pratt.
tinental
government.
are working hard to
organize the battery
CAVALRY GOES TO CUBA.
and they may ali be given a commission,
j DEWEY’S NOMINATION CONWashington, May 11.—The fifth regialthough nothing has been promised
FIRMED.
ment of the United States
cavalry, scatthem.
tered at various posts throughout
Texas,
Washington, May 11.—The Senate today has been
United States Mustering Officer Lient. confirmed
ordered to proceed Immediately
the nomination
of
George to New Orleans.
H. N. Roydeo, informs me tonight that Dewey to be a rear admiral.
Later it will be sent
to Cuba, although
it is not yet settled
the number mustered
In today is 334;
Whether the regiment will be
of the
aggregate mustered, 409; number ex- CHARLESTON WON’T SAIL TODAY. first expedition to the islands. part
amined today, 314; number rejected, 148;
Vallejo, Cal., May XI.—Captain Glass,
aggregate examined, 1609; aggregate re- wh9n asked about the report from WashBRAM WILL APPEAL.
would sail tojected, 629. He says about 100 more good ington that theheCharleston
was expeoting sailing
said that
Boston,
May 11.—Thomas M. Bram,
day,
men are needed to
complete the Maine orders, but had not received them. The convicted of the murder of Captain
Charles
I.
cannot
Nash
Charleston
toof the barkentlne Herquota.
possibly get away
There is a bright prospect that the Port- day aud probably will not sail until bert D uller, will appeal. Mr. Cotter, his
senior counsel, stated
xuurbuay uvoumg ui jj riuay morning.
today that be would
land boys who organized the naval brifile exceptions in the United States Cirgade mav vet he called
into service to
cuit
court
some
time
this week.
NEW YORK TROOPS SUMMONED.
man the monitor Montauk.
Albany, May 11.—Gov. Black reoeived
RAILROAD
REGIMENT COMPLETE TODAY.
a telegram today form
BATTLESHIP.
Secretary of War
asking him to send two of New
San Bernandino, Cal.. Mav 11.—The
Augusta, May H.—Compnnys H, G, M Alger
York state’s volunteer
regiments to nuuwuu ui tills state have start ad to
and B, and Major R. R. Ulmer, all of
Tampa at once.
raise a fund to build a battleship for the
the First regiment, N. G. S. M., were
It is known as “The railgovernment.
roadmen’s battleship fund.”
GEN. ROGERS MADE CHIEF.
today mustered into the service.
The
other companies will be mustered ThursWashington, May 11.—Brigadier Gener
al John I. Rogers, the senior officer of A PERMANENT CHORUS
day, nearly all being full.
FORMED.
The battery of heavy artillery will be the artillery branch of the armv, today
Mr. Taylor’s united choruses met
was appointed ohief of artillery of the
at
formed from the first battalion of the secarmy and placed in obarge of the heavy the Congress Square church last evening.
ond
instead of from Col. artillery of all the coast defenses.
regiment,
There was a large attendance about 400
Gonld’s
Rockland company,
certain
In all
being present. It was a fine reevents having transpired in the second PORTO RICANS PANIC STRICKEN. hearsal and three
new war
songs were
that makes the change advisable.
St. Thomas,
W.
I., May 11.—Two tried.
thousand seven hundred tons of coal has
After the rehearsal the conoert of
the
TROOPS LEAVE FOR TAMPA.
arrived here from Philadelphia for specu- 28th was taken
up and 800 tiokets were
Aocording to reports from Porto
Key West, Fia., May 11.—All the inhab- lation.
Then
Mr. Taylor
introduced
itants of Key West turned out this even- Rioo the people are panlo stricken at the pledged.
possible prospeots of the bombardment Mr. Edwin A. Gray, the president of the
ing to witness the departure of the local of
San
Juan.
club.
Clef
Mr.
Treble
company for the Florida Btate troops for
Gray explained
Tampa. The oompany numbered sixtyhow the Treble Clef club came to be orBROOKLYN NAVY YARD CASE.
three men. It left on the steamer Musganized, tolling how Miss S. Marcia
ootte.
The steamer Olivette will arrive
New
May 11.—Naval Constructor Craft first organized the club
from Tampa in the morning bringing a Bowles York,
and on
was again under examination tolarge cargo of water.
of Engineer Miss Craft leaving the city, Mr. Taylor
in
the court martial
The Norwegian cattle ship Bratsberg day
reiterated
that
Mr.
said
Bowles
Monade. Mr.
faul- took oharge.
he had been
Gray
was released today in accordance with
ty oonstruotion of the dry dook had provdifferent choruses to form
orders from Washington.
She will leave en unsafe and the calking imperfeots. nrged by the
olub. He requested those
tomorrow.
States
United
the
judge
Attorney Question
by
advooate, a permanent
Stripling expeots to hold all the prizeB brought out the faot that the work of re- who wished to take part in forming a
except possibly the Catalina, the Miguel pair on the dook was conducted by Mr.
permanent organization tojstay after the
Jover and the Buena Ventura. Fourteen Bowles and has cost so far
$55,000 and rehearsal.
Nearly all agreed to stay.
days Is given from the time of the filing the dook is still useless.
of each libel for the owners of the
At the end of the rehearsal the permacargoes
to enter their olaims. bat so far no olaims
WILL TRY Itf AGAIN.
nent chorus was formed and as tempohave been
filed except by the owners of
Washington, May 11.—The engagement rary ohairman, Mr. Gray was elected.
the cargo of the Buena Ventura.
of Mrs. Paulino Aubrey,
daughter of On a motion being put, the chair appointChief Justice Fuller, and Mr. Jessup ed a committee of two from each of the
FROM BLANCO.
Blair, a well known society man of this
Since her divorce following places to nominate officers to
Madrid, May 11.—An offloial dispatch city is announoed.
from Havana says: The
from her husband, with whom she eloped be elected at the next meeting, Wednesenemy’s
squad- several
ron has disappeared.
years ago, Mrs. Aubrey and her
Five warships have
day of next week: Mr. F. H. Cloudman
two
daughters have made their home
gone eastward.
and Mr. L. B. Abbott of Westbrook
her
with
parents in this olty.
chorus, Miss Hawes and Mr. Small of
SHIPS TO JOIN FLEET.
'POSTMASTER AT VASSALBORO.
St. Thomas, W. I,. May 11.—It is re| Deering chorus, Mr. Knapp and Mr.
of South Portland
chorus, and
ported that an Amerioan warship which
Washington, May 11.-Mary E. Light- Goodwin
had been lying to the
sailed body was today appointed fourth-class Miss Jordan and Miss Nelson of the Portwestward
yesterday to join the American fleet.
postmaster at North Vassalboro, Me.
land ohortu.

tain Crockett, presented fifty-six men for
and out of this number
forty were accepted and sixteen were reCo. B, Captain Paul of Lewisjected.
ton, had 31 men accepted and .11 rejected,
and Co. C of Bath, Captain
Kimball,

examination,

Working women have backaches, headaches, and racking pains,
but they keep on working because they have to. F
Pretty faces in our factories and stores soon become drawn alnd
pallid, figures lose their symmetry and
energy flags.

the Patrionto and Hi.pido.
in possession of the oabie reports, he
has
The correspondent of the Globe added
been warned not to accept them as absothat he believed the squadron would sail
It
conclusive.
must
be remembered on
lutely
Wednesday (today) and said a numthat the timed states has now no retire- ber of troops would leave for the
Canary
sentative in Cadiz, nor can it look to the Islands on May 15, while throe battalions
representative governments in Spain to of marines quartered at San Fernado
furnish any information touohing the were ready for embarkation.
naval movements.
Lieut. Colwell, the naval attache of the
Spanish
Reliance
must he had, either upon soverely censorUnited States embassy, said today that he
ized newspaper despatches or upon the was by no means convinced
that the
reports of spies and neither of those are Spanish Cape Verdn squadron is really
of unimpeaohable accuracy at this junc- at Cadiz.
For this reason, the navy departture.
On the Stook Exchange here, the report
ment is disposed to accept all reports with that the Spanish Capo de Verde squadcaution.
extreme
ron, had returned to Cadiz was generally
The strategy board is oarefully prepar- discredited, though
the opinion
was
ing its plans for an assault upon Havana freely expressed, that if the rumor was
by sea in connection with the regular true it indicated the intention of Spain
to throw
army movement by land.
up the sponge and leave the
Admiral Dewey has been nominated a West Indies to their fate, thus opening
HU promotion will make the way to an early peace.
rear admiral.
uuiumunaant at
uapt. Pirns vasey,
the League Island navy yard, a oommoLETTERS FROM GOMEZ.
and
will
Capt.
(now Rear
place
dore,
Admiral) Sampson, at the head of the
Washington, May 11.—The oourler with
list of captains to become a commodore letters from General Gomez to President
July 8 next, upon the retirement of Ad- Palma of the Cuban delegation has
miral Kirkland, commandant of_the Mare stopped at Tampa and will not reaoh here
Island navy yard.
for a day or two.
Admiral Walker had a oonference today
General Nunez of the Cnhan »rmv n.ffcpr
and
there
is a rumor conferring with General
with Seoretary Long
Miles, left for
aflout to
the effect that the admiral is Tampa last night. Entire
harmony exists
slated for appointment to some post of between the Cuban authorities and the
war department us to tha resources and
great distinction in the navy.
Charles H. Alien, the newly appointed effective fighting force of General Gomez
assistant seoretsry of the navy, reported and General Garcia. The Cuban authoriat the department and reoelved the oath ties are ready
and willing to have the
of office at the hands of Chief Clerk Pet- fullest
co-operatiou by United States
introduced
ers.
and was then
by Lieut. troops on Cuban soil, and there Is no
Col. Roosevelt, whom he succeeds, to all ground for the
reports that General
of the officials and employes of the navy Gomez desires to aot single handed in sedepartment.
curing Cuban Independence.
Lieut. CoL Roosevelt expects to leave
Concerning the strength of the Cuban
Washington tomorrow night for San forces, tbeir representatives here say reAntonio.
ports fully bear out the claim that there
all about 40,000 men, 25,000 of
are
in
whom are now in the Hold and reasonably
LIEUT. ROWAN EXPECTED BACK.

land to Gen. Garcia’s camp, will arrive
Dennett, so Col. Kendall informs the
It is understood
PRESS representative, has promised to at Key West tomorrow.
that Lieut. Rowan
has stated
already
bring twenty men with him into C comthat the Cubans in Gen. Garoia’s district
pany.
a number of towns vacated by the
Col. E. K. Gonld of Rockland who occupy
and that the Cuban administraand Spanish
organized the volunteer

was
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Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—When I wrote to you I was troubled with menses appearing too often.
I also had sick headache, was tired and weak, and could not do any work. The pain I had to suffer
was almost unbearable at times.
After taking five bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound I was much improved in health; menses became more regular and were not profuse. My
doctor had told me I could never expect to get well unless I went through an operation. I cannot
recommend your medicine too highly. I beg of you to accept my thanks for what you have done for
me.—Miss Alice Parnell, Keokuk, la.

TW*®*
(Lea*
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Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass., will advise you from her wide experience free of charge whenever you ask it. Write to her freely.
Your story will be told to a sympathetic woman, and women
only
will see your letters. Remember 1 a woman best understands a
woman’s ills.
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TRIED TO POISON SOLDIERS-

Spain Adopts

Characteristic

Mode

GERMANS, WANTS A HAND.
MILES GOES SOUTH TODAY.
London, May’ll.-~A'story is published
Washington, May 11.—A final decision
here to the effect that Germany is active- has been reaohed that General Miles and
ly preparing to signify her disapproval his staff will leave tomorrow night for
of a lasting oooupation of the Philippine Tampa, Fla., preparatory to moving to
Cuba.

of

Fighting.

Atlanta, Ga., May 11.—A special to the islands
by the United States. The German
Constitution from Mobile says:
consul at Manila is said to have been inA second dastardly attempt to^poison
structed to make representations to Rear
the infantry regiments at Camp Mobile
Admiral Dewey, differing materially in
has been made.
character from those of the representaSeveral days ago some soldiers found tives of
other powers.
in the. creek, which runs alongside the
Very heavy claims, it is added, are befilled
with
absorbent
grounds, a sack
ing encouraged upon the part of Germans
cotton, which had been saturated with who have suffered from the bombardarsenic and
tied down beneath a rock ment of Cavite, and Germany, it is furwhich juts out into the stream, at a point ther said,, proposes to obtain oontrol ol
the Philippines islands guaranteeing the
just above the place where the soldiers
of
Spain’s indemnity. It is
water.
their
get
drinking
elieved this plan is
to EmBy nocident a.trooper discovered the peror Francis Joseph ofacceptable
Austria and it is
deadly trap, removed the sack and upon understood to have been passively acthe contents being revealed, reported his
cepted
by Franoe, which country is so
find to the commanding officer.
strongly interested financially in the reStrict orders were given not to mention habilitation of

YANKEE GOES TO SEA.
New York, May 11.—The United States
auxiliary cruiser Yankee passed out
Quarantine at£3.07 this afternoon, bound
to sea.

_

THE WEATHER.

Eayment

so the matter was
the
inoident and
hushed up.
Since that day. however, the creek has
been olosely watched and vigilance was
rewarded when Corporal John Sullivan
of Co. A, 16th
infantry, found a poison
bag loaded with arsenio anchored just as
in the first Instance.
The correspondent by chance overheard
two soldiers
talking about the plot to
poison them and Instituted au investigation.
Tha nfflcars tireferred not to dismiss the
matter, but among the privates the feeling
is running high and they don’t fall to

Spain.

BLOW WILL SOON COME.

Key West, Fla., May 11.—It isjsaid here
that if the report that the Spanish fleet

has returned to Spain proves to be correct
an active movement against Cuba
may occur within 48 hours.
It is possible that Rear Admiral Sampson at Porto Rico and Commodore
Remey
here, may strike simultaneously.
Naval officers here believe the defenoes
I

an

any point

except

uavuua couia

De

re-

Washington, May 11.—Weather forecast
Thursday for New England and

for

New York:
Partly cloudy
weather: local showers; southerly winds.
Boston, May 11.—Local forecast for
Boston
and vicinity
for
Thursday:
Eastern

Threatening

weather; probably

sional showers:
winds.

south to

occa-

southwest

duced
by the ships now here and on the
Local Weather Report.
Cuban station in half an hour.
themselves.
express
There is no definite information here as
Portland, Me.,
May 11.—The local
Spanish spies are known to be lurking to when the troops at Tampa will be
weather bureau office reoords as to the
in the neighborhood where a number of embarked.
Spaniards reside.
weather are as follows:
They are all under strict scrutiny and
8 a. m.-Barometer, 80 ;055; thermomeGUSSIE ARRIVED ALL RIGHT.
sensational disclosure* are looked for. No
'J;
ter, 47.0; dew point, 41; humidity
one doubts that agents of Spain are reNew York, May 11.—A speolal despatoh wind, S;
15 weather, partly
velocity,
from Key West says that work has been
sponsible.
cloudy.
received there that the transport steamer
8 p. in,—Barometer, 2O.0D8; thermomeNOT
SEEN.
FLEET
SPANISH
Gussie, which sailed from,Tampa yester- ter, 48.0; dew point. 45; humidity, 08,
has landed the rifles and ammunitday
S; velocity, 11; weather, oloiidy.
London, May 11.—Inquiries made on ion sent to the Cubans, together with wind,
Mean daily thermometer, 48, maximum
board ships whioh have recently arrived two
of
United
States infantry,
companies
thermometer, 65; minimum thermometer
here from the Canary islands, the island within bu miles of Havana.
34 fc>, total
42; maximlm velocity Wind,
of Maderia and Teneriffe and Gibraltar,
precipitation, .03.
shows that nothing had been seen of the,
MONTAUK SEEKS SHELTER.
Spanish fleet.
Weather Observation.
The British steamer Galoia, Capt. Bird,
Haven, Mass., May u.—The
Vineyard
which left
Cadiz on April 29, reports monitor
Montauk from
The
Philadelphia
agricultural department weather
that the only ships there were the auxili- which has been
assigned for the defence
May 11, taken at
ary cruisers Normannia and Columbia, of the harbor at Portland, arrived here bureau for yesterday,
time, the observatwo torpedo boats and an armed yaoht, at
Jl o’clock thiB afternoon. She was in 8 p. in., meridian
possibly the Giraldl.
tow of the tug Argus and put in here to tion for each section being given in this
The British
steamer Tetuan, iwhich wait for the southerly gale to abate.
of wind,
order: Temperature, direction
_

arrived

here
today from Gibraltar after
Las Palmas on April 29,Teneriffe
and Maderia on May 2, saw
Spanish fleet.
She reported, however,that great exoitement
prevailed at the
Canary islands
when she was there.

leaving

on April 30,
none of the

DEWEY NOMINATED.

Washington,

TWO CHILDREN

DROWNED.

Foxcroft, May 11.—Word was received
here this morning that two girls, the
ohildren of Benjamin Edwards of Monson
were drowned in the quarry at that plaoe
last evening.
They had‘.been playing
near the quarry only a short time, when

May 11.—Commodore
Dewey has heen nominated a rear admi- their mother, searching for them, found

ral.

the hodies in the water.

state of weather:
New
Boston. 56 degrees, S, cloudy;
54 degrees, SE, clear; Phlladel
York
phia *63 degrees, S, clear; Washington,
04 degrees, SE, clear; Albany, 56 degrees,
8 cloudy, Buffalo, 66 degrees, S, cloudy :
Detroit, 60 degrees, W, clear; Chicago, 60
SW, p. cloudy; St, Paul,
60
degrees,
degrees, NW, clear; Huron, Dak., 58 de58
Bismarck,
cloudy:
N,p.
degrees,
grees,
NW, cloudy; Jacksonville, 53 degrees.SK;

parWy cloudy.

JttlSCEIX AIS EOUS.
ii—
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SPEAK OUT.
The Search

and proceedings,

RAILWAY ARBITRATION.

taken by
Clerk

Eight of Publicity I» Pleasing
Portland

People.
want.

is wbat the people
Let the public speak on the subject.
too
There has been too much claim
list 13 proof.
not proof.
Claims made by strangers are
for a
There is only one kind of proof
Portland Citizen.
The experience of people we know.
When friends and neighbors endorse.

Publicity

Make publio statements of their case.
There can be no question about such
evidence.
This is the proof we have.
Which backs every box of Doan’s KidPillsNo other kidney Pills, no other

ney

kidney

remedy.
Can produce such proof.
Here is one case of the many we have:
Hr. G. W. Jones, of 44 Melbourne

Senate Discussed the Bill for Three

Hours.

AMENDMENTS OFFERED

BY

MR.

Mr. Allen Opposed the Bill Claiming That
Bailroad

Men

Were

Trap—Bill Under
ate Ad jonrned.

Being

Led into

a

Discussion When Sen-

Washington, {May 11,—For

than
three hours this afternoon the Senate discussed the
railway arbitration bill, a
more

street, says: “It is a matter of interest
to many others to know what to take for measure
designed to’adjust by means of
buokache or kidney complaint. I have
arbitration differences that
voluntary
found it out and I am pleased to make it
may arise betwen railroad officials and
a
sufferer.
known.
For years I was
Mr. Kyle, R„ publican
their employes.
Many a day after work I went home to of South Dakota, in charge of the bill,
get a place to lie down after an after- offered a number of amendments whioh
noon’s suffering. When I was at work I were agreedito. In order to meet
objechad frequently to stand at a bench for a tions, Mr.
of Massa-

considerable length of time with my body
stooped over enough to bring a strain on
This was terribly irksome and
my back.
if I caught cold it was exceedingly painful, for colds always settled In my kidneys.
got Doan’S : Kidney Pills at H.
H. Hay & Son’s drug storo on Middle
street, after taking them awhile the backache left and it has not returned. They
a)60 regulated the seoretions of the kidneys which had previously been too freI

Any metuciue iuuu unugs euuu
deserves recommending and is

qnent.
results

of

the

shall be filed With the
United States District

to.
A new section was offered as a substitute for section 11 of the bill, providing
that each
member of the
arbitration
board should reoeive $10 a day and expenmore
not
than
and
ses,
appropriating
$5000 for eaoh of the next two years to pay
the arbitrators and expenses.
debated by Senators
The
bill was
Elkins, Gorman, Teller, Lodge and Turner.

Lodge thought

the

bill,would

ac-

gave notice that he would move
again tomorrow to resume its consideration. The Senate then at 5.55 p. m.,
went into executive session, and at 5.45
p. m. .‘adjourned.
Mr.

The House

Overwhelmingly in Favov of

Proposition.

<\n«n

mhon tVm Qonofa

un

devoted the session to the House resolution to submit’to the states a proposition
to amend the Constitution so as to provide for the election of Senators by a direot vota
The amendment as proposed
in the resolution reported to the House
left it in the discretion of the states to

■Washington, May 11.—When the SenSenators by direot vote or
ate oonvened today the national quaran- eleot their
tine bill was displaced as the unfinished through their legislatures, but an amendbusiness and the bill to provide for tak- ment by Mr. Underwood of Alabama,
ing the 12th and subsequent censuses, making election by popular vote mandawas
substituted.
The census bill will be tory was adopted and the resolution
then passed.

worthy of confidence.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all pressed rigorously.
A House joint resolution declaring the
dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by FosterWashington, May 11.—Many delegates
Wilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents islands within the^lormer Mille Lao In- and visitors to the Southern Baptist condian reservation in Minnesota, to be sub- vention
for the United States.
recently Jin session at Norfolk,
Remember the name DOAN’S and take ject to entry under the land laws of the were in the galleries when the House
United States, was agreed to.
no sunstitute.
met today.
Mr. Chandler ot New Hampshire offered
Mr. Danforth of Ohio, chairman of the
the
following resolution which was immigration and naturalization commitadopted:
tee, called up for consideration the Sen“That the committee on naval affairs ate bill amending the immigration laws.
be directed to make inquiry concerning
Mr.Batholdt of Missouri, raised a point
the expediency of securing and establishing for the United States additional coal- of order against considering the bill on
ing stations at suitable points in foreign the ground that the Senate bill had never
waters; and as to each coaling station been referred to the House committee and

Lamson & Hubbard

Spring Style, 1898.
For durability. Style and Comfort the Lamson
For sa e by
& Hubbard Hat has no equal.
febl7 deod 3mo
dealers.

leading

WAR INSURANCE.
TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.,
OF HARTFORD, CONN., w.l! issue

LIFE AHD ACCIDENT
INSURANCE, covering
MILITARY and NAVAL
SERVICE.
If you have a friend enlisted who is unablc tu pay for hi* own policy you can do him
aa everlanliiig kindness by assisting him.

M.

G.

BARNEY,

STATE AGENT,
BANK

FIRST NATIONAL

BUILDING,

PORTLAND, ME.

xnayp

dlw

After you have bought your

RAMBLER BICYCLE
You will want

a

CAMERA

if Sotor'adofTodd

Mr. Hill of Oonneotiout
the two-tbirds votes of the entl**®
necessary to
bershlp of the House was
Messrs. Grow,
the passage of the bill.
vlew and
Raoey and Bailey opposed
cited precedents to show that the twoby
contemplated
thirds vote of the House
the constitution was a two-thirds ot the
a bony
quorum since “the House” meant
oapable of doing business and that inThe
volved
no
more than a quorum.
Speaker’s ruling sustained the contention.
The House set apart Mav 21 f°r eulogies
upon the late Senator James Z. George
of Mississippi,
and at 5,08 p. m., ad-

Destructive Tire

Work of
Ladles’

Items,

Boston, May 11.—It was another one
inning viotory for Boston today. The
the
home team bunched their hits In
third and made five rnns whiob decided
the game. Only Kelley and Jennings
found Klobedanz easy. Attendance 2090.
The soore:

Y

etc.

,jBr "tin.
jBSEFSmBok

won

its

third consecutive game from Louisville
by last play and daring base running.
Attendance 1600.
The score:
20002000 x—4
Pittsburg,
01020000 0—8
Louisville,
Base bits—Pittsburg, 10; Louisville, 7.
Errors—Pittsburg, 2; Louisville, 2. Batand Snbriver; Frazer and

teries—Killeen

Wilson.

prices from

S4.SO to

$13.

Seo the new TOURIST HAWKEYE, the latest folding; camera
Bt
$6.00

each

We

also

films.

have the plates and

maySJtf

DR.

MOTT’S HERVERIRE PILLS.
The great remedy for nervous
prostration and

all nervous dis-

gy, eases of the generative organs
o' either sex,
P such as Nervous

-Prostration,

Failing or Lost
before ans AFTER using
Manh ood.Impotency,Nightly Emissions,Youthtul Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption and
give a writInsanity. With every $5 order we the
ten guarantee to cure or refund
money,
3oldat£/.«0 per box, <! boxes for $ >.00. Dll.
HOTT-8 CHEMICAL COMPANY, Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by J. E. Goold & Co.

CITY

OF

DEERINC.

aroused fom his sleep by what
as a "rush of mighty wind.”
Openlng-his ohamber door on the second
story he found himself almost suffocated
with smoke and
retreating and raisiDg
the window of
hi9 sleeping room, he
yelled "Are." He then jumped from the
second story to the
ground, a distance of

I

over

In accordance with an order issued by Mayor
notice is hereby given owners of dogs
on April
1.1888, that until tlie ir.h of May is
hereby given them to procure a license at the
1
office- After that date prosecution
-U ,<be eIk's
made in accordance with chapter 287 of
J^111
the Public Laws of
1823, as amended by Chapters 222 and 297. of the
public laws of 1897, of
the btate oi Maine.
Per Order
b. JSUpiYN, Oily Marshal.

Moulton,

_

^

scene or

the

fire.

The

house was

ESPECIAL
j

j

Band will give a fair at Oasis Hall,
Knightville. The proceeds will bo used
There
for the purpose of new uniforms.
will be concerts each evening, and the

booths and hall will be presided over by
ladies.
The Epworth League met
Tuesday
evening, and a nominating committee
composed of Rev, Mr. Holmes, Mrs. Harley and Miss Thurrell, were chosen to report at the nextjregular monthly business
meeting the first Monday in June.

hard work the flames were subGeo. Hatoh has gone on trial as motordued. At this was the first trial of the
man on the Cape Elizabeth electrics.
Pleasantdale oompany their good service
th.
m.
Mrs. Kick the mother or Mrs.
is oommended on all sides.
has been called to Boston.
Whitney
The Are is supposed to have originated
Miss Sadie Griffin is making a visit at
in a defective flue. There had been a Are
the residence of F. J. Dyer of Pine street.
in the kitchen stove the night before and
Fred Talbot and Charles Harford left
the Aames seemed to have followed the
a
short trip to
for
on the John Englis
partition up to the second story and to New York.
break out near'tbe eaves of the ell where
On Saturday Rev. L. H. Bean will
it joins the second story.
move his family to Kannebunkport his

T

S'"

RUG AND DRAPERY DEPT.
j

will show the

same care in selections
new, artistic effects not
found elsewhere in Portland.

to

_

WWi

I'M

t«V

procure

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY 9
4

J&

Sia

mar21dtt

The purely vegetable ingredients that give
True’s Pin Worm Elixir its wonderful
power of expelling worms, make it also the
best medicine known for curing all diseases

The

of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowels—one of the most frequent causes of
illness in children and adults. An unrivalled
tonic and regulator of the bowels and stomach. True’s Elixir has been a household
remedy for 46 years. It acts at once upon
the blood, expolling impurities and giving
health and new life to the Whole system.
Price 35c. Ask your Druggist for it.
Dr. J. P. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
Write for Book—Free.

Reliable: Wheels!
We have sold wheels for years and ara
selling the same lines.
WHY! Because they are reliable.
Highest quality; Solid guarantee.
still

Wood, Pollard & Co.,

Remington,

BOSTON.
TuTh&Sat2m

apr9

$50 nnd $75

Forest City,

$50

Falmoutli,
$40
$35
Portland,
Portland Jr., (Juvenile)
$30
Jobbers of Bicycles, Bicycle Sundries
and General Sporting Goods.

Portland Board of Fire Underwriters.
T. B.

DAVIS-

ARMS

GO*

193 MIDDLE STREET.
mar28

members of this board have voted to
rftHE
A close their offices tor business on Saturday
at 12 o’clock from May 7 to Oct. l inclusive.
THUS. J. LITTLE, Secretery.
Portland, May 5, 1898.
may6dlw

dtf

TOWN OF SOUTH PORTLAND.
Proposals for Furnishing Pipe.

MAINE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.
mHE Forty-sixth aunual meeting will be held
A at City Building, Portland, on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday, June l, 2, 3. 1898.
CHAS. D. SMITH, Sec.
mylldtjul

will he received for furnishing
PROPOSALS
pipe for surface water and drain work to

the town of South Portland, until Thursday
noon. May 12,1898, said pipe to be the Portland
Stoneware Co.’s first quality salt glared, delivered fn any part of the town. Address proposals to J. F. CHAPLIN; Road Commissioner,
Cash’3 Corner, Maine.
maywtd
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CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

___

TcTfAVOR

--------

j

Enterprising Druggist.

_

,,

Notice to Dtig Owners.

WWVVW ■trWWW

assortment

Sid

'JpJe'bjjil

Special

STEPHEN BERRY,

Jrd and (£a\d i^undeif
No. 37 Plum Street-

—

5. M. PERKINS & CO.,
HARDWARE DEALERS, 8FreaSf.

♦

a a.

of NEW PATreplete with the latest
from
acceptabie productions
the
looms of all the leading makes in both
English and Domestic Goods.
We make a notable feature of
and PRIVAVE
designs in
the better grades, selected with great
care for retail trade.

ROur
P

was

dosoribed

iivnwi

W> have them at

^ a a a a a a -<k. aa a a a a a a

TERNS is

streets.

Cincinnati, May 11.—Taylor’s delivery,
kitchen, dining-room, sitting-room new field of labor.
Deoker’s wild throw and Miller’s bunt and pantry on the Arst floor and the three
The many friends of Captain Thomas
and Corcorans' single gave the Beds two sleeping-rooms on the second floor were
J. Griggs of Pine street, commander of
runs and the game.
Bain stopped the completely damaged. The parlor fared
the Boston barkentien Arlington, will ba
whioh may
be deemed necessary, to asdiffered materially from the im- second game after the second Inning with bettter and the wails of the honse remain glad to hear of his safe arrival at Barbait
since
certain what should be its dimensions,
the score 1 to 0 in favor of the Reds. At- intact.
does.
the conditions and expenses of occupan- migration bill raported by the House comThe soore:
At the time of the Are Mr. Moore was
cy and maintenance and the best method mittee, the Senate measure could not be tendance 4000.
Mrs. Weeks is visiting in Falmouth for
of
securing the right to maintain such considered prior to. its referenoe to tne Cincinnati,
00020000 x—2 alone in the house, his wife and daughter a week or so.
station, and report by bill or otherwise."
oooooo
st.
10—1
absent
in
'Westbrook.
Louis,
;o
being
Mrs. Alpheus Henley is making imA District of Columbia street railway House committe.
The house and its'contents were insured
Base hits—Cincinnati, 6; St. Louis, 6.
bill to amend the charter of the EckingMr. Danforth insisted that
the
bills
provements about her dwelling house,
ton and Soldiers’ Home railroad compa- were
0; St. Louis, 6. Bat- at the office of Prentiss Loring for $1500,
substantially the same and argued Errors—Cincinnati,
putting on foundations and a new cellar.
and Vaughn; Taylor and
ny, was taken up. Mr. Pettigrew offered
with Herbert A. Harmon for $900 and
had the same common pnrpose and teries—Dwyer
Clements.
CAPE ELIZABETH.
an amendment providing that at any they
Frank
with
Sparrow for $500.
time after five
yean the government the differences were subordinate.
Mrs. Simeon Murray of LewMr.
and
BOWDOIN STILL VICTOROUS.
During the progress of the Are and
might purchase the road at its actual
The Speaker overruled the point made
iston, have ccme to Pond Cove to spend
cash value, without reference to the value
11.—Bowdoln won its with the assistance of neighbors,
Brunswiok,
May
Mr.
Mr.
Bartholdt.
by
of tbe franchise.
the summer.
piano,
The House then voted against present fourth consecutive game of the season this Moore.succeeded in removing a
Upon this amendment Mr. Pettigrew
Mr. Lewis Littlefield of Portland has
afternoon
11
to
9.
The
by
some
and
defeating Colby
some
bedmade an extended argument.
parlor ohairs, etc.,
oonsideration of the bill 48 to 80.
moved into the Thomas McNiar house. J;
No action was taken either on the aot
ding was thrown from the rooms on the
Mr. Loud called up the post office ap-' soore:
or on the bill.
Miss Mabel L. Sweetsir,
daughter of
bill as passed yesterday by Bowdoln,
With these exceptions the
30002006 0—11 upper story.
At 2.20 o’clock the unfinished business propriation
Walter C.
the Senate,
and upon his motion the Colby,
Sweetsir, has been quite ill
010206006—9
of
the
house
contents
were
deeither
aside and the con- House refused to concur
was informally laid
to the Senate
for the past two weeks.
sideration begun of the so-called railroad amendments and asked for a
Base hits—Bowdoin, 18; Colby, 12. Er- stroyed or damaged by Are and water and
conference.
A large flag staff has been raised at the
arbitration bill.
Batteries— the loss will be adjusted on
Mr. Cummings,
next
Democrat of
New rors—Bowdoin, 3; Colby, 3.
Friday
The Senate agreed to a request for a
York, Mr. Moody, Republican of Massa- Libby, Bacon and Wignett; Newenham when the agents of the different com- Two Lights for the use of the coast
conference on the post office appropriation
chusetts, Mr. Bingham, Republican of and Scannel.
patrol.
Messrs. Quay,
Allison and
panies will meet.
bill, and
Pennsylvania and Mr. Pitney, RepubliCleveland, May 11.—Cleveland won to■Mr. Albert F. Hannaford our road comnamed as conferees on can of New
Faulkner were
LADIES’
AID SOCIETY'S FAIR
Jersey,
expressed
opposition
the part of the Senate.
missioner, has a crew at work on the cotBriggs
to the Senate amendments limiting the day by clean and timely hitting
the reading of the arbitration deliveries in cities to four
After
The grand concert and fair to be given
and eliminat- was knocked out of the box. Attendance
tage road.
bill Mr. Allen discussed It. He regarded
the House provision for rural free de- 1600. The score:
by the Ladies’ Aid Society of the new
Mr. Alfonso L. Rand has been quite ill
it in its effects one of the most vicious ing
livery. Messrs. Loud, Smith of Illinois
Elm Street church will open to-night for several days.
measures ever brought before Congress.
0 4 0 1 0 0
2 0 x—7
and Swanson were named as conferees for Cleveland,
He declared that it bound the employes the
20000103 0—6 with the following programme:
Chicago,
House.
MURDERER ARRESTED.'
hand and foot and made them the bond
“Praise ye the Father”
Gounod ITALIAN
The House then went into the commitBase
hits—Cleveland, 11; Ohiaago, 10.
servants of the railroad corporations. He tee of the whole to consider the Senate
Quartette.
N.S.,
Halifax,
May 11.—-Detective Pow1.
BatErrors—Cleveland,
0; Chicago,
said that he bad been flooded with telePlano Solo,
Selected er arrived hero tonight from Bridgewater
bill amending tbe revenue law providing teries—Young and O’Connor;
labor organizations urging
Isabel,
grams from
B99Sle Shorey.
for tbe disposal of abandoned imports
the
with
Italian,
Archangelo Olivary,
Briggs and Donohue.
him not to support it He said that he turned over
Selected who Is wanted at New York for the murReading,
by importers to the customs
would do bis best to amend it and would
Ralph Sawyer.
The amendment would make JAPANESE CONSULATE BURNED.
officials.
der of John Ryan, a contractor, on April
then probably vote for it. He thought, the
Selected 18.
The officer seoured his man at Mill
Soprano Solo,
importers deliver the abandoned imhowever, that these employes were being ports
Mrs. Lizzie Mooney.
London, May 11.—The foreign office is
at
point in the port of arrival
village, a short distanoe from Bridgewatled into a trap in urging tbe passage of directed any the chief officers of customs informed that the Japanese consulate at Banjo Duett,
Selected er at a p. m., yesterday. The Italian was
by
the bill.
Misses Copp and Thompson.
failure
to comply entailing disposal of Shai, province of Hu
Pol, China, was
walking along the road when the deteoHe maintained
while it might not so the abandoned
on Monday last by the rioters Piano Solo,
burned
Seleoted tive came up with him. He took him enat
the
of
expense
property
measure was to ail intenappear, the
Lillian Rogers.
who also burned the customs house and
the impotor. The bill passed.
tirely by surprise and pointing a revolver
and purposes
tions
amendatory of the
Selected at him ordered him to throw up his
Reading,
Mr. Corliss of Miohigan called up the several foreign buildings.
interstate commerce law. It was shrewdBessie
Shorey.
House resolution proposing an amendhands, which he promptly obeyed. Being
ly and adroitly drawn and in his opin- ment to the Constitution providing for
A GUNPOWDER EXPLOSION.
Alto Solo,
he was wanted for the
informed that
ion
was favorable entirely to the railMrs. W. H. Worth.
of Senators by popular vote.
election
killing of Ryan, he said he did not kill
the explosion
roads.
Barre,
Vt,,
May
11.—By
America,
Mr. Corliss asserted that the eleotion of of two
him, but that he had shot an Italian at
Mr. Allen then entered upon a technical
kegs of gun powder in the blackAudience.
New York five times in self defence and
United States Senators in some states is smith shop
attached to the granite quarry
analysis of the measure, pointing out
on his right oheek was
resolutions
the scar
of
that
followed
Parker
Coombs will sing
by
Prof. James
of McDonald, Cutter & Co., today, three
here and there objections
which he held immediately
where the other had out him. He said
which in turn results in men were
Investigation,
badly injured, one Angus A. by request.
nrr.i"_i
:_it_J>
r«
to it.
he did not wait to see if his man was
Molver, tbe blacksmith, being so terribly
“Never was a black man in the South,”
Ico Cream and Fruit Lemonade for salo dead, but crossed to Jersey
to the baneful effects of those
referred
City remained
mangled that he will die. The other vio- at close of concerts.
declared he, “owned by a clearer or better
some days and then went to
there for
conditions and claimed the House was tims are Donald W.
McDonald and Neel
title than is given to the railroad compain Congress,
and
from
there
to
Montreal
now the conservative
Halifax. An
body
is
Berrill
the
of
Geo.
Mrs. Thos.
The shop and
Mclver.
guest
office
nies to their employes by the -provisions
Italian detective will be here tomorrow
which, however, was largely aided by the building were demolished.adjoining
Haskell.
B.
of this bill.”
from New York to identify the man and
and skill of the presiding officer
Mr. Fairbanks of Indiana, thought the sagaoity
The Portland Water company is laying
take him back.
of the House.
bill bore on Its faoe an honest purpose,
Democrat of AlaMr.
a pipe up Evans street to Holt street.
Underwood,
and if there was any dark designs in the
offered an amendment making a
The cold chills of
bill be would be glad to have Mr. Alien bama,
GOOD SAMARITANS SILVER ANNI- TRANSPORT RESOLUTE COALING.
direot vote alone the method for choosing fear run up and down
whose interest it had been
indicate in
Senators.
New York, May 11.—The big transport
the back of the bravest
VERSARY.
drawn.
Mr. Grosvenor, Republican of Ohio,
man when he looks
If.
A linn
nanllrwl fhnf lia f.llAnnUf- If.
UJJla
J JU1U
UUJj
The silver anniversary of the Good Sa- afternoon from the yard of the
the conviotion that some fixed down the barexpressed
Morgan
Fairbanks was in better position to atfand referred rel of a deathestablished
will be celebrated tonight at the Iron worsk, and a number of Dlue jackmethod
should
be
maritans
swer the question proposed than he.
to the'pending bill as leaving it in the dis- Hpalincr Winwork of patting stores on
Union Opera House, and
Mr. Fairbanks held that if there were
yesterday a ets began the
cretion of the legislature whether they
cheater in the
The coaling of the vessel will beboard.
defects in the measure, in the very nature
committee of ladies were decorating the
elect the Senators”? or hands of a man who
themselves
would
will be completed
and
tomorrow
gin
of the case they would bear with equal
hall. The officers of the society are: within 24 hours, ns the Resolute will be
election by direct vote. means “shoot.”
would
hardship upon both parties to any con- Thus, provide
of
a
choice
Senator
the
he said,
President. Mrs. Mary E. Tclbit; Vice needed for the transportation of troops
Every hour and every
troversy that might arise between the
<5.
might be made from time to time by the minute men face death
President, Mrs. Lizzie Gardiner; Secre- to Tampa or Cuba. of Commodore
railroads and their employes.
football.”
“a
the vessel.
in
a more frequent and
Eaton Is in command
Orlegislatures
political
Mr. Allen doubted this purpose of the
tary, Mrs. Louisa B. Prootor; Asst. Sec- ders were issued today for the sailing of
Mr. Rldgeley, Populist of Kansas, op- equally certain form—
to
defeat such
“If I were employed
bill.
She will leave the
the Underwood amendment.
death in the guise of
retary, Mrs. J. H. Harford; Treasurer, the monitor Nabant.
said he, “I could not do it 1 posed
a purpose,”
that deadliest enemy
Mr. Powers, Republican of Vermont,
1XXUXU.
navy yard at slack water tomorrow and
JM.rS. XJ» U.
better than bv defeating a bill like this. !
advocated a Used universality of method of mankind
off
The Viking,
conanchor
Tompkinsville.
The following is the programme:
However, if the railroad employes of the of election and supported the Underwood sumption.
Out of (
i n command of Lieut. Minot, went into
country want it after all of its infamies! amendment.
all the tens of thouLove’s Dream Walt*,
camp this afternoon.
have been pointed out; if they want to
Mandolin, Guitar Club.
Speaking of the influence of bosses” sands who yearly
walk into the trap prepared for them, I
Mr. Power was in- die from consumption
In
state
all
Eternity,
legislature.
For
Masheroni
am willing and will give the measure my
Mrs, Minnie Ridley Smith.
terrupted with a question as to bosses in 98 pet cent, could be
UNITED STATES.
|
support.5
Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Dis- Reading—Seleoted,
the Vermont legislature and he produced saved.
of
Mr.
Allen’3
At the conclusion
speech a wake of
Rio
May
11—(via Galveston)—
Janeiro,
is
an
Belle
if
Richards.
covery
almost unfailing cure
applause by replying:
Amy
Mr. Kyle, in
charge of the bill, offered
the radical party is taking
‘‘I am happy to say that we never have taken in the earlier stages of the disease.
Stuart A faction of
Bandolero,
and had
adopted, many minor amend- had bosses
It will cure
In Vermont, but we developed
steps to officially declare (themselves in
Fred A. Knight.
consumption and all allied disments to the measure. One of the amendof deputies in favor of the
wheD
Comchamber
the
one a week ago last Sunday
eases, as bronchial, throat and nasal affecClub Swinging,
ments provided that not only the award
and the independence of
United States
tions. It cures by
modore Dewey won the battle of Manila.
Clifford Woodbury.
to first principles.
going
of
the arbitrators, but also the papers
Cuba.
A man’s body starves a
Mr. Henderson, Republican of Iowa,
time before Comic Song—Seected,
long
advocated the Underwood amendment.
Pearl Swasey.
consumption attacks him. The tissues of
“I shall vote for this bill and the his lungs starve for lack of suflfcient nour- Reading—Selected,
I
y amendment because it will remove, de- ishment.
half
Hattie Braokett.
They become inert and
An
dead and then are attacked by the baccllU Solo—Selected,
clared Mr. Cummings, Demoorat of New
I
There are few men more wide awake
I
Nellie Larochelle.
York, ‘‘one of the foulest spots iu our of consumption. The “Golden Medical
•
P
and enterprising than H. P. s. Gould,
political system.
Discovery “restores the long-lost appetite; March—Belle of Boulevard (forManI
With this introduction he proceeded to it strengthens the weak stomach and corwho
dolins and Guitars)
spares no pains to secure the best of
P
a vigorous denunciation of the action of
rects the impaired digestion; it promotes
Mrs. Fannie Thompson and Class.
everything in his line for his many cusI
the Republican legislature in New York
tomeers. He now has the valuable agenthe flow of digestive juices and facilitates Mandolin Solo—Lustspiel Overture
P
In
•
cy for Dr. King’s New Discovery for
Mrs. Fannie Thompson.
I
fixing an apportionment uplifting the assimilation of the life-giving elements
of
the
the
When
one-third
assemto
New
York
blood.
of the food iuto the
I
city
Duett—Seleoted
Consumption, Coughs and Colds. This
•
tissues
are
of
the
is the wonderful remedy that is
inert
city’s
populaold
Eustis.
Mrs.
blood
is
M.
and
R.
blymen irrespective
rich,
Smith, Harry
produpure
tion.
cing such a furore all over tho country by
torn down, carried off and_ excreted, and Reading,
»
of
Rhode
tissues
its many startling cures
Is- new, healthy, muscular
It absolutely
replace
Mr. Capron, Republican
Belle Riohards.
Amy
of the mu- Solo,
cures Asthma, Bronchitis, Hoarseness anil
land, and Mr. Kirkpatrick, Republican them. It allays inflammation
the cough, faall affeotions of the Throat, Chest and
of Pennsylvania, supported the bill.
Jessie E. Gatohell.
cous membranes, soothes
the
Violin Solo,
Mr. Simpson, Populist of Iowa, speakLungs. Call at above drug store ami get
cilitates expectoration, and deepens
a
with
the
the
a trial bottle free or a regular sizo for 50
measure,
system
devoted breathing, supplying
Carrie May Manchester.
ing in support of
drives
of
It
cents and ¥1.00.
oxygen.
Guaranteed to cure o’stock
much of his time to a criticism of the
Charaoter
much needed
Song,
and disease germs.
rules of the house which prevented it beprice refunded.
out all impurities
Walker and Swasey.
Reading,
ing a truly representative body. He said Medicine dealers sell it. two
he held strongly to the position that the
I was first taken nearly
years ago with
Buckien’s Arnica Salve.
Hattie Braokett.
in ray throat,” writes Mrs.
chokin'- and aching
House was representative and the Senate
Grant Co., N. Mexico. Banjo and Piano,
n 7 Moore, of Demmg,
Lester
THE LEST SALVE in the world for
was far removed from the people, but he
a
Hamilton
could
and
think of and spent
Florence Mcrriman.
I took everything I
Sores.
was inclined now to donbt the soundness
Bruises,
Cuts,
Ulcers, Salt
p/eat deal of money. Three doctors treated me.I Singing—America
I
to
and
consider the Senate Mv throat ulcerated and I lost my voice.
of the position
Lucy F. Knight, Accompanist.
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
I
the
talk.
The
called
doctors
Corns
and
more fully refective of popular will.
all Skin
scarcely
Hands, Chilblains,
The Cape Elizabeth electrics
trouble bronchial affection, omj said the larynx
At tho conclusion of his s>eeob Mr.
began Eruptions nnd positively cures Piles, or
affected. I was almost dead with work
was badly
on the
It
is
yesterday
no
is
to
to give
which
guaranteed
required.
Simpson occasioned a general laugh by consumption.
would
pay
loop
My neighbors thought I
I
mounting the Speaker’s stand and en- dot live a month, I began taking Dr. Pterce s run around the new theatre and oasino. perfect satisfaction or money ref milled.
•
the
1
old
Brit.
in
cents
box.
For
a
building
whloh
26
tale
stood in the way Prioe
per
by H. P.
gaging Speaker £ieed
manifestly Golden Medical Diepovery. Frqja the
I
I
humw-p^Jy conversation.
S. Goold, 677 Congress St., under ConcompieRSed to iiUMgve aud now have,as good was removed.
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£6,
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27
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Washington, 04000804 x—16 ablaze at this time on the second
story
Jas. Johnson, the grocer on Stanford
Philadelphia, 30000040 0—7 and
in the kitohen below. Two hydrant
Base hits—Washington, 16; Philadelstreet, upon whom a surgical operation
streams of £50 feet each of hose were
•was performed by Dre. Lowell and Syphia, 8. Errors—Washington, 1; PhilaBatteries—Dineen and Far- thrown on the building, and, after two phers, is reported to be improving.
delphia, 5.
rell Dunkle
hours’
;

1__MISCBiXAITEOtrS.

Second Story—Good

Pleasantdale Hose Company—
Aid Society’s Fair—Personal

twelve feet, and rushed in his night
olothes to the house of his nearest neigh
bor, Mr. Robert Logan.
Just about this time a freight train of
the eastorn division of the Boston and
Boston,'
00510110 0—5 Maine railroad happened to be passing
Baltimore,
01900010 2—4 through Pleasantdale and the
engineer,
Base hits—Boston, 10; Baltimore, 8. Richard
Linskett, discovering flames
_,TlAaf<>n
O.
14-4__a
from the house just described,
teries—Klobedanz
and Bergen; Pond, pouring
sounded the alarm by vigorously pulling
Mops and Clarke.
the whistle of his
engine.
Washington, May 11.—Dunkle went to
The neighbors wore
awakened and
in
the
when
sixth Inning,
pieces today
Pleasantdale Hose company, No, 8, under
Washington clinched the game. Attenobarge of Oaptain Geo, Strout hurried to
dance 1200.
The soore:

Pittsburg, May 11.—Pittsburg

|

W. T. KILBORN COMPANY.

at Pleasantdale.

At about 1.80
o'clock a. m. on Wednesr. W. H.
aVi
Moore, a carpenter in the
of tl>e eastern
division of Boston
an
laine
raljroad, who owns and oocuP os a
one
and a half
story, of wood, and
contaiuing nine
rooms, whloh is situated on the corner
of him and
Pearl
PleasantIn

dale,

TVon

BtlSCZXLAJiEOUB.

Residence of W. a.
„oor. DamBged by
Fire
Wednesday Morning—He Escaped
by Jumping From

he

Game.

Kyle

PEOPLE .TO ELECT SENATORS.

SOUTH PORTLAND.

Republican

Tniufun

complish great good.
To meet points raised by Mr. Allen and
Mr. Turner, Mr. Hoar offered an amendment providing that no injunction or other
legal prooess shall be issued which
shall
compel the performance by any
laborer against his will of a contract for journed.
The amendpersonal lnbor or service.
ment was accepted by Mr. Kyle.
ONE INNING VICTORYIt being evident that the bill could not
be passed today, and it being Impossible Bostoa Bnnclied Hit*
in Third find
to reaoh an agreement to vote upon it,

Washington, May II.—After refusing
Hoar, Republican
offered an amendment whioh today to consider the Senate bill restrictchusetts,
inr*
fVio t-1
$nnlr
onil
was accepted, providing that no injunc-

tion should be issued whioh would compel the laborer against his will to oarry
out any contract for personal labor or service.
The bill was still under discussion

of
N*w Jersey;
UaDUbliOftn of Oregon Shafroth
of Michigan; Cochran
of Arizona.
of Missouri and Smith
by Mr. Under
offered
The amendment
the yeas and
wood was then adopted and
the passage ol
nays were ordered upon
the bill as amended*
of the
The vote resulted in the passage
bill, yeas 184, nays 11.
Insisted that

lnolnding the testimony Erven,

Court.
Another; amendment provided
that nothing in the bill should prevent
an employer from reducing the number
of employes if the exigencies of business
required such reduction. It was agreed

Mr.

KYLE AGREED TO.

them,

liH i WISTE1

COAL.
A Full Assortment oi Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine

Lykens Talley Franklin,
English and American Canned.

Above Coals Constant-

ly On Hand.

TELEPHONE

....

100.2

OFFICE:

SisCommercial & 70 Excitant
7bapr3
M.W&Ffit

On and after May 11th the
fare will be FIVE CENTS to
and from Forest City Landing,
Peaks’ Island.
Steamers leave Custom House
Wharf.
table
in
another
See time
column.
C. W. T. GODIN©,

mylldtfGen. Manager.
•

W. EDWIN ULMER,

For sale by J. E. Goolddr Co,

luned&ti-J

and

Attorney

Counsellor,

FREMONT BUILDING,

Boston.

Boom 607.
myll
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CITY OF PORTLAND.
Notice to

Contractors.

OEALED PROPOSALS will be received at
^ the office of the Commissioner ot Public
Works until Saturday, the 14th day of May
1898, at 12 o’clock M. when they will be publicly
opened and read, for repairing and repl liking

Clark St.eet Bridge.

Blanks on which i>roposols must be made,
anu
furiher information can
be obtained at ?he office of the Commissioner,
who reserves the right t > reject any or all bids
should he deem it for the interest of the city so
to do.
GEO. M. EKKNALl).
Commissione* of Public Works,
did
may 11

speedier tions

W3155am Ir.dlon P3ie
Ointment 13 f» sure cv.rc
forPILm ItabFO'.bf.
tumors. Stops licit iny
GIVES RICUEF. r'*«.
-nr* 1*1. At Dru,

Notice.
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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

broke out. A more reasonable interpre- erly entered upon the books of the oity
MlSCiSU^^008*
tation. It seems to us, to be put upon the auditor.’’
for
down
sent
and
“Read
of
the
twice, passed
return
Cape Verde fleet to
MAINE STATE PRESS.
It
has
if
gone
Cadiz,
there, is concurrence. Concurred.”
Subscription Kates.
There is evidently an effort being made
that it is not in condition to fight. What
Daily (In advance) $C per year; $3 for six
the difficulty is wo do not know, but the to divert the real issue and throw odium
mouths; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
of the Spanish navy from the upon the action of the committee, who
The Daily is delivered every morning by dilatorincss
as administered
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at outbreak of hostilities and the disposition understand that the oath
of
to keep it close at home strougly suggest when they were sworn in as members
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (uot in advance), invariably at tfcs that it has beon at no time in good fight- the city government, meaut something.
ordrateef $7 a year.
ing trim. Owing to lack of money, They are not responsible for the law,
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
decision, flhey are,
court
has probably not been able to keep inance, or
Spain
every Thursday, Sl.OD per year; 60 cents for G
her ships up to the point of efficiency however, bound to be governed by them.
months; 25 cents for 3 mouths.
warfare demands, and
COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS.
Persons wishing to leave town for long of which modern
short periods may have iho addresses of their dares not in their present condition pit
SULZER WOULD FIGHT.
We do not bethem against our vessels.
papers changed as often as desired.
or
lieve
the
Cadiz
of
fleet,
any
part
it,
Kates.
Advertising
the Atlantic to New York Con
a
gresaman Wants to Enlist
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for ona will ever come across
week; $4.C0 for one mon*h. Three Insertions give us la I tie. To fight them we shall
Regiment.
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every e ther dny ad- have to seek them on the coast of Spain,
as we l:ad to seek her Asiatic fleet
in the
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Washington, Mny 11.—The President
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one Bay of Manila.
week or $2.50 for ono month,
up to 11 o’olook had received no important
There appears to be no doubt that an despatches
“A square” i3 a space of tho width of a column and one inch long.
There was a large representation from
early invasion of Cuba in force has been
Special Xctlces, on first page, one-third addl determined upon. Indeed it has already the capitol at the White House.
tional.
Senator Cannon of Utah called to urge
begun. Th“ original plan contemplated
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
the landing of a small force of regulars a request of his own and his father and
Three insertions or Ie3s,
square each week.
to establish a base, the volunteers to fol- other prominent people of Utah for the
$1.50 per square.
low later, after they had been seasoned appointment of Cnpt. Willard J. Young
Heading Xotlces in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices. 15 cents per line each and trained. Indeed until recently it ap- of Utah as colonel of engineers in the
insertion.
pears to have been the intention not to volunteer army. Capt. Young is the son
Pure Heading Xotlces in reading matter type, do much summer campaigning except of
Brigham Young, the Mormon leader,
THEY WllL PEEASE ITOU.
i 5 cents per lino each Insertion.
wliat might be done in the way of prepa
and was the iirst Mormon boy to enter
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- ration for a move nent in large force la- West Point.
*
$80
tisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
New York
ter, by the insurgents and a division of
Representative Sulzer of
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advermade
his first'visit to President MoKinley
This has now been
two of regular troops.
tirtments under these headlines, and all advertoday, He told the President that he and
auu uu mvaMuu
hi siruuj; luruu
tisfc-nsnts not Daid in advance, will bo charged uunugeu,
others had organized a large volunteer
is to begin immediately. Comparatively regiment in New York city, 265 of whom
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—£-1.00 per square little is known certainly] concerning the had seen service in Cuba and the Civil
war and many of whom speak Spanish
lor first insertion, and 50 cents per square for number and condition of the Spanish
fluently. Its officers are to include Repreea.h subsequent insertion.
troop; now In tho island. Theie are sentative Sulzer as colonel and John W.
Adfress all communications relating to subin
the
to
bo
suj posed
neighborhood of tYUiruzinii a* AiDuicuuuu uuxuxxex.
scriptions anti advertisements to Portland
thousand Spanish soldiers and sev- wanted authority to go to the front, not
sixty
Publishing Co., S7 Exchange Street,
on
to be encamped at Chickamanga or
eral thousand volunt9ors. Most of them
Portland, Me.
waiting orders at Tampa,
aro
concentrated
in
Havana. * The g The President explained that the quotas
quality of the regulars is understood to were filled, but said lie would be very
to sign a Dill to admit their organinever
have
been
very
good glad
in addition to the regular quofa
zation
and
the
tho if
hardships which
they would have it passed in Congress
blockade has imposed upon them have and would be promptly sent to the front.
THURSDAY, MAY 12.
and Gen. Miles also
probably weakened them and very much ; Secretary Alger
have offered to assist them if they secured
their morale. Consul General
injured
To
abandon the ‘ever faithful isle,”
thejnecessary legislation.
Lee has said that the volunteers are hardand send ships ar.d troops to redeem Maly worth taking into account. However,
nila would be, a very strangeipolicy for
V''-thoy will bo posted behind strong forts
Spain to adopt.
and entrenchments, and will have the
Admiral Dewey’s operations at Manila advantage of lighting on the defensive.
Arbor day was observed by the chilWhether a regular siege of the city will
We keep Hats at all prices from
w ere carried on out of range of iuterfer
dren at the Bridge street sohool.
Approhave
to
be
undertaken by our troops, or
ence by
naval strategy board
or any
to
$1.00 to $5.00.
spring time, including
priate exeroises
other superior authority at Washington. whether It may be carried by
a dash
selections and songs about flowers, birds,
This may have had something to do with can only be determined when we get near
oto., were on the programme. Several
to
their wonderful success.
ascertain
the
nature
enough
trees were planted and a flower bed made
Buy your Shirts and Collars of us.
and strength of the defences. It does not
A
We have an Elegant Stock.
the children of the lower grades.
The Spanish Cortes has promptly voted
by
seem probable that the task of
taking the holiday was indulged in the afternoon.
the war credit asked for by Sagasta, but
city will bo a vary severe one, or one
Fifteen men have enlisted to date to
the silver men in our Congress are still
likely to involve much loss of life. Aban- recruit the Cleaves Rifles, now at Ausparring for political advantage and doned
by the mother country as they
gusta.
thereby holding back the money that is have been, and with no
237-289 MIDDLE ST.
hope of relief
Lewis E.
The remains of the late
needed for the vigorous prosecution of
mayTeodtf
from Spain, Blanco’s troops will have litto
taken
were
the war.
Naples
yesterday
Goodridge
tle heart to strugglo long against the inof
this
forenoon by Undertaker Haddson
The more that is learned about the evitable. With the fall of Havana and
olty. The funeral services were held at
the
of
the
all
that
Cuban insurgent
capture
Spanish
army,
government and the
one o’olook at Naples.
forces under Gomez and Garcia the clear- wo undertook to do when we declared
The last meeting of the season of the
war
will have been accomplished virer does it appear that
Congress made no
Exoelsior club was held with Mrs. Mary
mistake when it decided not to invade tually; and no further aggressive moveThree new
Tuttle on Monday evening.
Cuba
under the auspices of the insur- ments on our part will be undertaken unmembers were received Into the memberless
our
corameroe
Spain, by attacking
gents and for their especial benefit.
ship of the club. The olub adjourned to
or raiding our coast, compels us to go In
meet the last Monday evening in SeptemThere Is great danger that when the
search of her fleet and destroy it.
With
ber when the fall work will be resumed.
WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
time for making peace comes,
Spain will Havana in our possession it is altogether
Mr. H. G. Stari nnd daughter Marlon
have no responsible government to make
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “ CASTORIA ” AND
that
the
Powers
will
convince
probable
a visit
arrived home yesterday from
There is every indication
peace with.
AS OUR TRADEMARK.
Spain of the futility of longer continuing
that another defeat of tho
among relatives in Massachusetts.
Spanish arms the contest, and tho war will stop.
The parliamentary law class holds its
would precipitate a bloody
struggle between
the various polltioal
regular meeting with Mrs. H. L. Herrifactions
was
THE COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS.
same
which would deprive the nation of all
man, Friday evening at 7.30 o’olook.
To
the Editor of the Press:
The West End W. C. T. U. hold their
■—» on
now
responsible government for sometime to
//<r
come.
As there has been more or less critiolsm semi-monthly meeting Thursday afterM.
Mrs.
J.
o’olook
at
three
with
noon
circulated publicly in relation to the decIt is difficult to see what
“
good purpose lination of the committee on accounts to Gilkey.
A full attendance is desired as
would be subserved by a bombardment
bills for supplios, materials, cto., arrangements are to be made for the meetapprove
of San
Juan without troops to occuny
over
The comsold to the city by members of the city ing of the county convention.
the place after it was taken. Some of
consists of Mrs.
subordinate
or mittee of arrangements
officers,
government,
see
our ships would in all
probability suffer, members of boards charged with oxpondi. P. L. Chandler, Mrs. M. J. Gilkey,
and we should have
yog
accomplished noth- tures of money appropriated by the city Mrs. N. D Center, Mrs. J. F. Spear and
on
ing which coulct not be done equally
the
council, which Is positively forbidden by Mrs. W. H. Duran.
well and with
much less risk by a st atute laws
The annual meeting of the Congregaand ordinances, it becomes
blockade.
one
me
use
name exnecessary for the oommittee on accounts tional church Ladies’ Missionary society
will be held with Mrs. Silas N. Adams,
to
the
facts
as they exist, in order
present
Spain might sand a fleet to Manila by
three
Main street, this afternoon
at
way of the Suez Canal and get it there that the action of the committee may be
*
‘‘Missionary Treasuries” will
fully known to the citizens of Portland, o’clock.
before we could possibly reinforce
Dewey whose
have been biassed by be the subject of the afternoon’s discuswith any of our heavy
opinion
may
,x>.
ships. But to
some statements that have appeared in
sion, and a large attendance Is desired.
send a squadron strong enough to
cope
Mrs. O. A. Cobb under the dlreotion
with Dawey she would have to greatlv the daily papers. The statute law is as
of the
sub-committee on school oensus,
follows:
weaKen her Atlantic fleet and
expose the
not
the
of your
“No member of any city government appointed by the Westbrook school comCanaries and her seacoast to our fleet.
shall bo interested, directly or indirectly, mittee has completed his labors and rea
She could not draw off
which
some
ships from her in any contract entered into by such city
may offer you
ports that there are 2448 persons entitled
Atiantio squadron without our
ne
knowing government while he is a member there- to the state allowanoe of school money.
a
more
on
the init, because when they passed through the of; and any contract made in violation
This is a gain of three over the census of
hereuf shall be void.’’
of
he
even
does
Suez Canal, they would be
not
exposed to the
at that time
The oity ordinance in conformity with last year.
census
The
observation of the world.
Practically tho foregoing statute law was enacied showed
quits a heavy falling oft.
Eke has to choose between
abandoning
At their May Festival, at “The WestManila and leaving helpless her islands April 7th, 1896, only two years ago, and
BEARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE nr
reads as follows:
brook,” Friday and Saturday, the Uninear home and her coast towns and
cities,
“No member of the city council, no versansc ladies win nave a iuu display o:
and it is hurtiiy possible that in this
diin addition to their
subordinate oity officer and no member of flowering plants,
lemma ehe will prefer the latter.
any board charged with the expenditure handkerchiefs and bonnets which are to
The report that the Cape Vordo fleet of any money appropriated by the city be offered for sale. Reserved seats tickets
council, shall be interested, direotly or are now on sale at Woodman and Starr’s I'
has returned to Cadiz seems to be ac
indireotly, in any contract entered Into
as
cepted
I
trustworthy by the Navy De- by, or in behalf of, tho city of Portland, drug stores for the entertainments.
partment.
Naturally rpports of the and all contracts made in violation hereof
are void.
WATER
PASS
RESOLUCOMPANIES
arrival or departure of Spanish
warships
“The oity treasurer is hereby expressly
at or from Spanish ports are
TIONS.
open to grave forbidden to pay any money out of the
j
because
the
suspicion,
The directors of the Portland Water
Spaniards have a city treasury on account of any such conafter the approval of this orstrong motive for setting false reports tract made
TMS OENTAUR COMPANY. 77 MURRAY STREET, NSW YORK
and the Htandish Water and
"
Company
CITY.
dinance.
afloat, but as the Navy Department put
Construction Company met last Monday
of
of
tho
Judge Walton,
Supreme.Coart
full confidence in this report the inferand elected Hod. Fred. E. Richards a
the State, in a case against the city of
ence is that it knows the source of
director of the companies in the place of
it, and Watervillo, sustained this law
fully, his
regards it as trustworthy. Accepting it
Hon. A. A. Strout, deceased.
the
confirmed
later
opinion
being
by
as correct, oDe
The following is a copy of resolutions
naturally casts about for full
bench without dissent.
some
reasonable explanation for tbi*
of the Portland
The duties of the city auditor in such passed at a meeting
strange procedure. It is suggested that it
Water Co. and Standish Water and ConIT
matters are defined in the ordinances as
be
may
Spain’s purpose to unite all her
struction Co. held on the 9th Inst.
follows:
fleets and then come over here and
give
Resolved,—That by the death of the
“The auditor shall receive all bills and
cur squadron battle,
risking all on the accounts from persons having demands late A. A. Stront, this company has been
deprived of a most valuable director and
■esuit. But after the demonstration of against the
city, examine them in detail, efficient
For more than
legal adviser.
cast np tho same, and have them filed and
the vast superiority of our
of his excelmaneuvering entered
in books, in such a manner and thirty years by the exercise
and our marksmanship whioh the battle
lent judgment and rare capacity for busifarm as the committee on accounts shall
•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
ness he has
at Manila furnished, it is
vastly improb- order and dlrett. When the auditor shall success of materially contributed to the
this corporation.
able that Spain would risk her whole fleet have any doubts concerning the correctResolved,—That having sincerely apprein the way suggested. Should it be de- ness of any bill or account presented ciated his
genial disposition and rare
against tho city, he shall not enter the
stroyed, ns the probabilities are that it same in a book until he shall have ex- qualities of head and heart, and
recognized
his
ability as a sound and practical
would be, all Spain’s island possessions hibited the same, with his objections, to
we mourn his loss as a Director,
adviser,
and the populous cities and towns along the committee on acoounts at their next and as a
high minded, public spirited
^‘T e are
this a better store
for their consideration and final
for
her sea coast would be completely at our meeting,
every
citizen.
deoislon. And it shall also be the duty
for
W
for ourselves. New
mercy. All her fleets united would be of the audltoi to render any other ser- B Resolved,—That we extend our symand condolence to his wife and f.n
are arriving
is new here.
here
considerable inferior in fighting power to vice, from time to time, as the city coun- pathy
family in their great grief, and that the
you have the
those of Sampson’s and Schley’s com- cil or the committee of acoounts shall di- Secretary forward to them a
w
that you are selecting of the latest
copy of these
rect.
Our guarantee also
and best.
resolutions.
bined ; indeed they would not be superior,
with
that
each
goes
purchase
An order passed at tbe last meeting of
are so low for like
no
if equal, to Sampson’s alone.
Besides the
city government, May 3, 1898, would RUSSIA’S CONTROL
OF
PORT
be
an
at
would
immense
they
disadvan- seem to be
pure and simple nullification
ARTHUR.
tage, having to fight on this side of the of the laws.of our
State, the ordinances of
Atiantio many
thousand miles
from our
Pekin, May 11.—The Russian consulate
city and the decisions of the court.
at lien Tsien has notified his
homeland with noplace near at hand The order was as follows:
colleagues
that
to repair and refit the ships. To move
foreigners will not he allowed at
“The committee on acoounts bo, and la Port Arthur
or at Xalien Wan without
her fleet to this coast and offer us battle hereby authorized and directed to allow
'*
Chinese
passports, vized by him.
Both
would be an exceedingly audacious pro- all bills which have been properly ap- aDd foreigners
of this,
bitterly
complain
the
several boards or commit- inasmuch as the
by
ceeding, entirely out of keeping with proved
Tsung-Li-Ynmen extees under whose authority such bills
pressly instructed their officials that both
anything she has done 6ince hostilities were contracted, provided they are prop- ports
were to be treated as treaty ports.
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“The Kind Yon Have Always Bought”

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed Yon.
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GOODWIN’S PRICES MAKE
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^
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EXPENSIVE TO BUY ELSEWHERE.

^

BETTER AND

I

BETTER
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EVERY DAY.

raab*ng
business—better
y°u—better
daily. Everything

knowledge

prices
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day—better

goods
Buying

qualities.

H. Goodwin & Co.,

7 MONUMENT SQUARE.
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^
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$

OF THE COLORS”

>
^ Enl sting the Services of SOUSA’S BAND.
S

A UCTIVNbALKS.

Company,

>

Portland, Itlalne.

>
>

Arthur L. Bates,
VlOE

PRESIDENT.

Thousands of Maine people posUnion Mutual policies. Millions
of dollars loaned and invested in the

Iff

A ■>
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CS.

wnibb ■

VU«

Auctioneers aid Commission Mercian^
Salesroom 40 Exchange Street.

^

^

bt.mylQdtd
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F. O. BAILEY
u>arh4

C. W.

ALLEN
ti
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\

GOOD TIMES HIVE

\

COMET

"V ou can afford to indulge yourself or
your
family in the luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for
$5 per year.

THE JOURNAL
OP SOCIETY

CARRY
i

HAKDMAN,
PEASE,

HOLMSTROM,

_

/wrraim

mason’

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any

ean

Sons Go.,

Deering, WestStandish, and the

supplies
ana

McGOULDRIC

Manager.

High Grade Bicycles
victor,

GUARANTEED

STEARNS.

-FOB SALE BY—

The fiuest line of strictly high
grade wheels in the city.

H. M. PAYSON &C0.,
BanKers.

to

TOW* TOPICS,
•OS Fifth Avenue, Xew York,'

U«T.
•—THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. MeLellan.
COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestnrua
SIX MONTHS IN HADES. Bv Clarice !. ClinEhan.
4—THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE. By Captain Alfred
Thompson.
iv—ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne.
11—AN ECLiraE OF VIRTUE.
By Champion BisseU.
la-AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN.
By John Gilliat.
IS—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynne,
It—A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
*5—WHVf SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray. |
16-A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford^
U-A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
ll-OUt OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
WRONG MAN. By Champion BisseU.
no—THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita Vivantl
Chartres.
■1—HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT, by Harold R. Vynne,
w-ONTHE ALTAR OF PASSION. Byjohn Gilliat.
MARTYR to LOVH. By Joanna & Wood.

840 and upwards.

Portland,atfMe.

33 1897 high grade wheels
from bankrupt sale at $33 each.
The best bargain
we
have
ever offered.
Bicycle sundries and repairs.

TH£i-

Portland Trust Co.

bflILcT &UU.
Exchange St., h U.Exchange
St., Portland,
46

may3eod2w

Building.)

Capital.$100,000
..

AMERICAN NAVY

invested

in Government Bouds.

Cuba and Hawaii

a
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make the price reasonable,"
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raanlta.

Pat it In attractive form aa&
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10 satisfactory and bring* awoallent «.

A NEW BOOK ON THE

Surplus. 100,000
Stockholders’ Liability100,000

EVERY...
MAN
...

/

HAS REMOVED TO

Securities

by numbers,

CTHE

tribuneT

by Portland Water Co.

Specialty.

SAFE

SSSofi?

Playing

DUE 1928.

Investment

good repair, and can be remodeled for
at small expense.
Wltn the kiln is
°* one-inch Iron
piping with stop
5*£JP
etc.
cocks,
Pavorable terms can be had for a
lease of land on which the
building sets.
furtne*particulars inquire of the auc& Company, ComDuring
SIof

recommend them as the best represen- journal—ever published. Subscription price,
ft per annum.
tatives of the several grades.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a
256-paga
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
-AND THEfirst day of March, June, September and DefEriol
Self
Pianos. cember, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
Old Instruments taken in Exchange,
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
CATALOGUES FREE.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Lowest Price,.
Most Liberal Terras
Club price lor both, $5 per annum.
You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below. Regular price for each, 50
C.
Cents. All sent postpaid.
TEL. 818— J8.
517 Comfresn street.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or
apr9dTu,Thur&8at tf
postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
and

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Surplus

F. O. BAILEY * CO., Auctioneers.
Dry Kiln at Auction.

merciai

Fred E. Riohards,
President.

T.

and

BY

Modern
a

aud other High Grade

-0F THE

Capital
wholly

liar?'

>

M. Steinert

(Portland Savings Bank

fantry,

Life insurance

JAMES &

THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

No. 89

60 MUSICIANS GO

Grand chorus of ladies and
gentlemen
Tn.
Sailors, Marines,
Standard Bearers of the Continental Soldiers
Nations, Scottish
pipes, Tyrolean Singers, Cuban Soldiers amk
°ver 200 PeoPle In ail.
PRICES-Evening, 50c, 76c, $i.oo, si.5o. Matl5C>
“Sousa’3” souvenirs at
matinee.’
Seats on sale Monday, May 16 at M stetnU
ert & Sons Co., 617 Congress street
Special excursion rates on all railroads.

Cost,

STEINWAY,
GA BLEU,

utt

—

“THE TROOPING

m. we

WB

~BARRETT,

febttS

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA

^

application.

32 Exchange St..

Eve., May 19.

“STARS A5D STRIPES FOREYER.”

^ 0N shall
May 16th, at 2 o’clock p.
^ONDAY,
sell on the premises, No. 6t York
Y
street, roodecu dry kiln, originally cost $35,> ooo.

4s.

$ 150,000

know.

and

Portland,

Waste your money and efforts on a "poor
thing.” To become an artist you must have a
first-class instrument.

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.

by accepting

EVENING PRICES, 10c, 20c, 30o

>

1/WvWWWvsi

4s.

are^on.6111

car.

>

4s. DOIST'T

Saco,
Biddeford,

This company
brook, Gorham
above bonds are

Eve"

Union mutual

/

4s.

!

Saturday

in

/ ^ate.®

4s.

N. H.,

Iy2r

{JM5£2£»™K;
*and T"° Hearts

<

/

Cfaezjt/yfT&rfu&K

child

in

^

Merrimack County,

SWAN &

Two Nights In Kome

Friday Eve,

I resents the
superb military, musical and pa
triotic international spectacle

Privileges; ^
Give Protection
^
Under All Circumstances.

<*
^

Cashier-

Maine Central R. R.,
Portland Water Co.,

on

are

<

BONDS.

Price*

PAYToiv *

company of recognized players

^Vl.u SEATS 20c,

08

Our policies

busi-

description through

feb7dtf

Tha

anuansnorted'in Ins
it" own special
Sc?nIery’1’r°P(!rtle3- Costumes and
SHvi1,?"1!"?™"1

Reasonable

<

from

as

Banking

STEPHEN R. SMALL President
MARSHALL R. GODINS,
f

To MOTHERS.

life

PRICES

Unequalled

^

favorable

on

a

TFu4,£0L,VOSFORD
Favorite Comedian”'

n6W)

in the city
10c li

—

<

DEPOSITS.

s

Fa lure

Protected l

^
^

Drafts drawn on National
Provincial
Bank
of England, London, In large or
small amounts, for sale at current rates.

AN OP“N LETTER

cheap substitute
makes
(because
which
gredients

ever

^

MERRY. Hatter and Fiirnistier,

endanger

Electrical effects

a

wife and family when the husband’s life is insured with the
< UNION MUTUAL. They are >
<* independent by the free act of the “>
bread-winner
the intervention
^ of foreign assistance is unnecessary. ^
Acknowledged the world over as
the only investment tfiat is not
only safe and profitable, but a
requisite of proper living.

Incorporated 1824.
CAPITAL

and

KENTUCKY HOME

<
Every
<
Corner
and Upon
<
All
^
sj/
^
Sides
<
^ from any attack of poverty is the
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WE WILL GIVE YOU TRADING STAMPS.

Do

S1Y

At

Casco National Bank

SPRING —1698

Do Not Be Deceived.

afternoon,
Two Friends and Is Marr
age

TONIGHT,

<

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtf

feb9

ITERNOON AT 2.

HALL,
VjsAAAAAAAAAA^ CITY
Thursday Afternoon

LETTERS OF CREDIT,

,

AWSEmnr^

REPEnTOIHE.
Friday Mat,

MAXINEK

~

President.
March 8,1897.
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PRESS.

“PITCHER’S CASTORIA,”
I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyamis, 'Massachusetts,
the originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” the
that has borne and does
every
bear the facsimile signature of
wrapper.
This is the original PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America
for
thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and
that it is
the kind
have always bought
the
and has
signature of
wraphas authority from
per. No
to
my
cept The Centaur Company of which Chas. H. Fletcher is

EVERY A

CORSE

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.

to WearOur Hats!

WESTBROOK.

MOULTON,

&

BANKERS,

WASHING POW

*

AMUSEMENTS.|
AEFFERS03
THEATRE.
EVERT
f
bupported
by MIsS

THE BEST

YfluOyght

financial.

_

AND

t*

THB THURSTON PRINT,

|

PORTLAND, MB.

PORTLAND

|
J

^WORCESTER.

PORTUSO Sc Bill'll tSUB fi. B.
Willi

DEPOSIT'AULTS.

war

160

line

ships and

illustrations

scenes

of

in Cuba.

Station Foot of Preblu St.
Oil and after Monday, Oct, 4, 1897. Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epphiff 8* T.30 a. m. ADd 12JJ0
For Manchester. Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
Alfred WaterRochester.
For
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and

Having consolidated with the Portland
Safe Deposit Company, the Portland
Trust Company now offers its patrons
and the public unequaled facilities for
storage of bonds, stocks, valuable papers

Spnngyale,

LORING,

and silver ware.

SHORT & HARMON
may3eodtI

For**(Gorham

at 7.30

and 9.45 a.m., 12.30, S.00,

'Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
For^VYestbrooli,’
and WOCdfords at 7.30, 9.48 a.m.,
Junction
Ll.
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 aild 6.20 p.

The 1° 30 u. in. Train ironi Portland connects
The security offered is the best in
at Ayer Junction v.-ith "Hoosac Tunnel Route"
Maine, and the location is the most cenfor the -West and at Union Station. Worcester,
acxEcirrou’s notice.
lor Providence and New \oik, via Providence
tral and convenient in Portland.
THE subscriber hereby gives notice that lie Line” for Norwich and New York, via “Nor1
The utmost
has been dulv appointed Executor of'lie wich Line” with Boston and Albany R. R. ior
privacy is afforded by sep- last will
ml testament of
the West, and with the New York all rail via
arate entrances from the street, while
"Springtield.”
MARK I>. EMERY, laie of Portland,
Trains arrive in Portland from Worcester
the arrangement of offices of the consolideceased, and given bonds as the law directs.. ,T 1.30 p. in.; from Rochester at 8.30 a.m. 1.31
All
dated
persons having demands against tile estate and 6.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40. 8.30 and
company is such that all financial

business
same

can

be

transacted

under the

roo'.

mariil

ati

|

of said deceased are desired to present tlie same
tor settlement, and all indebted thereto are re"nested to make payment immediately.
KITEUrt it HiNKLEY.
Po. i„nd.
my lid 1 avvsw V *
May 6,1898.

a. 111.. 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. 111.
For tickets ior all poinis West and South am
plvto T. F. MeGiri.TCUDDY, Ticket Agent
Fortlond, M'J. W. PETERS. Supt,
je'hdU

10.50

DEERING.

WORK OF TRAMPS.

Bam

On

Hersey Street, Decringr,

De-

stroyed By Fire.
Two

Alarms From Box Five Brought Out

lMPOPJMTTOGES.

fire from box 14 at 12.20
oalled the Deering fire deto
a blaze at Russell’s
partment
ship
yard, the scene of the murder on Monday
The fire originated among the
night.
noon

Grand Trunk Has Bonded Lind in

far away
Woodfords and notified and by that means there would have been
police station at
of a general alarm, but as he
Officer Mountfort who pulled In the alarm no need
engineer of a special could not raise Mr. Moody the alarm was
from box 5. The
The Woodfords company refreight train on the Portland & Rocbes- sent in.
t:r whioh was standing at the Woodfords sponded making the distance of two miles
The East Deering
station at the time, awoke many of the in eleven minutes

in the vicinity by sounding the
locomotive’s whistle many times in rapid
When Chief Frank Moody
succession.
of the Deering department reached the
spot, ho had the second alarm turned in
as the fire threatened to destroy the house
of John K. Parks on Ocean street, which
was only about 25 feet distant from the

people

had stretched what hose they
company
had, »nd when the Woodfords company
about two hundred extra feet
arrived
whloh enabled the men to
were added,
reach the yard. It was neoessary to run
about 1400 feet of hose to get at the fire.

to be Made at Once.

It is reported that the Grand Trunk
railroad has bonded about sixty acres of
land in East Deering on the opposite side
of the track for the stook yards and will
purchase it very soon. On this land will
be erected the Grand Trunk repair shops,
and car sheds whioh are
round house
now situated In Portland near the India
street passenger station
The Grand Trunk has been sadly handiin Portland during the past winter on acoount of a laok of room for its
immense freight business and additional
The space
freight yard room is needed.

oapped

caught evidently
sparks
from a passing locomotive over the Grand
There was a similar
burning barn. The barn was filled with Trunk railway.
h: y and other Inflammable material and blaze started early in the morning, but how occupied
by the oar shops, round
traok men of the railroad house and
burned like a tinder box, and the firemen some of the
repair shops in Portland will
The damage be utilized as a freight yard and will give
could not do muoh at first in the way of company extinguished it.
getting the flames under control. The was confined entirely to the yard.
the road plenty of room at this point to
The

fire

from

of

learned last night whether

not

Price list of Mattings:
8 cents per yard. 7 different

designs.
10 cents

15

Deering

was

overrun

with

hoboes
night and many others were
turned away. TheLflre undoubtedly started
In that part of the barn in’which the
hay was stored and some careless hobo
was
Mr.
undoubtedly the cause of it.
Park’s residence narrowly esoaped de-

will close their labors for the year with specialties
baked bean supper and entertainment
at Oakdale hall, Pitt street, this evening.
After the entertainment the two quilts
will be drawn and the few aprons j unsold
A fish pond will be
will be disposed of.
in use for the jileasure of the children.
The last meeting of the season of the
a

struction, and Chief Moody and his men
are to be
congratulated on their work in Ladles’ circle of the Woodfords Congresaving this building.
gational ohurch occurs this evening at
A patriotic entertainment
the Vestry.
THREATENED TO KILL HUSBAND.
will be given by the young ladies of the
After Hanning Away with Haskell's Wife
Logan Wanted to Finish the Job.
McGrath arrested a man last
night on Monument street after a rather
The
exciting experience with him.
man's name is Frank Logan and his arOfficer

cirole and the churoh will be decorated
Ice cream and cake will be
with flags.
served.
Mrs. Ruby Reed of Ocean street has
been quite siok since her return from
Bethel where she visited her sister, Mrs.
Clark.

Miss Mary S. Morrill of MorTills corner
rest was occasioned by the complaints of has
gone to the Clifton Sanitarium, ClifFred W. Haskell, whose life Logan had
ton, New York, for a rest before setting
threatened to take.
out for her mission field in North China.
told by the polios
was
As the story
The dandelions are malting a fine show,
Mrs. Haskell who is about twenty-four notwithstanding the cool weather.
old and the mother of three chilyears
Mr. N. K. Sawyer’s house, corner of
dren, the oldest about seven years, ran Stevens’ Plains avenue and Maple street,
weeks
from
her
some
husband
ago
away
has taken on an added look of cheer with
and comfortable home in this city and
its new paint.
Frank
went to Lewiston to live with
The Fern club have begun their excurShe took her children with her
Logan.
A pleasant one was
sions after flowers.
and after a time one of them became ill
on the 6th inst.
enjoyed
as
and
Logan could not seem to supply
Mrs. Henrietta E. Wildes, formerly of
enough money to make the child comfortable Mrs. Haskell wrote to her husband Deering, is visiting at the home of her
in this city and asked him to send her nephew, Mr. F. S. Dunham of Howard.

|

enough money to take care of the child. Pennsylvania.
Mr. Haskell responded to this appeal in
is going on with zeal in
Gardening
person, went to Lewiston and brought Deering.
his wife and children baok to Portland.
Bev. Dr. D. M. Seward, formerly of
A ftor lirinrf horn n cVinwf. fimn Mpc TJoo.
Portland and
Deering, is now living
k»Il again ran away from home and went
with his daughter at South Norwalk,
back to live wit-h Logan.
does excellent
still
He
Connecticut.
In the meantime Mr. Haskell went to
work with pen and voice.
board

Monument

etreet and there
Logan found him last night, and being
quarrelsome and a little intoxicated
threatened to kill Haskell. This was how
Officer McGrath came to be called into
the case. McGrath went to the house,
and as he got to the door heard voices in
on

angry conversation within.
The officer
stood at the door a moment when suddenly a man wrenched It open from within
and ran out on to the street.
This was
Logan, and Officer .McGrath pursued
him, and after ^quite a chase succeeded

Woodbury Leighton of the
has moved to No. 21
club,
Cumberland street, Portland.
Miss

Mary

Authors'

Mrs. William Jordan, formerly of Deerher
ing, now of Bethel, is visiting
nephow, Dr. Bray of Portland.
The Sunday school circle of Oakdale
close their labors for the year
with
a
baked bean supper and entertainment at
Oakdale hall, Pitt street, this evening.
After the entertainment the two quilts
will be drawn, and the aprons unsold will
be disposed of. There will be a fish pond

capturing him.
Logaa tried to get
away and began to put up a
show of for the children.
fight, when Officer McGrath got tired of
wrestling about the street with the man
SAILING OF THE ABONA.
in

_

and hit him sevoral blows with his fist.
was that Logan became as
The result
passive as a lamb and consented to remain quietly on the ground until the
patrol wagon reaohed the spot. But Offi-

At 4.30 yesterday morning|the last English
steamer of the season steamed out
through the ship channel and headed for

interspersed between the
Payton allows no waits and
of the audience is kept up in

Mr.
acts.
the interest
a continuous round of entertainment.
The afternoon, “Two Friends,” and
“Is
and

Marriage

a

Failure?” will be the bill,

Here

6 dif-

j

10 dif-

yard.

19

cents

ferent

yard.

per

4

21 cents per yard. 8 different
designs.
25 cents per yard. 13 dif-

j

ular

ferent designs.

JAPANESE FANCY.

everywhere,

2

Stripes Forever, that audisnees are moved to spring to their feet
md become one huge body of oheering

I

md excited choristers. Such scenes are
maoted at almost every performance of
the speotaole. In Chicago, at the great
Auditorium, on the opening night of sev-

guard
(army has

come

performances, more than five thousand
joined in a tremendous chorus of
“The Star Spangled Banner,” when it

of the

BUTTER POTS.

is

Made by
tlie best

Warn

m«

Tough, sweet, whole-

Turning from the news of the war to the chronicles of peace we have the usual weekly letter
from Bab. this time devoted to telling the views
of some New York women on marriage and a
talk about some famous men and women of the
old world.

3

3

|

We think these

are

2g
Sg
*;

ones are

are

color.

late in

all here,

ENAMEL.
table Boiler.

400

(gore

in the

The

14

some

side) and

seamless VegeThese were snugly

of

them—outside

slightly smoked.

Oxford ties in black and tan at

ones

98c

go today at

—

were

So the 98 cent
49c

Actual value gi.so.

Boys’ and Youths’ Boots, full
lines Men’s Brown Vici
Kid,
vesting top lace shoe,

BLACK GOODS.
Goods

J. R. LIBBY CO.

$2,50
p. s.

This is
a

The Graduating Suiting demcontinues
onsttation
another

Black

beyond all previwhy shouldn't it
be, for black is becoming to
every complexion and no woous

season

ones,

day.
Graduating Silk Gloves just arrived, made of fine White Silk.
Elbow lengths,
$1.00
Shoulder lengths,
SI.37

and

man’s

wardrobe is

without

a

4*

quart

complete

black dress.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

I

In North Lovell, May B, Marshall Evans and
Mrs. Marla K. Jordan, formerly of Lewiston.
In North Vassalboro, Edward Brown and
Miss Jessie Purlngten.
In Machias, May 4, Harry C. Farrell and Miss
Maud G. inglee.
In Buckfleld. May 4, Charles H. Verrlll and
Mrs. Dora sturtevant.
In Norway, May 4, Nathan E. York and Gertrude M. Holt.
In Buckfleld, May 4, Win L. Eogg of Clifton
and Miss Agnes V.
lagg of Buckfleld.

DEATHS.
this clty.
May 12, Patrick J. Kelleher,
aged 24 years.
hereafter.
fM'i”t!.ce 01 tuneral
and Haverhill papers please

copyWbUr,P°rt
i«v Smlt
qmni?IS5ri
Pi Ann F., widow of
Fairfield, aged 79 years and
into

the
8

1

utTr«li!ilay a,ternoon

In*ids St?
aged

MAvi0?’

at 2.80 o’clock
8t.
K°-171E’Franklin
Underwood’

68SyearsU?noMhS®ein'y
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gj
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The Portland Sunday Times
The Best Sunday Paper
For Portland

People.

J. B. LIBBY CO.
'

MARRIAGES,

month*7’

ggS

Portland people should remember at this time
when everybody is eager for the latest news
from the scene of war.that the Portland Sunday
Times receives despatches Ion g after the early
editions of out-of-town papers have gone to
the latest news is the
press. In war as in peace
Times has the
the
Sunday
news you want and
Both in
is
news
reliable.
latest news and its
local
its telegraph service, its
department and
is abreast
Times
the
its miscellaneous features
facilities
for
its
of the best papers and
especial
male
wants
catering to their

wrapped in stout paper, but during our^late fire the bottoms of

pair

Ladies’
Princess

5;

the group
of the present war, with the naval leaders of the wars of
It is
the past in which we have been engaged.
of
which
tells
its
own
skill,
a picture
story
bravery and determination.

JDDCfE BONNET.

SIDE-GORES.

K

striking feature of the Times is
picture comparing Dewey, the hero

Kid and cloth

a

mP

A

The

ready for foot-fitting. Ladies’
Oxfords, here are more than 25
styles and the prices, beginning
at 98c inoline up gradually to
$2.50- Tan, black and choco-

ac-

5^

OUR NAVAL LEADERS.

Spring
and Summer shoes

|

3^
^

The Spaniards are not the only foreigners who
will meet us in conflict this year for a British
team is comin^ here to trv and capture the tennis championship as is fully explained in the
article by Wallace T. Hyde.

beauties.

SHOE LEATHER.

gil

THE TENNIS OUTLOOK.

“eaves-to-ridge-pole-ruf-

The

fled”

!g

There are still clergymen who condemn the
theatre just as there are many of the cloth who
A
find much to praise in the world theatrical.
trio of clergymen of distinction have written
their views on the subject and thev will be
among the attractive features of the Times.

;»

3
3

prettier

g»

THE STAGE AND THE PULPIT.

I3

than any previous season’s collection.

|

BAB’S BBEEZY BllDBET.

|
3

Sg
^g

selves to the situation many of
were sold.

gE

on

imen

them

Wednesday—State

This

;

3

file, 39c, 50c, 75c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50,

guns

Iui

3

Mohair and Sicilian,

enormous

Mr. Naihan Gonld continues his story of the
from the City by the Sea who have won
distinction in the American navy. Mr. Goold’s
articles are not only a valuable contribution to
:he history of the American navy but pleasing
to the patriotism of Portland people.

Drap d’ ete,
heavy. 45 inch, $1.00,

not quite as
1.25, 1.50, 1.75.

and before

I

PORTLAND NATAL HEROES.

to

Similar

the members of it could pitch
their tents and accustom them-

was

vs. Charles F.
Wight.
oomplaint against the respondent for being an idle and disorderly person
with no visible means of support.
The
time covered by the oomplaint is
sounded.
from January 22 to January 81, 1898. The
So it is everywhere.
The Portland productions next Thurs- respondent is an old soldier, and has
day are to be fully as elaborate, as have been a pauper upon the town of Otisfleld
been those of any city. There will be a for about four years. Under the
statute,
chorus of 100 and troops representing four he could not be sent to the poor
farm,
great nations, also soloists and special and so has been boarded by the town at
features. A Sousa souvenir is to be giv- a Mr. Scribners.
A short time ago the
en at the matinee, a photograph of Sousa
selectmen wanted to change his boarding
himself. Seats will be on sale Monday at place, but he refused to leave Scribner’s.
He was afterwards sent to Portland jail
Steinert's.
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRAJCONCERT. upon a complaint just like the present
The managers of the Maine Symphony one, where he staid 63 days. And shortly
Orchestra concert had a very enthusiastic after his release the present oomplaint
meeting at the Preble house yesterday. was brought.
The defendant claims that the course
The concert will be given at The Jefferwhich the town has pursued Is simply a
son June
8th, and there are already
eighty patrons of tho entertainment. Mr. trick on their part to get him into jail
and Mrs. W. H. Chapman were present and to keep him there as much as posyesterday and their presence was a great sible, and thus shift the burden of oaring
delight. The concert will doubtless be a for him on to the county. He says that
he is in very poor
great success.
health, and was physically unable to work. Verdict not guilMUSICALE.
A fine concert was given last evening ty.
Chas. P. Mattocks for defendant.
at Reception hall, under the auspices of
Geo. H. Allan for state.
the Park street Presbyterian church. In

Degun Dy tne Dana ana cnorus on tne
At
stage.
Indianapolis Ex-President
Harrison was the first one to spring to his
feet as the grand national anthem was

•ft

some.

3n

was

Snug, firm, dust-shedders.
75c, $1.00, 1.50, 2,00.

tops, plain and fancy.
BEFORE

ers.

facturer.

SUPERIOR COURT.

persons

that

45 inches wide.

Svracuse Earthern

Again.”

After the exeroises a social time
had, giving all a good chance to get
quainted.

looming

has many admir-

s

The advance

PARASOLS.

Portland.

Meet

A

PRUNILLA.

“The Cumberland Association”—Mr.
iraonntlng to furore in many places. It Arthur Jordan, Congress
Square.
is so intensely and vividly patriotic and
“The Looal Union and the State and
so stirring, with its troops
marching on, National Unions”—Miss Alioe Barry,
Westbrook.
its colors flying, and the entire mass of
“Chicago, ’98”—Mr. Fred S. Rand,
aided
on
the
by Sousa’s Congress Sqnare.
people
stage,
“The Young People as the Pastor’s
band of 69, bursting into the strains of
“The Star Spangled Banner” and “The Helper”—Rev. W. M. Kimmell.
Singing—“God Be With You Till We
Stars
and

as

POPLIN.

17
yard.
designs.
29 cents per yard. 5 designs.
35 cents per yard. 4 designs.
Buy a whole piece of 40 yards,
and we give
wholesale
you
prices.

master, who very pleasingly introduced
the speakers.
A11 the speeches were
good, and the response of Miss Florence
MoLean, president of the Jnniors, aged
fourteen, was worthy of one much older
The following were the toasts
THRILLING SCENES AT SOUSA’S in years.
and speakers:
MILITARY SPECTACLE.
The Elements of Success in Y. P. C.
Sousa’s great international spectacle,
U. Work”—Rev. G. I. Keirn.
“The Trooping of the Colors,” which is
“What Should the Union Do for Its
to be produced at City Hall next Thurs- Members?”—Miss
Sadie
Burnham,
day afternoon and evening, is having a Deering.
“The
Union’s Relation Toward the
tremendous go. It is given in but twen- Churoh
and
School”—Miss
Sunday
ty-two oities altogether, including Bos- Georgietta S. Ford, Church of Messiah,
ton, New York and Chicago, and but Portland.
“Our Juniors”—Miss
Florence
Mothree in.New England other than Boston,
Lean, President Junior Union, Churoh
ind one of the three is Portland. Ac- of the Messiah.
“Our Baby”—Mr. J. E. Page, South
counts credit the spectacle with arousing
enthusiasm

{pop-

75c, 89c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 2.00.

in

wonderful

Almost

linen.
cents per

5^

Wilson G. Lowell writes of the
dangers besetting the men on a warship in peace as well as
war and
mentions cases where vessels have
been saved by the daring and coolness of members of the crew, instances of heroism as
great
as any
displayed in battle.

warm weather wear.

Cotton warp, such as is advertised and sold elsewhere as

2c
2c
2E

DANGER AT ALL TIMES.

Crepon. They come in
figured, striped and plain. The
open weave, and lightness of
weight make them attractive foi

the ‘evening.
“My Kentuoky
Home.” We would advise all who propose going to see the Corse Payton company to secure their seats early for there
is a great demand for them.

i

eight beauties, not
to be described by
typo, we can
only print the prices.
$1.75, 2.00, 2.25, 2.50, 3,00, 3.50,

as

g
^

the modern war
ship are handled in action, what their power is
and how they compare with the
guns used by
the navies of the past.

are

GRENADINES.

^

war.

which the

upon

j

dif-

5=

Truman L. Eaton tells the story of the
way in

4.00 and 4,50.

designs.

*4*

next

BELEAGUERED CUBA.

changes

run

4*

on

MANNING THE BATTERIES.

this crinkly favorite than
upon
any other weave.

ferent designs.

7 to 8 p. m., whloh the large number of Parasol
members and Invited guests partook of.
At the conclusion of the repast. Miss
Georige A. Bradley president of the
union, made a bright speech and introduced Mr. George E. Lefavor as toast-

was the Thomson liner,
It
J. G. Baxter, and a large
Arona,
Capt.
a
cer McGrath bad
badly sprained hand and valuable
oargo taken by her cleaned
and it will trouble
as a result of the row
up the freight in the Grand Trunk sheds.
him for some time.
The Arona carried 241 head of Amerioan
The
police do not know just what cattle.
charge will be preferred against Logan,
In the case of Michael Conoannon, a
addition to a double quartette the Harbut he will appear in court this morning
THE TBOUBLE SETTLED.
for
assault and battery, an
complaint
Miss
and
Plummer
club
mony
appeared,
without doubt.
The labor difficulty in the finishing
of satisfaction having
acknowledgement
read.
to
consented
department at Burrowes’ screen factory kindly
been filed by the injured party, he was
LATE MARINE NEWS.
has been settled. Some of the workmen
WHEEL CLUB RUN.
ggg discharged upon the payment of costs.
Kinsale, May IX.—Passod, steamer Cali- got into a dispute with the foreman in
Otto Mariner, upon a search and seizure
Next Sunday the Portland Wheel olub
fornian, Portland for Liverpool; Lucerne,
regard to the wages paid in this depart- will make its regular Sunday run to
Bt. John, N. B., for Liverpuolf.
Ray- oomplaint, was fined $100 and costs.
Philadelphia,May 11.—Arrived, schoon- ment. and about 40 of the men quit work. mond. The club will go in two divisions.
John
E. Carter filed a demurrer In a
Fersannie Brown and Gertrude Abbott, There are about 75 men employed in the
division will leave the olub case of search and seizure and nuisanoe.
The
first
Kennebec.
State vb. Griffin K. Harris. This Is a
New York, May 11.—Arrived, schooners department, and the sudden going out of rooms at nine o’clock sharp, and will be
W. H. White,
Philadelphia for Gardi- these men, at a time when the factory is paced by Capt. G. R. Stevens. The sec- case of search and seizure. Respondent
ner; Lewis Kottinham, South Amboy for rushed with orders disturbed the business
ond division leaves at ten o’clock, paced is
a
night watchman and lives at 204
Portland.
for awhile, but matters were adjusted
by Lieutenants Abbott and Randall and Federal street, where he also runs sort of
He claims that the liquor
yesterday morning.
endeavor to overtake the first or a restaurant.
will
SPARROW-BOSTWICK.
Some of the men olaimed that the
oflioers
found were not depay slow division before they reach Raymond. which the
Mr. John P. Sparrow, eldest son of in the department was not equal to that
there until after the oomplaint
Dinner will be served at “The Elms’’ posited
John Soarrow,
Esq., was married to Miss in other places. Many of the workmen of which W. H. Smith is the landlord. A was sworn out.
Helen M. Bostwick of
Georgia, on Satur- thought twice over the situation and re- large turnout is expected if the weather
D. A. Meaher for defendant.
day. May 7th, at Washingon. No cards. turned to work yesterday morning.
Oeo. H. Allan for state.
is pleasant.

London.

cents per

More
are

4 different

yard.

designs.
12% cents per yard.
ferent designs.

>

at
last

per

CREPONS.

•4*

uic

rates, parties buying whole
each-may have wholesale prices.

pieces-of 40 yards

its many attractive features
will contain the following:

I'J'

The war, the tariff and
other causes combine to
put up the prices.
These are at last year’s

building was insured. Mr. Trask was
not at home, having been called to Bruns-

station

Among
Sunday

Albert P. South wick writes of the coast cities
of the “Ever Paithful Isle” and the
arrangements the Spaniards have made for their defence. An article full of information for those
who would follow
intelligently the movements

different

patterns.

Camille was the

the

sixty-three

are

I

THE BEST SUNDAY PAPER FOR PORTLAND PEOPLE,

5

is due not
only to the originality and
simplicity of the combination, but also
to the care and skill with which it is
manufactured by scientific processes
known to the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, and we wish to
impress upon
all the importance of
purchasing the
true and original
remedy. As the
genuine Syrup of Figs is manufactured
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
assist one in avoiding the worthless
imitations manufactured by other parties. The high standing of the California Fig Syrup Co. with the medical profession, and the satisfaction
which the genuine Syrup of Figs has
given to millions of families, makes
the name of the Company a guaranty
of the excellence of its
remedy. It is
far in advance of all other laxatives,
as it acts on the
kidneys, liver and
bowels without irritating or weakening them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
effects, please remember the name of
the Company—

§

SUNDAY TIME5.

;|

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

|

PORTLAND

THE

From
Japan and
from
It’s
China.
cool, clean, >»
wholesome.
Neither heat
nor
moths
nor
Buffalo
bugs have
use
any
for
Straw Matting.
It sheds
the dirt and dust that a
wool carpet hoards. Here

Mr. E. B. Winslow is having a cement and amusement.
play prettily decorated with the Union colors,
walk put from the street to his summer at the matinee performance yesterday blue and white, while potted plants decand
“Drifting Apart” in the evening. orated the tables, which were lighted by
residence on Ocean street, East Deering.
wick yesterday on business.
was strongly banquet lamps.
The Invited guests inThe Westbrook Seminarys have not as This well-known drama
It seemed to be the universal opinion yet arranged for a ball game for Satur- presented by the company, the represen- cluded the pastors and unions from South
tation eliciting much applause.
The Portland, Congress Square, Deering and
among the people nt Woodfords that the day of this week.
fire was
of the
caused by tramps.
A supper was served from
The police
evening was the Westbrook.
The Sunday school circle of Oakdale great feature
or

I. R. LIBBY CO.

Coverings

Mrs. Ada F,. widow of the late Clar- handle the immense busiuesB In
was badly
house
Mr. Park’s
winter.
scorched, but did not catch fire, though ence M. Morrill, died late Tuesday night It is also stated that the passenger depot
after
a
the wind been as 6trong as it was
had
lingering illness of over a year, at on India street will be torn down and
the
e irller in
evening it would have her home on Pleasant street, Woodfords, a new station erected on the, lot now
Mrs.
Morrill leaves a daughter, Ger- owned
been still harder work to have saved this
ty the railroad at the corner of
The Deering firemen had several trade, and two young sons, Clarence and Fore and India streets.
house.
This will give
The funeral services are to be the railroad room for
fine hydrant streams at work and suc- Leroy.
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
many extra traoks
ceeded in saving the Parks house, but held Friday afternoon at 3,80 o’clock trom where the
SAN FRANCISCO, Cel.
passenger station now is.
the barn was entirely destroyed.
her late residence.
LOUISVILLE, Kj.
uc
NEW TORE. N. Y.
lu is sea tea tnat tnese cnanges
Mr. Wilbur F. Trask, the artesian well
Mrs. J. E. Sawyer, Woodfords, enter- made at
once so that the freight yard
digger, whose residence is just below tained the W. W. W.’s, a whist club, yes- may be ready for service next winter.
this barn on Hergey street, had stored terday afternoon, at her home in honor
The land in East Deering which the YOUNG PEOPLE’S CHRISTIAN UNION.
inJ the barn several valuable machines of Mrs. Charles Cashing of Brookline, railroad is said to have bonded is owned
which be uses in his business. It was Mass.,
formerly of Woodfords and a by Messrs. True, Irving, Small and
reported that one of these machines was member of the club. A very pleasant af- otherB.
Tenth Anniversary Last Evening of the
as 15000
valued by Mr. Trask as high
ternoon was enjoyed. Refreshments were
Society Connected With the Chnroh of
DRAMA*
MUSIC AND
and was not insured. The machinery served duirng the afternoon.
Messiah
will undoubtedly prove a total loss. The
There was no meeting of Hose 3, MorTHE JEFFERSON.
barn itself was not very valuable and rills corner, on Tuesday evening.
The Y. P. 0. U. of the Chnroh of the
Mr. Payton’s series of plays at popular
The Red Men’s Hall association held
probably a thousand dollars will cover
the whole loss on the structure 'and its their last dance for the season on
Tues- prices are drawing large audiences at Messiah held their tenth anniversary of
contents cutside of the machinery which day evening at Red Men’s hall, Morrills The Jefferson this week, and are proving their organization last evening, in the
was
attractive source of 'entertainment vestry of the churoh. The room was very
stored therein. It could not be corner.
an
ell

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Straw Matting for Summer Floor

East Deering.

ohips that are strewn over the yard. The
Whole Department—House Adjourned chips lay several inohen
deep about the
Saved—Loss About #6000.
yard and the fire got well into them so
that considerable water had to be used to
Two alarms from box 5, in Deering,at
WILL REMOVE SHOPS AND ROUND
the blzae.
The alarm was
13.15 o’clock
this morning, called the extinguish
HOUSE FROM PORTLAND.
sounded by Mr. John Rounds an
elecfire department to near
whole Deering
trician in the employ of the Westbrook
the corner of Hersey and Ocean street,
Electrio Light company,
who was at
where a big barn owned by the Hersey
work in that vicinity repairing an elecheirs was blazing fiercely.
Land About Passenger Station to be Uti
Mr. Rounds
tried to
fire was discovered by William trio light wire.
The
lized for Yard Room—Depot to be ErWoodfords who lives on Ocean street, not raise Chief Moody at Woodfords by teleected Further Up India Street—Changes
have extra hose sent down,
from the barn. He ran to the phone and

I

J. R. LIBBY CO.

The alarm of

yesterday

-Sgff ^TEBnaiMESTS..

_

[Funeral Friday afternoon at 2 o’olock, at
hts late residence. No. 201 Oxford street.
[Massachusetts papers please copy.]
In this city, May 10, Louise Borklun, aged
£9 years.
X
[Funeral this Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock
from the residence of Mrs. Annie 0. Anderson ♦
No. 2;Scbool street. South Portland.^
X
In this olty. May 11, Alloe T., wife of Alonzo
X
8. Taylor, aged 41 years 3 months 10 days.
afternoon
at 2.30 o’clk
[Funeral on Saturday
from her late residence. Brown’s Hill, South
Portland. Burial at convenience of family
In this olty, May 11. Clarence J.. Infant son of
Martin and Della Conley, aged 6 mouths and
22 days.
Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2,30 o’clock
from No. 4 Hancock street.
In New Gloucester, May 9, Dea. Nathaniel
Rideout, aged 71 years 7 months.
In Dee ins. May 11. Ada F., widow of the late
Clarence M. Morrill, aged 40 years 2 months.
[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2.3u o’clock
from her late residence, Pleasant street, Deerlog.
At Great Works, May 3, John Wheeler, aged
45 years 10 months.
In Veazle, May 2, John McKelvey, aged 27
years.
In Waldoboro, April 28, Charles Gross, aged
79 years 11 months.
In Waldoboro. April 30, Mrs. Margaret M
Robinson, aged 78 years 11 monthr.

i

DECEIT.
Blowing hot upon the thermometer
won’t change the temperature.
It
may deceive a man into thinking it is
he
but
had
better
his
coat
warm,
keep

j

d
d
—•

on.

HOPING your house won’t burn
down won’t keen the flames nvvav.
Not if you hope 305 days a year. Don’t
deceive yourself with such vain hopin}:. Get your property insured and
thou your possessions will rest on a
firmer foundation than hope.
Let us
write the policy if you want flawless

insurance.
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machine

all Juries of grip. Stops sneezing, discharges
i..
nose ana eyes, prevents catarrh, diphtheria,
j •,:eumonla, and all throat and lung troubles. Theso
pleasant little pellets are absolutely harmless, have
.-I thousands of lives and prevented much eicki><
The Munyon Remedy Company prepare a
«.
rate cure fbr each disease. At all druggists—
i!>Von:3 a vial. If you need medical advice write
l*rof. Munyon, 1505 Arch Street, Philadelphia. It is

absolutely freQ

Remingtoi Writes from

Frederic

the Havana Station.
|

_I

AN

ARTISTS
NAVAL

NOTED HORSES

IMPRESSIONS
WARFARE.

IN BATTLE-

Carried Famous Men in Many
Conflicts of TVar

more fatalities
Horses in war suffer
than men. Out of the many thousands
who have given their lives, perishing in
their duty toward their masters only a
in
few return home to spend their lives

away?”

jolly
equally glorious

asked the

forty-five

Incidents of the Bloekade.

(Frederick Remington

in

Tribune.)

the

Chicago

years. I did not enter the service to ho a
hero at forty-five years. I told the Secretary a while ago that when I died all I
wanted on my tombstone was ‘Lieutenant
B., U. S. Navy, bunkoed.’

On board the Battleship Iowa, May 4.—
the ease and honor they deserve. One war Washington officialism bad struggled and
VICTIM OP UNCLE SAM.
and writhed under the inevitahorse, however, which has made a splen- struggled
Do not imagine that this
deep sentiexhausted by its efforts,
did record for himself, and now has his ble, but at last,
ment interferes with my old friend. He
last gasp was an empty
Its
it
still.
noble
deeds
and
lay
engraved
Virtues, name,
likes to think aloud about his
trouble,
little phrase for war, and the fleet off Key West
on a fitting tombstone, was the
and it’s a good fashiOD, much affected
by
to
to
its
orders
had
Cuba.
I
proceed
chestnut the great Duke of Wellington
all the seagoing men. A fat little
’prentice
boarded the tug which took all the shoreat the battle of Waterloo.
Copen
jfode
boy became confidential with me after inmen off to their ships, and
was
Jiagen, named after the capital of Den- leave
troducing me to many ship’s mysteries,
almost
“landed”
on
say
might
it)
and
(one
which
city he
country
jtnark, from
and said: “We are
starving about this
an iron island floatsame, was a spiriteu thoroughbred, stand- the Iowa, battleship,
ship. We have nothing to eat.”
The
Captain was “Fighting fifteens hands high,and $2,000 was the ing on the sea.
With surprise I turned on him. It was
Bob” Evans, but aboard ship I found
a
price paid for him. Copenhagen served ing
startling statement. To think of Unole
Tinder Wellington during the Spanish him a calm-eyed man, plain and straight- Sam starving these brave “bullies”
of
in
bis
affairs.
It
was
forward
carried
he
Captain his. But I
war, and for eighteen hours
kept back my laugh, for the
After this he Evans simply, and stand up when you fat little rnsr*«.l nac
Ihis master at Waterloo.
Was sent to the Duke’s home, Strathfleld- say it and have yonr statement straight, his trousers strained about
his legs.
for the weather roll in the C aptain’s eye
taye, In England, to take bis ease.
I oan see the Captain
on
tho
up
over
is
and
of
turns
severo
it
as
your person
A member of the Royal Academy
bridge. I see Mr. Rodgers, a sharp-visEnglish painters was paid to make a not encouraging. To a shore man the en- aged gentleman, who goes speeding about
portrait of Copenhagen, which vironment of a modern battleship is more the ship hunting up trouble fox any man
Jhe Dtlke loved and petted to the day of strange than any dream. It appears as who looks comfortable, und the eng ineer
fcis death. The last years of the faithful though it had a nut and bolt factory as officers, who come up out of tho coal and
horse were, however, sadly embittered by a base, but the other mixtures are like an
fi'esn air. Tho
grease for a breath of
the teasing of thousands of curious
per- international exhibition, a World’s Fair marine
sergeant in oharge of the after
his
to
him
in
and
came
visit
of
The
throb
of
enwho
padthings.
people
sons
deck sweats badly as he strides about, but
Jook, and his groom would clip hairs gines, the shrill squealing of bo’s’ns’ whis- is toned up to tho last gasp. The
young
tjrom his tail and mane to sell for a few tles, elec trio lights, cranes swinging co al officers in tho steerage show me a strange
Shillings to the visitors. When the Duke in from the lighter “longside,” long guns Burmah goddess, in marble, kept under
in a bigger than forest trees sticking
heard of this .he put Copenhagen
every- lock and key, except when
they make
oage, where bo lived in peace. His where, sharp orderB, gentlemanly officers their
big medicine, and they told me the
funeral wap well attended, and at Strath- in white duck trousers, and bare-footed
story, but my lips are ice.
feeldsaye his tombstone, ordered by the jaekies running about monkey-like in
There are other stories which
come
to
be
in
excelstill
ifl
seen,
their
while
marine
Duke himself,
movements,
guards from the junior officers’ mess, and the
strut martially across the deck. You go
lent preservation.
ending of all these stories is that naval
; Nine years after the Emperor Napoleon to the dining-room, or, as they say, cadets manage their little troubles with
another
room
itied at [Bt Helena an old white horse “wardroom,”
through
acumeh. Ono here on this ship is much
of old age and pneumonia in which makes you chilly, beoause
it is
dreaded by his companions in the steerage,
is
of
this
animal
The
skeleton
England.
filled with long fishlike torpedoes which
beoause he has a most miraculous appetite.
■pet up in the Royal United Service insti- are loaded with
dynamite or other nerv- Now the mess is
Sutioir in Whitehall yard, London, and
shrewdly run on eight
as
Marenis
out
ous
dlffioult
it
to
tolerate
on
intiall
visitors
to
pointed
things
dollars a month per man, so that the post
batrode
at
the
the
charger Napoleon
go,
mate living terms. And tomorrow we are
All works
may find a good beer fund.
'tie of .Waterloo. Marengo camp originally
to war. One doesn’t in these days
from Egypt a'nd was left to wander on going
perfectly, except for the destroying appethe dismal battlefield when the Emperor go to war often enough to make it com- tite of the aforesaid
But
young man.
was fprced to fly for his life. An English monplace, and yet strain as I
would, there is a combination
against him. It
officer found him and took him, and he hunt
high and low, officers and sailor comes about that he sleeps out of tune
In Engwas soid to an English General.
I oould find nothing but the most
lish
with the mess hours, as all sailors mu; t,
pastures, cared for by reverent men,
grooms, this noble horse passed the latter deadly apathy concerning the whole pro- beoause of their “watch.” So when
B—,
days of bis life far more peacefully and ceeding. I don’t think
it was because as
we will call him, is found asleep at
happily than bis great and unfortunate they were overused in going to
war, but meal hours, and he is always
His portrait also was paiuted by
master.
carefully
a fnmous artist and now hangs in a counthey have eaten and slept and drilled and scented out before dinner, the "hush"
try house in England.
thought so much within the ship’s sides word goes about, and the meal is served
Gen. Robert E. Lee and Gen. Ulysses that it has eaten
np their other thoughts. in deep silenoe, for fear of
S. Grant, Gens. Stonewall Jackson and
awakening B—
Sheridan all brought their favorite charg- They are a part of the big machine, the after whioh the caterer waves his hand
ers safely through many
bloody battleB, Iowa, and it was built to go to war, so
gleefully and whispers: “We are three
Jackson were
and both Gens. Lee and
why not?
days ahead on the mess fund. Boys, keep
outlived by their warhorses. Cincinnati,
IN THE S A ILOHMAN S VIEW.
was
Gan. Grant’s most famous horse,
still-sh-h-h-i”
presented to him by a man also named
After dinner I strolled forward to the
NOTHING WORRIES THEM.
to
but
not
related
the
comurant,
great
mander. Cincinnati weathered the war bridge through that part of the ship given
All these young men will go ashore on
and died as sincerely lamented as he hdd up to jack tars. There was much bustling
the next beach and they will order charnlived respected.
and the eailorman when he speaks tune3
A sober brown horse, the one he rode
pague, well knowing that next day there
at the surrender of Lord
will be nothing to eat. It does not annoy
Cornwallis, on the high pedal.
“I hain’t hod a bath yet—d—this war
hung with elaborate mourning robes and
them; nothing ever worries young gentle
led by a groom, followed quietly behind to
h—11,” yelled a sailorman, so you can men in the steerage. They can always
the coifin of his dead master, Gen. George
see that to “jaokie” war and baths have
borrow a shirt or a pair of sooks, quite
Washington. A true Virginian, Washington was a splendid horseman; but
he ludiorous proportions. Naval people are enough. It is now some
days since the
never settled his affection on any
one highly specialized. And these men as
they New York steamed after a ship which
horse. Two or three times ho
lost his talk
make you wonder. Says one to an- was hull down in
the ea3t, getting an
"horses in battle, and on one particularly
thanasome white horse, Dolly, his portrait other: “Say, Bill, where is the hying Admiral’s salute for its pains from a
L 1was painted.
squadron going?"
foreigner, while we all stood around and
£ None of his chargers weathered any
“How do you suppose I know where watched
wistfully. To be sure the Detroit
of severe
as did
engagements,
Jf-number
i. old Sorrel and Traveller, the horses of the hying squadron’s going. Say, you took in a Spanish merchantman last
have
all
don’t
to
think
about
Lee
and
E.
Stonewall
Jackson.
that;
you night loaded with doubloons and
Spanish
carried his
master through have
^Traveller
got to do is to come here and stand
as
the junior
officers hope
Nrearly all the battles at which he cOijn- by and heave short the starboard chain,” senoritas,
and
affirm.
The
boils
pitch
pmanded, was never himself wcfUnded. and
tore the quiet
and this cheerful reply
merrily at noonday in the decking
It
is
ho
said
whinnied
when
into
ribbons.
sadly
night
-jeral.
and the sweating “jaokie” dejectedly
’•sthe coffin was borne before
bim, and
The Ardols signal lights were winking washes his 6hirt in the
shade of the for-shortly alter In grazing about his peaceful pasture be stuck a nail In his foot and intelligence at each other from the masts ward terrace and wishes
something would
died Of lookjaw.
He, like Copenhagen, of the various ships, the water slapped come along that he could shoot at.
had honorable burial, and, unlike most
Sometimes things do happen, but they
warhonses, he lived out his full allowIt was on the back creaked; it was busy aboard, but a great are little things.
anee of fifteen yet re
The black cat fell over"bf Sorrel that Stonewdll Jackson received quiet lay over the gulf, and the gray sky board one
or the fox terrier who
morning,
this death wonnd, and the plucky
little did not oare about the little metallic fuss inhabits
up forward chased him overboard,
/horse then passed into the keeping of his
in
and
on
I
turned
below.
lazily
we do not know whioh. An alarm was
master’s father-in-law, a clergyman. In going
1838'he'dled a death natural to Venerable was awakened during the night by a sol- promptly given. It would never do to
horseflesh after having seen nearly ten dier, who was kneeling on my back trying have a
black cat lose her life in such
terrible battles, apd his lj°dy, very skll- to fasten
np the port hole, while he swore a way, for black cats in particular are
Inliy mounted, no*,stands in a glass case
the Soldiers’ Home, softly.
In the library of
portentous things even when alive, but
When I came on deck in the morning it dead ones are
"Virginia.
Who
something awful.
There are very few American children was a beautiful day; what the sailormen
Knows what might happen alter that? So
^rho do not know that Gen. Sheridan’s oall “old woman’s
weather,” and we a boat was lowered and the big battleship
most noted black warborke was called
Rlenzi. He, too, outlived all the perils were under way. Ahead of us steamed Iowa temporarily abandoned the blockof war, not dying until 387fi, when hie the big cruiser New York, just made Adade of Havana and steamed in a circle
body was mounted, and nqw can be seen miral
Sampson’s flagship, and promptly hunting one lost cat. The cat oarne ’longIn the museum of Governor’s Island in
at eight bells he broke out his pennant.
New York Bay.
side, pawing the water frantically, and
Gen. Andrew Jackson was an
ardent The guns on the flagship banged away; was rescued by a “jackie,” who went down
horse lover, and three fine chargers were its sailors
the
sea ladder and grabbed her just in
to
regulacheered, contrary
time.
always set aside for his use when he was
an answering cheer.
with the army. Tradition, however, does tions, and ours gave
READY FOR THE WORD.
not say that he favored or loved any spec- A torpedo boat came alongside and yelled
ial horse, but It does say that when his the Admiral’s thanks for the cheer to CapWith the night it comes cool, and the
men, exhausted and downhearted, were tain Evans. So much for the regulations officers
and
men sit
smoking in the
making forced marches along the heavy when they
get mixed up with human shadow of the superstructure, gazing at
roads, he usually preferred to leave his nature.
saddle and march with the soldiers.
the lights of Havuna.
We might be a
Gen. Fitihugh Lee rode the handsomest
FOLLOWED BY THE SQUADRON.
yaohting party off Newport, only wo are
horse in the
Confederate army—a tiior
Behind us in the doubls column came not. The gnns are all shotted and the
oughbred mare named Nellie Gray. But,
spite of her beauty anti her bold, brave the squadron, a big bulldog of a monitor, watch on deck lies about them, all ready
spirit, poor Nellie fell in the thiok of the taking a low, throat hold of the waves on the instant. There are two little tubs
light at the battle of Winchester.
and eating into them just behind us. The of Spanish
gunboats in the harbor which
little torpedoes cut along over the waves come outside and are chased baok. They
WAR LOAN AUTHORIZED.
on our flanks,
showing both ends alter- appear to be monkeying with us, hut if
Augusta, May 11.—The Governor and nately and their bottoms besides.
they get near enough we will saw them
Council hold a special session today and
“Now, I hope we are off,” said the doc- off and have fun with them.
in executive session talked over the pres- tor. “We must look at the loggerhead
The sea is like the water in your bathent situation.
light for two months, at Sand Key Light tub; the iron plate ot the Iowa is a gridhave tc dle; the
They authorized the Governor to draw —six weeks—how long will wo
sky is more red than blue, and a
his warrant for the balance of the mili- look at Morro'r” and, after waiting,“How
mosquito’s wings would create a burritary fund which amounts to $27,237.07.
oane in the air.
long before Sandy Hook?”
We are steaming slowly
As though an earnest of good luck tc □p and down before Havana
They will probably authorize a wai
by night and
loan until the government reimburses the the Admiral’s flag a big Spanish mer- by
day watching the town and wondering
states for its expenses incurred.
steamec what it is
chantman, with colors flying,
thinking about. There are other
The matter of a special session of the bung into the middle of the fleet anc United States
ships far on our horizon
also watching. A British tramp steamer
legislature was discussed and none will promptly got a gun across its bow.
be called at present.
“The way they are heaving people tc outs in under the
buttons, but the little
of the regular session of the around here is scandalous,” groaned c
The date
Mayflower steams in and cuts it out,
council was postponed from May 20 tc naval cadet.
warning it to “go wide.”
June 10, The Council will meet again
Wo speculated on the quaint imbecility
We all sit about in tho shade of the
of ti Spaniard who would sail into the superstructure and
Thursday.
hope the batteriei
Co. G, Second Regiment, has been do
middle of the Key West fleet in times like 1 may lire.
They do not, and wo hazarc
tailed to man the monitor Montauk.
theEe.
disma
guesses why. It is so cheerfully
more companies of the First
Several
“Well, Remington, if you could select that the horse-maokerel which dodge
mustered into United a glorious naval death, which would you about the
•Regiment were
ship come near being enterec
States servioe this afternoon.
prefer—to have the boilers explode, to bi 1 in the log.

handsome

!pig

'perished

^Robert

TOWNS.

Asms of Interest Gathered

pondents

of

A

Republican State Convention

by Corres-

WILL BE HELD IN

the Frew.

HALL, AUCUSTA,

CITY
POWNAL.

Pownal, May 11.—The cold weather of
the last few days must be
very disastrous
mix up with the batteries, but the blessed
to the farmers in this locality. Ice formed
old United States army is not ready yot,
on Sunday night,
and again on Monday
so
they must wait. But they took it out
night considerably thicker than common
OF of the soldiers and I dearly wished for
glass. What the effect will be on the fruit
some of them to be
along and take their trees remains to be
seen.
The apple trees
own part, for it's no funeral of mine if
are
promising a profuse amount of
the tents, the
grub, the mnles, and the blooms.
guns are not there for ready men to use.
Miss Mary Brown of Portland
‘‘
spent
Tomorrow may bring great things,”
bnt
in town, the guost of Miss LilSunday
mused on officer
“What

alongside of me.
do you think—a Lieutenant at
forty-five
the Best of It—Some Pertinent Comyears of age—what do you think,” sighed
ment—The Mess of the Naval Cadets— this
harrowed soul. “A hero at

tlie

MAINE

Every one was happy on the line morning, going to war. Sailors hate a block
ade: they dread Inaction. They want to

Greasy and Monotonous
Jackies and Their Officers Make

It Is Hot and
S'.ecds That

shot

But all were
and horrible to me.

navigator.

th9
and
from

cures colds la the head, colds on
colds, new colds and obstinate colds,

Cold Cure

lung3, old

torpedoed and sunk, to havo a shell burst
in your compartment, or to have the Ice

m THE BLOCKADE.

T.

C.

at 11 O’CLOCK A. M.,

candidate for
purpose ol nominating
at the September
Governor to be supported
election, and transacting any other business
come before it.
that may properly
without regard to
The voters of Maine,
past political differences, who are in favor of
sustaining President McKinley and his administration in the conduct of the war with Spain;
who are in favor of sustaining the present wise
and economical administration of our state
| affairs, are cordially invited to join with the
and Republicans in choosing delegates to this con-

lian Latham.
Rev.

Tuesday, June 28, 1898,

Richards,

a

for the

wife
daughters, havo arrived at Mr. Arthur vention.
The basis of representation will he as folNoyes’s. Mrs. Sarah Noyes came with
them, and will remain at her home here lows: Each city, town and plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for each 75 votes
for some time.
for the Republican candidate for Governor
The social given by the Ladies’ Aid So- cast
in 1896, an additional delegate, and for a fraca
was
very pleasant
occasion. tion of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes, a
ciety
further
There were a large number in attendance. additional delegate. Vacancies in the
delegaThe braiding of the Maypole was a great tion of any ciiy, town or plantation can
only
a
and
the
filled
resident
by
of
the
be
Miss
Bertha
in
success,,
songs by
which
county
and Miss Helen Davis won many words the vacancy exists.
of praise.
The state committee
will be in session
Mr. Martin Crowell and wife, from San
in the city council rooms of City Hall, at 9
Francisco, Cal., have recently been visit- o’clock on the
morning of the convention, for
ing at E. H. Latham’s. He left on Tuesof receiving the credentials of deleday for Gray, being en route for Poland the purpose
Springs, where he has engaged rooms at gates. Delegates, in order to be eligible to
the Mansion House for a sojourn of sev- participate in the convention, must be elected
eral weeks, and possibly all summer.
subsequent to the date of the ca'l for this co
Miss Frances True of Portland has re- vention.
cently been stopping at Mr. Norman
Per order. Republican State Convention.
True’s.
«L H. MANLEY, Chairman.
Tw_,
Mrs. Nellie Clark, with her young son,
BYRON BOYD, Secretary.
is now visiting her parents here, Air. and
Augusta, Me., April 25. 1898.
Airs. Samuel T. Snow.
Mrs. Augustus Woodsum, of this town,
ESCAPE CUT OF.
has a son who has enlisted and is now In
Augusta. He enlisted from Danville and
his name is Roscoe Willey.
TVfvs
I'
<3
Cnoiw 1-w,
hoon
5
411
Several Persons Burned To Death In Philthe grip. He hopes to soon be able to readelphia.
sume work.
Mrs. Helen Soule has returned from
visiting her sister at Malden, Mass.
Philadelphia, May 11.—Several persons
RAYMOND.
were burned to death in a Are
which
East Raymond, May 11.—Sunday, May broke out about 11 o’clock
today in the
8, wai Temperance day here. In the fore- wholesale toy store of McCadden Brothnoon Rev.
Mr. McLeod,
the
pastor, ers, 619 Market street. When the Are
preached an able sermon, using as his occurred there were
many persons in the
“Wine is a mocker.”
text the words;
In tho evening there was a literary tem- building, and escape was cut off before
perance meeting, with the following pro- all could get out of the
building. The
gramme:
flames spread to the big six story buildChoir
Hinging—America,
Recitation,
Eva Strout ing occupied by the National Wall Paper
Lester N. Jordan company and
the Brainerd Armstrong
Reading,
an
Armor
Solo—Only
Bearer,
Silk company on the west and also
Miss Lilian R. Cole Spool
Willis Strout to; tho building occupied by the Reading
Recitation,
Mr. and Mrs. McLeod Hardware company on the east.
Singing,
Reading,
Lydia A. Jordan
There wero about one hundred persons
Mrs. G. G. Roster employed in the McCadden
Reading,
store
and
Mr. W. S. Cole nearly all managed to make their
Solo,
escape
Reading,
C. S.Witham before the ilames reached the upper floors.
Levi Jordan The three bodies were found on the se cAddress,
Pearl Jordan ond floor
Recitation,
of the building and were unSolo.
Miss Lillian R. Cole
recognizable. On account of the inflamMr. W. S. Cole mable nature of the oontents the big six
Recitation,
Juvenile Choir story structure was a mass of flame in
Closing Song,
The fire spread
The house was well filled with an at- less than half an hour.
tentive audience.
The musical part of so rapidly that the fire department sent
in
four
and
in
about
an
hour
alarms,
the programme was very good, especially
The McCadthe singing by the juveniles. The choir the tire was under control
consisted of Mrs. McLeod, Miss Lillian den building was completely destroyed
badly damaged.
R. Cole, Mr. W. S. Coie. Miss Lucie P. and the other two were
The entire stock of the wall paper comCole organist.
Mr. Charles F. Symonds has gone to pany and the Brainerfl and Armstrong
Portland in attendance upon the Traverse Spool Silk company is rendered worthless
by smoke and water. The damage to the
jury in Superior Court.
Samuel I). Spiller of Auburn was In stook of the Reading Hardware company
the place Tuesday, engaged in work upon is nominal, but the loss on the building
amounts to about
The Are is
$50,000.
his place.
Miss Lucie P. Cole and Miss Edna supposed to have originated on the second
floor
of
the
McCadden
Brothers
C. Morrill attended the teachers meeting
building.
There wa3 a wild rush for the elevator
at Gray Monday, May 9.
Mr. John T. Maxfleld, of Edes Falls, and stairways and it is thought that not
was in
the place yesterday, calling on more than six persons and possibly only
the three whose bodies have been recovfriends.
The teachers in town for tho summer ered, lost their lives. The total loss will
term of schools that began April 95 are reaoh about half a million.
The killed are: Miss Caldwell, typeasfollows: No. 1—Miss Rose C. Austen;
No. 9, Miss Bertha E. GrafTam; No 4.— writer for McCadden Brothers; William
Miss Alta E. Strout; No. 5—Miss Sadie McCadden, a brother of the member of
Small; No. 6—Miss Lucie P. Cole; No. the Arm; Michael Quinn, nn employe.
7—Miss Jennie
Latham; No. 8—Miss Three other persons are missing, the enGarce
Lombard; No. 9—Miss Lizzie gineer, the fireman and a porter.
The Are originated from an explosion
Strout; No. ]0—Mr. Loring S. Mains.
of Are works.
Nearly all are residents of this town.
Mrs. Abbie K. Nash, who has been
ULMER—HAGAR.
very ill, is slowly improving.
c

v.

YARMOUTH.

[SPECIAL

TO THE

TRESS.}

WANTED.

VITANTED—3

WANTED—SITUATION

furnished rooms for light
housekeeping. Must be reasonable. Addres3 C. C-, care Press Office.
10-1
or

fob SALE.

v

4

Forty words

Inserted
under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

one

WANTKD-Best dessert which is Burnham’s
Jellyeon. Made in a minute without
sugar. For economy it has no equal. For sale
by grocers. Trade supplied one dozen boxes,
any flavor by H. s. Member Co., Conant & Patnek, and
generally. Try it.10-1

an experienced salesman in
trade. Expects to earn his salary.
Specialtyi preferred.
Address SALESMAN7,
this office.
iQ.i

lady living 20 miles out of
Portland, one or two children to board.
Those between the aces of 2 to 5 years preferred. Address MltS. R., care this paper.

\vnv*?SS,writer
\WU1ER,

jobbers

WANTED—By a

0-1

WANTED—Immediately

a

man

or

woman

cook for summer hotel, also a first class
table girl to go as head waiter in a restaurant
in the city. Girl for private family, wages $4
per week. Apply 3001-2 Congress street, MRS.
PALMER’S OFFICE.

Forty voids Inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash in
advanna.

POB SALE—Good house with stable and
»
large lot of land, very pleasantly situated,
ill modern

Tl”ANTED—By
Maine

conveniences, bath, hot and cold
vater, combination heat
price rigDt. term3
lasy. MYRON L. MOORL, Deeriug Center.

_ii-i

WANTED—Work as stenographer and typeV. writer by lady of experience. Could turlf desiredcare of Portland

comliination tandem bievcle
FOR SALE—One
new, diamonds, silver were'
good

Address TYPE-

Daily Press.

WANTED-iSituation by an American, marstrictly temperate, thoroughly un

stud. On Saturday, May
LOST—Diamond
diasmall pasteboard box containing
7, a

a

Finder will be liberally rewarded
101
by communicating with W, this office.
mond stud.

notes dated
signed
LOST—Four
lows: All four notes are dated December

and

as

fol-

7th. 1883, and are given by Richard F. Rowe to
Henry F. Coffin and are as follows: One note
dated Dec. 7th, 1883. for *500, payable In one
year; one for $620.60, payable in two years; one
ior $500, payable ill three years and one for
Said notes have
5500. payable in four years.
been paid and are of no value to anyone except
the owner. The tinder will please leave them
with RICHARD F. ROWE, Nason’s Corner.

MIDDLE aged woman would like a situation to do cooking or housekeeping.
Andress C. JOHNSTON, Press Office.
6-1

Friday afternoon while coming
from Ayer, Houston & Co.’s hat factory an
envelope addressed Emma Evans, and containing a sum of money. Finder please return to
EMMA EVANS, 180 Grant street, and be rewarded.
10-J

LOST—Oil

No. 31 High
occupanarranged for one or two families, with luriiace, set tubs and lot containing 5,000 feet of
land. Price $3600.
Apply to C. E. DEE1UNG,
No. 390 Commercial St.
10-1
storv house.
FORSt.,SALE—Two
in good repair and ready for

experienced
and capable in both branches, desires a situation as either or w ill combine two.
Address
D. Press Office.
6-1

STENOGRAPHER—Bookkeeper,

cy.

SITUATION in office or store by a reliable
C’ and competent young man.goou
references,
wages moderate. A. D. K., Press Office. 0-1

SALE CHEAP—One light weight driving
pOE
mare, harness and
Can be

open buggy.
at 14 Fessenden St. between 12 and
2,"or
address by mail and I will call and show them
to you. A. W. DYER.
10-1
seen

WANTED
man who understands
a young
and is willing to work. Two
Graduate of Gray’s Portyears’ experience.
land Business College.
Good references furnished.
Address CHAS. F. ALLEN. Skowhe-

Situation by
bookkeeping

9-1

pOR SALE—A few dozen choice mixed GladiAddress
micc S r,lDS,'rS,?,p.nls Par dozen.
MISS
SADIE MORRILL, north
9-1
Deering.

aprlDdow*

If OP SALE—A

ten horse power motor; also a
one horse power motor, both
m good condemn- Inquire of It. C.
LIBBY, 90 Cross St.,

WAN TED--FEMALE HE LI*.

Portland, Me.

grocery and provision store on
pOR SALE-A
■*
Congress St. Store well fitted and well
located for business. A first rate opportunity
lor the right party to make tnonev. l or particulars Inquire of I. P. BUiLEE,
48 1-2 Ex
change.

head
Inserted «?sd«r this
Forty
one week for 25 cents. «&A«h in ndvaaca.
word*

class female cook for
WANTED—First
taurant cooking. Apply 95 Middle St.

res-

12-1

MISCELLANEOUS.
**

inserted undor this heat!
week for 20 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words
one

MONEY TO LOAN-On
FI

fust

and second
1,..., —.to of

.-......

ANTED—Competent cook aud laundress;
references required. 1 THOMAS ST.
First

unnlir

class
olvaot

only
C-l

_'_6-1
SALE—641 Congress street,
PORstock,
a

TOLET.
under this head
one week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

of

rugs

rjIYPEWEITERS—A few
SALE—New house
7? OK
J
Contains seven

on ritt
rooms and

J. DUNPHY.

any
ion

description
rooms

WILSON,

receive the same at our auctfor sale on commission. GOSS &
Auctioneers, 18 Free St.
19-3
or

11.1

SWATCHES ON INSTALLMENTS.
Waltham and Elgin Watches. A large stock
of new model Watches will bo sold on easy
payments at reasonable prices.
All Styles.
All
.Prices. McKENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument
raarlOdtt
Square.
ONEY'
■Jli
LT.1

LOANED on first and second mortgages, real estate, life insurance policies,
notes, bonds and good collateral security.
Notes discounted; rate of interest 5 per cent a
year and upwards according to security. W. K
CARIi, room 5, second floor, Oxford building,
185 Middle St.
may9-4
B

"y f111h V
"-VO"

Successful Practice in Maine. No
other specialist can point to an
equal record of cures of Reetal
B
diseases. The most difficult cases El®
solicited. No knife; easy; safe:
H Uj
■ ■
^
painless. No detention from
business. Cure Guaranteed. Consultation FREE r
Call at my Lewiston or Portland office, or consult
_

*.

|

TO

LET—A small lower tenement of five
in center of city, near Lincoln Park,
room 5, Oxford building.
ll-l

rooms

W.

P. CAFR,

LET—The store at the corner of WashingTO
A
ton and Cumberland Sts. A desirable location tor grocery business. Apply at 45 FREE
ST.

to-i

LET—In good quiet location, nicely furTO
A
nished front room, conveuiently arranged;
also a large unfurnished alcove
room.
15
GRAY ST.
10-i
LET—On Great Dfamond, a furnished
TO
A
eight room cottage, has excellent drainage,
and is in a good location. Address Mrs. c. H.
HOLLAND, No. 83 Pleasant St., Waterville,
Me.

10.2

LET—A desirable rent, centrally located
TO
a
in Deering on
Arlington Sc„ has eight
rooms aud bath, furnace heat, cemented cellar
and all modern Improvements.
Apply MRS.
W ARREN SPARROW, 4
Arlington St., Woodfords.
io-i

6-1

Oakdale.
bath, hot and
St..

Portland._may5-4
summer

large family or two small families, and
large stable, nearly new. good repair, on main
ers,

street, good location. MRS. WILLIAM DANIELS. Paris, Maine,my3-3
LAUNDRY—One of the best payin
STEAM
in New Hampshire; fully equipped, good

business;

ill healthe cause of selling; a grand
chance to engage in the laundry business: will
bear
the closest investigation.
Address
LAUNDRY, Press office.apr29-4

A THOUSAND RINGS
select from.
Diamonds, Opals, Pearls,
Rubys and all other precious stones. Engagement and Wedding Rings a specialty.
Largest
stock in the city.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
mari9dtf
To

IVJARRY WSE,

NELLIE,

And I will buy you such a pretty Ring at
McKenney's. A thousand solid gold Rings,
Diamonds, Opal-Pearls, Rubies, Emeralds and
all other preeious stones. Engagement and
Wedding Rings a specialty. Largest stock in
city. McXENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument

12-1

LET—Flat, seven rooms and bath, first
TO floor,
Smith St., near Congress; also fiat on
Congress St., 6 rooms and bath, steam heat.
Will let low to the right parties.
Inquire at
MURPHY’S DRUG STOKE, 241 Congress St.

second naad
CHEN tit Y

SALE—On Paris Hill. 2 story.15 roomed
FOEhouse,
well arranged for
board-

which

XTOTICE—We will pay the highest cash prices lour rooms.
for household goods or store fixtures of

WIIU

cold water, wired for electric
lights, connects
with sewer, has large lot, and will be sold on
easy terms. Apply to CHARLES C. ADAMS.
No. 31 Exchange St„

for cast off clothing,
rrO LET—At Oakaale, well arranged flat,
7
being ladies' dresses,gentlemens clothing and A rooms, bath, steam heat, at No. 23 Wilchildrens’ clothing. X pay cash for them if liam
near ears aud schools; Ideal spot for
St.,
it is preferred. Send letters or postals to MB, suburban
residence, combining rural and city
or Mila.
D’GROOT, 76 Middle street.
advantages;price moderate. Appy Real Estate
may7-l
Office. First National Bank Building, FRED12-1
WANTED—All
persons in want of trunks ERICK S. VAILL.
"
and hags to call on E. D. KEYNOLDS,
563 Congress street, one door above Shaw’3
fffO LET—At 35 Pearl St., rent o! five rooms,
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods A bay window, moulded finish
throughout,
and can therefore
bottom prices. modern
give
sunny exposure. At n
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
We frame Vine St.,improvements,
rent of five rooms, gas if required.
At
pictures.___n-3
125 Washington St., bakery.
At 8 York St.
L’

,-oUjJJJUCU

good
A machines for sale.
HENRY I,.
93 Exchange St., Telephone 514-4.

■

lot

--

popular brands ol cigars, pipes and tobaccos.
Kent of store reduced on account of unexnired
ForParticulars apply Real Estate Office,
FREDERICK N, V AILL.
g.1

Forty words inserted

CATALOGUE

a mce

tobacoo

including fixtures, pool table and

-...

families and clubs supplied with male and fe- mo LET—FREDERICK S. VAILL has tile
male help, chefs, bakers, stewards, carvers, A
largest list of desirable bouses and rents
liead waiters, porters and bell boys, meat, pas- for sale
and to let of any real estate office In
try and vegetable cooks, table,
chamber, Portland. His specialty is negotiating mortkitchen, laundry, fancy ironers and housekeep- gages, collecting rents, and general care of
ers.
12-1
property. Real Estate Office, First National
Bank.
12-1
of War Emblems, Flags, etc.,
free. L. N. CUSHMAN, 34 Oliver street, rr\0 LET—A vacant store situated corner of
Boston. Mass.
*
may4dW2t
Everett and Greenleaf Sts., suitable for a
grocery store and contains refrigerator, count¥ ILLIAN AEVILLE, Magnetic clairvoyant
ers, etc. A good location for a profitable busiXl has taken rooms at rear No. 70 Pori land ness.
Inquire of A. c. Libby & Co., 42 1-2 ExSt. where she can be consulted on health, busi- change St.
12-1
ness or private family matters.
Office hours 10
i. in. to 12 m„ 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m,
Test circle rrO
LET—Desirable room with board; also a
A
Sunday and Tuesday evenings.5-2
few more table boarders
wanted.
690
12-1
ONEY TO LOAN on first ana second mort- CONGRESS ST.
]U
tUL
gages on real estate, life insurance poliO LET—A very desirable flat 69 Spruce St.,
cies and notes or any good security.
Real
“
steam heat, bath, laundry, etc., rent $25 per
estate bought, sold and exchanged.
48 1-2 Exmonth.
change street. I. P. 1SUTLKU.
Apply to JOHN F. PROCiOlt, Real
api-28-4
Estate offiee, Centennial block.
12-1
have
NOl'iCE—1
f will exchange

OR

ern

lnumr

bell.

interest as can be obtained in Portland; also
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal prooerty or any other good securities.
Inquire of A.
B. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange.
mayl2-4

PA LtoER'S Employment office, 399 1-2
MRS.Congress
St. Hotels, restaurants, private

SALE—House 138 Pine street to close
an estate, with stable and all other
modimprovements; in first, class repair- price
■''.nd tei'iin satisfactory. For particulars apply
FREDERICK ROBIE, First National Bank
or Ileal Estate Office, FREDERICK S.
VAILU

If

10-1

WANTED—Seamstress.

11-1

FOR

derstands care of horses, would like
steady
work teaming; has had experience in
provision
business C all or address CHAS. S CHASE
Harford’s Court, South Portland. Me.
7-1

gan, Maine.

fnrnitlire’

SALE OR TO LET- Situated in South
Freeport, one story house, to rooms, ell
voodhouse, stable connected, good water j
icres of land, young orchard beginning to bear.0 minutes walk to Postofflee. church, schools’
md steamboat landing.
Inquire of L. k!
in
JTOVER, Freeport, Me, Box 64.

_0A^ A

LOST AND FOUND.

as

as

:te., and all kinds of second hand
loom 5, ISO Middle St.

10-1

Square.mar22dtf

POE SALE—Handsome (liver color) pointer
1
pups, whelped Aprii 20th.. will oe just right
ige to train coming fall. Sire, “Dustyway”
0735, winner of 1st prize in late New York
> how; write for full pedigree and
prices. Pups
eady for delivery in 4 to 0 weeks. ARTHUR
1 >■ MURPHY, Biddeford, Maine.
apr22-4

RMGST

WEDDING
Two

!

hundred to select from. All weights
10, 14 and IS Kt. Solid Gold. McvENNEY. the Jeweler, Monument Square.
md sizes.

marl9dtf

SALE—Farm
pOR
1

in

Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
good land, 2 i-2 story house, shed and two
iarns. all in good condition, good orchard, and
ivell supplied with wood and water; also about
100,000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
’rom Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capeu farm; will be sold on favorable terms
ir may he
exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St.
Portland. Me.
mar9-tf

FOR SALE—Or lease,
Fnrt

rnruoi’

a lot
Fnroct anil

of land at the
Primri-ooe

West

rroo*_•

Richmond,May 10.—A pleasant evening
containing about 4.224 foet. Apply to E. H AltRev. Minot Shaw Hartwell, Westcustogo wedding took place at tho CongregationLOW, 919 Congress St.
jan25dtf
No.
of
K.
will
attend
33,
P.,
Lodge.
882 Maim St., Lewiston. Send for free pamphlet
al church Tuesday evening, when Miss
forehoon service at
the First
SALE—By trustees of the estate at a
Parish
At U. S. Hotel. Portland, Saturdays only.
bargain, tbe farm known as the Charles
daughter of WilrilO LET—New lower flat. 18 Central Avenue. FOR
Church on Sunday, May 15th. Members Lucy ETorenco Hagar,
place, situated in Hollis. York county,
are requested to meet at Castle Hall at liam S.
Deeriug Oenter, six rooms and bath and Brooks one
Hagar, Esq., and one of Richmile jrom Portland & Rochester R.
large pantry, hot and cold water, furnace, hard Maine,
9.30 a. in.
mond’s most popular young ladies, was
K. station, and one mile from Salmon Falls
WANTED—AGENTS.
wood floors, cemented cellar, and sewer; fine
White gloves will be worn.
Said farm contains about 65
(Saco
River).
united
in marriage to
nuiuire ai ruiULAMl TINMr. Theodore
u» oiu.uu.
rf.
acres of land, more than half tillage, the rest
10-1
GOODS sell on merit at sight to every WAKE CO., 100 Cross St.
¥|UB
Cramp Ulmer of Philadelphia.
pasture and woodland; cut last year 20 to 25
horseman and to sub agents for over 200
tons of hay.
Good buildings, nearly new,
MAINE PENSIONS.
The church
was tastefully decorated per cent
single house, 9 Charles house large and roomy with large ell and wood
profit. Big Spring demand. For gen- POE EENT—Desirable
St., 8 rooms and bath, steam heat, new
eral
barn 38x55 with cellar.
Excellent well
house,
Washington, May 11.—Pensions have with potted plants and flowers. Musio was Wis. agency write S. HUNTER CO., Kacine,
plumbing throughout; large lor. and sunny ex- of water; about 25 young appie trees. Must be
7-1
been granted to the following
posure.
BENJAMIN F. HAEKIs, 48 Ex- sold.
Maine furnished by Mis3 Graoe Hooker,organist,
For further
particulars
apply to N.
St.
10-i
of Gardiner, a friend of the bride. The
A BOX of war and Maine souvenirs, flag pins, change
WATERHOUSE with Eastman Bros. Portland,
people:
Yarmouth May H.—By invitation of

ORIGINAL.

William R. Stackpole, deceased, HalloPortland. $G.

well, $8; Kliphalet Greeley,

REISSUE AND INCREASE.

Thomas C. Wallace,

Caribou, $17.

REISSUE.

Alexander Hamilton,

Togus, $8 to J12.

WELL. KNOWN MAINE EDITOR.

Eastport, May 11.— N. 13. Nutt, editor
and proprietor of the Eastport Sentinel,
died last night. Mr. N utt was 74 years
of agj. For twenty years he was colleotor
of the port of Port of Passamauoddy district. He was president of the Eastport
Savings bank and of the Eastport Water
company.
POISONED HORSES AND COWS.

May

11.—An unknown miscreant entered the barn of Nahum Pices
at Belfast last night, and poisoned two
horses and a cow by mixing paris green
with their
feed and then cut two har-

Belfast,

nesses
woman

and the top of a new carriage.
A
is suspected by the police who are

investigating

the case.

S’Dr.C.T.FISKfSr

ushers were Messrs. T. J. Southard and etc., new,by mail. 5c. 111. catalogue free; ,big
money. L. N. CUSHMAN. Mfr., 34 Oliver St.,
Gilbert Maxwell of Richmond, and Soott Bos to, u Mass.
may5Th2t
D. Stone
of Boston, and Charles R.
to
AGENT wanted
represent
fiENERAL
Chase of
Pa.
W well established house, salary $75 per
tuo unuai party emureu to
month and expenses. Address S., Press Office.
6-1
the strains of a wedding maroh.
The
bride was attired in a charming oostnme
of
white satin, trimmed with duchess
MAINSPRINGS, 75c.
laoo and chiffon with a veil of Brussels
The best American Mainsprings, made by the
net.
She enter, d
leaning on the aim of Elgin and Waltham companies.
Warranted
her father and was
McKENNEY, the Jeweler
one year.
accompanied by her for
at/xttititvtismovo
marlfldif
sister, Miss Mary Hagar, as maid of honand Misses Nellie G. Thomas and
or,
THE MUNICIPAL COURT.
Julia G.
Richards of
and

Bradford,

Richmond,
Ring and May Shepherd of Garbridesmaids. The latter wore

Frances
diner as
tasteful costumes

of organdie. Mr. R.
Sidney Hagar, brother of the bride, accompanied the groom as best man. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. Edward
H. Newoomb,
pastor of the

tional church.

Congrega-

After the ceremony a
reception was
held at the residenoe of Mr. and
Mrs.
Hagar. Many friends sent beautiful
Mr.
and
Mrs. Ulmer left on the
presents.
night train for Philadelphia where they
will reside in the future.
NO ONE TO

[SPECIAL

BLAME.

Wednesday—Arthur

Wood.

per bottle.

daughter.

TO LET—One large front room on Congress
St, opposite the National Bank.
Suitable
tor lodging room or physician's
office, or will
let for light housekeeping; pleasant and
quiet;
the same floor with my employment office.
MKS. TALMEK, 399 1 2 Congress St.
9-1

land, handy

~

LET—Kent at 112 Cumberland street, upT°
a
Stall's, six rooms, bath room, hot and cpld

"Ia,J.erLillso a cottage and lots for sale or to let
itefethen’s Landing, Feaks Island. Inquire
aJ
of W. H.
247
SARGENT,

^ET-a
TO
1

sunny,

SOUTHWOKTH

Congress St.

convenient rent.
BEOS., 105 Middle

9-4

Apply
St,

a

elec'rics, full view of Portland
1 mile distant.
Price $1600.
W. II. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
_7-1
to

ID OR SALE—Elegant residence on High street
*between Congress and Cumberland, has n
with bath and billiard room, powerful
steam heat turougliout, open fires, 7000 feet of
W. H.
land, will be sole at great sacrifice.
7-1
WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.

9-1

FOR

SALE—Horse,

family

physician,
and

or

n

rooms

and

{Robert

county jail.

I.ET-You
iJ'.O
a
bone3 and

have good soap In exchange for
grease. Drop a card or teleTOKTLAND
phone.
KENDEKINU CO Teie-

plione

115-2._mayo

carriage,

harness, mats,

etc.,also new double sleigh (built to order).
The whole for $220. or will exchange for land or
MR. ELATING, 511-2 Ex1st mortgage.
change street or 280 state street, Portland.
7-1

"El OK EENT—An extraordinary opportunity
A “> secure a htree-story brick house
Congress
square
suitable
for

Datli, steam heat
tion ; lined $3 and costs.
plumbing, all In good reDaniel J. Desmond.
Intoxioation; 30 Palr. iBENJAMW .SHAW, 511-2 Elcliange
7-1
days in county jail.
; Patrick H. McBrady. Intoxication; 30
days in county jail.
TO LET—The substantial brick residence 198
Clark and Edward Pittipaugh. a High street, heated
by steam, open fireIn
30
county jail.
days
ntoxlcation;
places, hard wood floors, etc. Also lower rent
194 High, with separate steam
and
Elizabeth
Prime
Hanlon.
Charles
heat, bath and
H
other
Intoxication; 30 days in county jail. Sus- able improvements. Kent reasonable to desirtenants.
Heal
Estate
Charles
Office. First
A.Prime National Bank.Apply
pended sentence against
FKiEDEKIClC S. VaILL. g-i
of January 8 imposed.
William Johnson. Vagabond; £0 days TO LET—In Deerlng on line ot
cars. 2 excepa
in county jail.
tionally well located houses containing 8
Leonard Waldron. Vagabond; 30 days and 9 rooms each, large yard, sunny exposure,
etc. Trice only «JO and *12 each to
in oounty jail.
desirable
Intoxication; 90 days in tenants. For particulars apply Keal Estate
Mary Daily.
Office. FBKDERICK S. VAfl' l,

made late in the afternoon.

and
half storied house
If ORforSALE—Two
2 families. Sebago water. 10,000 feet of

rooms

Intoxica- Private

TO THE PRESS.]
Patrick H. McBrady. Vagabond; nolle
pressed by city marshal.
ll.-Coroner
F. C.
Saco, May
Lewiston, May 11.—Twenty-eight LewBradbury
went to Kittery
iston and Auburnjpeople left this morn- of this city
today and
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
on the death of
an
special
car.
held
Klondike
by
inquest
for
the
They
John
ing
de la Guena Thonquon of VenOuita
will sail from Seattle on the ship Brix- Neil, who was run over by an electric tura, Cal., to William W. Neaving of
car on the Portsmouth, Kittery & York
han the 20tli.
Brunswick, land in Brunswick.
Jones of Hearing to Levi
L. Frank
Beach railroad last evening.
avJones
of Winthrop, land on Forest
Mr. Neil was a well-to-do resident of
enue.
of
84
How to Look Good.
and
years
age,
was
Kittery Foreside,
John E. Pratt of Windham to Edwin
deaf.
He was returning from the Barnes of Westbrook, land in Westbrook.
Good looks are really more than
skin very
Frances K, Dana of Nipono, Cal., to
deep, depending entirely on a healthy post office, about 7 o’olock,and attempted William
W. Neaving of Brunswick, land
condition of ail the vital organs. If the to cross the track In front of a car, near in
Brunswick.
liver bo Inactive, you have a
bilious his residence.
knocked
was
He
down
look; if your stomach be disordered you
the rails, the car
EXCURSION TO AUGUSTA.
imve u dyspeptic look; if your kidiievs and rolled between
bo affected, you have a pinched look
crushing him and it being necessary to
The Maine
Central will run anothei
Secure good health, and you will surely cut
the guard-tender in order to excursion
away
to Augusta next Sunday in
have good (looks. “Electric Bitters” is
Alternative an(J Tonic. Acts extricate the body." He lived 25 minutes. order to give the public an opportunity
a good
Fourteen witnesses were examined at to visit Camp Powers.
directly on the stomach, liver and kidThe departure
neys. Purifies the blood, cures pimples
The verdict exonerates the from this city will be by the newspapei
the inquest.
bfotohes and bolls, and gives a good comcompany from blame.
train, leaving at 7.20 a. m. and special
plexion. Every bottle guaranteed. Sold railroad
Mr. Neil leaves a wife,
one son and a train at 9.30 a. m.
at., B.,P. S. Goold s Drug Store. 50 cents
The return will be

LEFT FOR KLONDIKE.

or

__

BEFORE JUDGE ROBINSON.

>amuel M. Came, Esq., Alfred, Me., or
Brooks Bros.. Hollis.71

rro LET—Furnished rooms with bath, hot and
A
cold water, at 11 MYltTLK ST., opposite
City Hall.
9.!

SUMMER

RESORTS,

WANTED—Boarders at farm house at Pow**
nal, pleasantly situated, large front
rooms, fresh milk, cream, eggs, vegetables, berries, trout brook, pleasant drives, mail every
day, one half hour’s drive to the station. Address L, Box 150, Freeport, Me.
12-1
WANTEE>'”Summer boarders at a couutry
farmhouse. Plenty of room, mountain
scenery, fishing, vegetables and berries in tlieir
First class table.
One mile from
season.
station. Terms moderate
Address P. O. Box
101
125, Brownfield, Me.
comfortable at-

SUMMER BOARD
BEST
Address OKCIIAKD
tractive farm house.
in

HILL, Oxford.

Me.__9~1

SPRING HOUSE-Select board
Goon
Central railroad.
Adboating and fishing. Send for circular.
dress C. E SMALL, North Raymond,

RAYMOND
lino Maine
on

Me.^

4

Ti OE KENT—Store 211 Brackett street, corner
Dow. with 2 adjoining rooms suita:de tor
hght housekeeping. An excellent location for
a drug or
For full particufancy goods store.
lars

apply Keal Estate Office, First National
Bank Building, FKEDEltlCK S. VAILL. 6-1

TO LET—Kent 123 Franklin street between
a
Cumberland and Congress.
Sun all day.
Will let to small family.
g-tf

Good Country Board

with nice shady grounds, pleasant walks
and drives and beautiful scenery can bo
of WILLIS W A KEEN. CorMaine. ■apr—d:jw*

Inquire
nish,

TO LET—A very nice furnished rent, sunny
a
and comfortable, consisting of live rooms
with hot ami cold water and pantry end hath
room. 815 per month.
Apply at JOHNSON'S
STOKE, South street.
04
TO LET—House No. 40 Fine street.
Will be
A
ready for occupancy about tbe second
week of May. Enquire at 702 CONGRESS ST.

EI-iMW'®©® FAR.1J.

obtained at

H. E. MILLS
Order

slate

“3C-La.ra.or,

Chandler’s Musl=
Congress street.

at

Store 431

may2tf
TO LET—New flats No. 263 Spring St. contain-

A

ing

9 rooms; sunny

exposure,

all modern

conveniences, hot water heat, lighted by gas or
electricity. Apply at 281 Spring St.
JAMES
BAINaprl2-tf

BATTLESHIP MAINE SOUVENIR SPOONS
This is the prettiest S£oon ever put on the
Call and see it. McKENNEY the
market
Jeweler, Monument Sq uare.
manndtf

GOMEZ SEES VICTORY NEAR.

Give

FINANCIAL AN1HM1ERCIAL

Cubans
the

Arms and They Will Clear
Island of Spaniards.

(j notations of Manic Products in the
Tapma, May

10.—Uon. Maximo Gomez
has
written
to Senor Tomas Estrada
Palma
the
following letter, a copy of
which was obtained tonight. The letter
is dated May 1:
“I am ready to give to the American
army all the co-operation of my troops tor
the speedy expulsion of the Spanish from
Cuba.
Tho time has come when Spain
will pay all her crimes. Now it is that
the stupid and barbaric
the result of
work of Canovas and Weyler will be seen

by the Spaniards.

ueuiumiteu

uy

war

uuu

(1

Hi

deserving by its suffering and

wit-, wit
courage

the

noble
hand tendered to it by the
greatest republic of the world.”
The Junta here in Tampa has received
also a copy of the proclamation dated
April 80, in which Gen. Gomez emphaoially rejects the terms of the truce offerod
him by the Spaniards during the
war
withthe United States.

AWFUL ANXIOUS TO FIGHT.

Montreal,
Que., May 11.—Lieut.
Cananza, the ex-Spanish minister’s naval
attache, is still talking of his lighting
He has received an answer to
qualities.
his challenge from several Americans,
who offer to fight him with revolvers,

but he demands swords.
“Here” said he todav, pointing to a
pile of letters, “if I accepted every challenge I bave reoeived and at the terms
dictated, I could be lighting all the time.
Just
look at this one. The innn after
insulting me most grossly asks me to go
over to the states to
tight him, knowing
perhaps that the moment I set foot Upon
United States soil I, as a Spanish soldier,
will be arrested. Besides, if I killed him,
they would imprison me for life, for I
could not find any place to hide. I am
anxious to light these men.
“Gen. Lee and Capt. Sigsbee were the
men
I challenged.
I wrote -them on
and sent my message to the
April 20,
naval and state departments as
coming
trom
the Spanish embassy. As
these
gentlemen were within a short distance of
Washington at the time, they easily could
have met me at the Falls, and we could
h«Te had the matter settled on an island
there in
a few minutes.
Perhaps they
run less chances
chasing a 12-knot Spanish ship with a 20-knot American one.”
YACHT FOR PATROL FLEET.
New York, May 11.—The yacht Lleweladded
to the newjpatrol
lyn has been

fleet.

She has been loaned to the naval
Ste
by her owner, Lewis Carr.
will be
used as
Lieut. Commander
Shaw’s flagship. The yacht has a speed
of seventeen knots an hour.
The navv
department has purchased the Collier
and
she
will be used as a coal
Scindi,
boat.
The navy department today
notified
Admiral Erben of the coast defence fleet
that the tugs Teoumseh, Sioux,
Algooquin and the revenue cutter Morrill had
been ordered from the North
Atlantic
squadron and were to be turned over to
him for service as coast patrol vessels.
reserves

LUMBERMAN DROWNED

May 11.—Murray CunningI'angor,
ham, a prominent lumberman formerly
of Oldtown/ but for two years past a resident of Bangor, was drowned at
three
afternoon at Seeboomook
o’clock this
dam, by the capsizing of a canoe. He was
about sixty years

iBy Teiegrapn.'
SEW

Money

of age and leaves two

sous.

RED CROSS REFUSED.

Montevideo, May 11.—(Via Galveston,

Texas ) The government of
Uruguay
has refused permission to establish here
a Red Gross society in aid of the wounded

Spaniards.

yc-RK, May 11.
steady at!2@2ya per cent:

call was
last loan 2: prime mercantile paper at5%®6
per cent.’
sterling Exchange steady with actual
business in bankers bills at 4 S4V2@4 84% for
demand and4 81 Vi a. 4 81 Vi tor sixty days; posted rates at
12 S4 8 6 Vi.
Commercial bills at
on

7Mi@8 Naturanu
...00470
T.TT.F.1601 Leah—
® ayi Pure ground.5 60®6 00
Pressed,.S14@l6|Red.......6 60%6 00
Loose Hay
SOfeStllEue Yen Beds
33%
Zinc.

Gram

7ort Stock and Money Market,

4

“The Cuban soldiers will not play an
linimportant'role in the con test. “We have
few arms, our uniforms ate ragged, our
but
army feeds on a devasted country;
we have the spirit in the men that has
proved them to be ready to die rather
than surrender the oause of thoir country.
arms and ammunition are given to
If
this country of Spanish
us wo will clear
troops.
write
at Lademajuja, where ray
“I
headquarters have been for tt\o years.
Neither Weyler nor Blanco has been able
to do me any harm.
It now the means
are
wo will triumphantly
given us,
march on Havana. She must fall, that
wicked city of the Spaniards; wo have
to purify her with the blessings of liberty
and justice.
“To the United
States
my sincere
thanks for its noble conduct. The resolution of Congress about the independence
of Cuba is one of the noblest pages In the
history of modern times. I always said
that the day of liberty was near.
I see
Its dawning now.
“When the American Lafayette lands
in Cuba he will find the rest of the peopie

Leading Markets.

.!;5®26ismger.I4®15 Oats—receipts 265.600 bush: exports 455
bush ; sales M2,000 bush
Heavy.25®28|
starch
fu_
at 35c,No 2 white
Coca d’me.24®25[Laundry.4%®6
tines-; No 2 at 35%c;No 3
c.
Union Dacks.. .37(03381Gloss.6%(37% at .sec; No 3 white —; track white
India
Mess
Am. call.... OOgl.OOl
Beet linn; lamlly -i city extra
Tobacco.
Best brands_50®60
Lead.
80.
bbeet.
(37 Vs I Medium.. 30 «t 40
Lard strong: Western steam 6 75@6
Tine....
&6% ICommou.26380
Pork strong mess $ LI® 11 66.
Mid weight...

Quotations.
CHICAGO BOARD OP TRA
Tuesday’s quotations.

1897

PExTrAcT®
The Old Reliable

HEALS

and

Remedy,

CURES

Cuts, Wounds, Bruises,
Sores, Colds, Sprains,
Hoarseness, Frostbites,
Sore Throat,
Chilblains,
Catarrh, Piles,
ALSO

INFLAMMATIONS & HEMORRHAGES

Be Sure You Get Pond’s Extract!
SUBSTITUTES ARE DANGEROUS!!
bottles only, with
Sold in
buff
wrappers and our landscape trademark printed thereon. See that our
name

is

on

label and wrapper.

POND’S EXTRACT CATARRH REMEDY
For

Catarrh. Price 73 Cents per bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT DENTIFRICE
For the Teeth. Price 50 Cents per

bottle.

FOND’S EXTRACT PREPARATIONS
are for sale at all lirst class drug
stores, or sent on receipt
of

price by

the

Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fifth Ayc.J.Y.

July.

May

Closing..

Opening.

185

117
114

cons

May.

Opening..
Closing..,,...

July.
36%

36%
OATS.

Silver certificates 66V4@57.
Bar silver 66%.
Mexican dollars 4S.

May.

Opening.
C'oslng..,, ..

steady.
Railroad bonds strong.
Retail Grooera

snrar

July.

Opening.
Closing.
/xaraa.

Portland market—cut loaf 7; confetlon ea y
Or: pulvtrlsea do;
powered, 8c; grauulaieu
6 Va
coffee crushed 6c; jellow 4 '.
Hides.

Tlie following quotations represent tb# paying prices in tills market:
Cow and ox bides.. ^ fl>
Bulls and stags. ee
Ccaif skins, trimmed,...1 Co
do
uutrimmed. 80
....-

July.
27V*
27Ve

rose.

overnment Bonds

.■

*w

uvvi gauu

11 20
1107

Wednesday’s quotations.
WHEAT

May.
Opening..
Cosing.179

July.
114%
110%

tOKS.

Co? In r...

May.

opening...:.J 36%

July.
35Vs
36V*

OATS.

Opening.

May.

Juiy.
31%

Closing. ;
Exports.
LONDON. Steamship Aroua—15,560 bush
peas 107,203 do wheat 25,130 do oats 534a
bags oats 29.093 bdl shooks 80 logs 71 pkgs of
agr imp 1100 sacks asbestos 3461 pcs eh stock
7110 do deals 34 pkgs machinery i es leather 2
do wooden ware 241 cattle 600 bags flour 49

Portland

Daily Pres* Stock

Corrected by Swan Si Barrett,
Middle street.

Oo

Liter ions.

Bankers, 186

Far Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
110
108
Canal National Bank....100
cs machinery.
x02
Casoo National Bank.100
100
30
Cumberland National Bank.. .40
Portland TVnoioaaio Aisrasi,
10(1
Chapman National Bank.
10i>
First National Bank.100
93
PORTLAND. May 11
111
109
The following are tolys’ wholesale Dricei of Merchants'National Bank_ 75
99
National Traders’ Bank.100
97
Provisions. Groceries: etc
104
Portland National Bank.100
102
Floors
Grain.
Portland Trust Co.100
155
130
Siu 6rfl.11© »
Corn car
46^47
86
Portland Has Company. 60
80
low grades.6.00#6 60
do bag lots
48 Portland Water Co.100
104
102
Spring Wueat bagMogl pac lots 46246 Portland St. ltailroad Co..100
136
130
ers.ci ana 816 503676 Oath, Car Jots
128
41&42 Maine Central R’y.100
130
Patent Spring
Oats, ballots
61
60
43*45 Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. 100
8 25<£8 60 Cotton Sees,
Wneat.•
BONDS.
(vlicb.su’eio
ear lots. 00 00&28 00
120
roller.. •. 7 0037 26
bag lots 0000$24 00 Portland 6s. 1907.118
103
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
clear do.. .6 76.at 95 Sacked Brg
Portland 4s. 1913, Funding.106
108
tLsuia it'd'
car lots. 17<Xk»18 00
102
Bangor 6s. 1899. R. R. aid.101
7
roller...
OOaJ *.o bae lotaOO <;0®18 no
116
clear do.. 6 7og)8 95 Middling 41700218 CO Bangor 6s. 1905.iWater.114
102
0s. 1898. R. R. aid .101
Wnt'r wbea»
bag ott. ,SOo®18 00 Bath
Bath 4Vj8, 1907, Municipal.101
103
patents* 7 76.«8]00 Mixed feed.... 18 60 Bath 4s.
103
1921,
Refunding.101
fiBU.
CoffM
Belfast 0s. 1898. R. R. aid.101
102
(Buying® selling price) Klo.roasted
11®16 Belfast 4s. Municipal.102
106
Jay&SMoeha do26®28 Calais 4s. 1901—1911
w"~Lar,"‘
102
Refunding.... 100
Shore
.... 4 oO047 5
*til»im.
email do.. 2 00(43 26 Porto Rico.26®80 Lewiston 6s,• 1901, Municipal.106
107
Pollock ... .2 26*3 50 BarbadoeA ....26*26 Lewiston 46, 1913, Municipal.103
105
102
Haddock.. .1 7o®2 00 Fancy.32*35 Saco 4s, 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central R R 7s,
Hake.2 00®2 25
898.1st mtglOl 101%
Ton.
135
Herring. Boi
7s. 1912,cons. mtgl33
Amoys.22030
’’
107
Boalea....
9£14c Congous.. #o ..26*60
4% 8. 105
105
4S cons. mtg.., .103
Mackerento
Japan.2Ea»S
’’
8ftore IS 622 00*326 Formoso.25*65
105
g«s, 19(10,exteu’sn.104
Portland & Ogd’g g6s,'.900.1st pugl04
106
Bbore 21 616 000218
snrar.
Large 3J
StandardGrau
6 465 Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.... 101
103
produce
Ex Cline Quality
6 466 Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.103 10*y
Cane Cranberries
Axtrau....
5 09
*> crate.. 3 60*3 60 Yellow Extra C....4V5
Boston stool Utrssi.
Maine........
0 00
Ao.d
Pea Beans.l 66*1 75 Timothy.
The following were the closing Quota8 65®3 76
Yellow Eves.i 0o*i 76 Glover West, aviao
tions of stocks atBoston:
Cal Pea... L 66*1 76
do
N. Y. 9Vfr®10 Mexican Central 4s.. 61
Potat’s.ousifO oo®l lo Alslke,
loaiOVs Atchison, Top. #;8anta:Fe. R, new. 12%
ao, bm;
m
Rea Top,
Boston & Mains.161
16*17
168
dopfd
Sweer.sJerseyS26@3 76
Provisions,
Maine Central.128
ao Norfolk 0 00*
Porkdo Vineland,4 Boats
16 0o Union Pacilic. 23%
heavy backs
Onions. Bei 2 Oo*s 10
medluml4 00814 60 Union Pacino pfd..........69%
American Bell ..262
do Egyp'n 3 25®3 50)
shortcut aod
Chicken.
clear
Sugar. ,;common.182%
13 50@$14 American
14@16
Turkevs. Wes. 13«i6e Beef—light 10 2o® 1075 Sugar, ntd....113
Northern do.. ..ll@i?
heavy,..11 60*12 00 Cen Mass, pfd......
oo common
bowls...
13014
...
BniestsVfe06 6 76«
Apwloa.
Flint # Pere Mara...
uara. tes ana
Eatingappl’ss 60@4 50
Vi bbi.pure 7Viia7S/k
do common *2®3 00
New Torts ({aoiatiou Stocas ana Bonds
dosom’nn. 43/ian
Baldwins 3 50*4 00
balls,compd 5V4SB5V4
By Telegraph.
u vap 49 Is
9®lotso
pails, pure 3
*314
The folloiag ware to-day’s closing quotations
Lemons.
: puroilf
8V*448»/.
3 00«400 Bams....
>f Bonds
Messina
9
auvi
3 60@3 76
California
cooav’rd
raw
May 11.
May 10
I
oranges.
OH.
New xs. reg
i22%
122*%
Florida
o 00@C 00 Kerosene 120 ts
8V3
Ido
coup,
122%
122%
Culliorma, 3 5Oa. 4 ool Ligorua..
8V2
\ow
*’s reE.106%
108%
do Seeding* 2 75®326 Centennial. 8V1 New ‘4’a coup.
...
1(j8%
109%
Pees.
Pratt’s Astral ,.10Vs
leaver & R. 6. 1st.104%
104%
eastern extra..
©18 In half bbls le extra
Sric gen 4s. 72
71%
Fresh Western..
*12
Raisins
Uo.Kau. & Texas 2ds.62%
62%
Held.
MuscthBOlb bxs6©6Vi
Bo Kansas A Texas pfd_
Huttos.
London ray’rll 76SS20C Lamias Pacific Consols..
Creamerv.tney..18®20
Ooal.
Dragon Nav. lets.....113%
111
GIltEuee vr’mt.
*18
Retail—delivered.
C osmg quotations of stocks:
Choice....
Cumberland 000*4 25
Cheese.
Chestnut...
May li. May 10.
@6 00
N. Y, lccrv 9*10
FrankUm.,.
'8 00 Ftohlson... 13
12%
Vermont... 9 fclO
Uchlsonpfd. 32%
Lehigh.,..
«600
30V*
13 Pea.
Base.<®12Va
lentral pacific. 12%
10
4 60
hies. « unio. 22
21%
Bread
r.nosoer
Jmoago* Alton.160
159
Pilot sup.... 8®8Vi Whltewood—
do
nfo
do Sd.
7@7Va
N0I&2,1-In682®g33
truckers.... 6H©7
Baps.l-in.
99
826*828 ihloaeo’ Burlington & QulncylOOVs
Cooperage.
Com’n, 1-tn £230626 Delaware# Hudson tanalCo.110%
110%
tlhhd shooks&hds—
1V4, 1VV4i2>ela ware.Lackawana # Wesi 150
160
in, Nol&2633®335 Denver & Rio uranae. il
Mol.city. 1600176
10%
Bug.count’y 86 ®1 00
lV*,lVs&2-in
13 Vs
12 %
line,new..
Sans.
Country Mol.
128*630
36%
«o 1st preter
35
hhd snooks
Squares,
*36@S3B
Illinois Central.104%
103
hhdhdgml
CypressLake trie# West.. lu%
116%
14n No 1&2 |8o®$33
82 n. S4®26
Ake
Shore.187
185
lV4,lVa&2Sug hd35m 21*23
jOUIs 8; Nash. 53%
53%
14it.
ln.Nol&2
26*30
Hoops
$32*634
102ys
]2fL
2ya, 3&4-in$:-,8®*38 danhattanlilevated .102%
26*23
'•
4%
4%
St. 8 @3
S’th plue.... 866*666 Mexican Central.
dlohigan Central.105%
105
Clear pinsCordage.
dinn
& St Louis. 27
20y*
Anier’n©fl> 10 @11
Uppers.655*66
Manilla...
84
8V4®'JV4 Select.846055 «Inn Sc St Louis Df. 84
Manilla bolt
I Fine common. .842*46
Kissourl Pacific. 34ys
33
OOftlFv, ,Spruce. $13 @14 00 Now Jersey Central.. 95
rope.
93%
Russia do.IS
®18y», Hemlock.*11(113 New YorkCentrai. llGYs
116%
Clapboards—
tksai.,..,.
New Fork. Chicago# St Louis 13%
13
7Vi«sv«|
I Spruce, X.332*35
Drugs and Dyes.
65
do pf
66
Acid Oxalic-12*14) Clear.828*30
Pacific com
27Vs
26ya
Northern;;
Acid tart.330)8618a clear.825127
UU
\>%j
HIM..
Ammonia.i5<a,20|No 1.£i&@20 northwestern.125%
123%
A snes. pot.... 6V4 * 81 t ine.625®6o
171
no
Pfd...170
Bals copabia.. .65®B0
Shingles—
Unt & Western. 15%
15
eeeswai.37*42t a cedar.,. .a yd*3 25 teaoine. <8%
18%
Rich powders... 7 *91 Clear cedar. 2 60*2 76
99
Island.
Sock
36%
Borax.10@ll|XNo 1.1 85®2 25
97Vs
95
Brimstone. ..7V4® i1“|Nol cedar..1 36*1 75 it fan;. 145
do bfd.
144%
Coeblaeai...... 40*43 Spruce.1 25®i 60
7CVi
73%
Copperas_ 11/21® 21 Laibs.spoe.,1 80*2 00 Paul is ..
160
do
prfd........••150
Crearatartar ,.2BVj®311
Lima—Cement.
*' Paul. Mini;. & Mann.136
1S6
Exlogwood.... 12® 16 I.ime.W cak.So®
11
Texas Pacific.11,
Gumarabic.. .70*1 22!Cement.1 20®
5i%
Union Pacific pfd.69%
Glycerine
2o
*76Matches.
7%
7%
ft'abath....
65
Alocsicape.15*2*|St»w,(? gross
19%
do orfd.••- 19%
38*42 iDlriko.
Camphor
@ 66
160
Mytrh...,62*66 IForesi City.60 Boston & Maine.162
Sew York&New England pfd.
Onlum.. ..4.00 6 0O1
Metals.
1S7
Jld Colonv....188
Shellac...._36*401 Copper—
ICO
Indieo.86c®$lU4@4S com... .*15% kdams: Express...101
123
23
iodine.... 8 60® 3 8b rolls had copper.
kinericsn: Kxoress.126
1
40
Bolts.
38
lDecac.2 25*2 601
s. Kxoress.
16@1«
12
Ucorice. rt_16*201Y M slieatn....
98%
97V*
Peonies Gas.
Bolt*.
44
44'
270IYM
12
Morphine...2 4n®
aomestike,
4
4
Oil Dereamotg 76*8 201 Bottom*.22*24
'*ntario.
Ineot....
27%
11*12
Nor.Cod!iver200®2251
Pacific Man... 28%
179
American do S1®1 261 Tm—
Puiman Palace.182
I6%@1(;% Sugar common....132%
Lemon.... 1 tin s, 2 01 Straits..
131
8 %
90
Oliye.l00@2S0ifingUsn...
®6 60 WestemftTnlon.••■••■•
Peppt.226*2 60 Char. L Co..
Southern Ry pfd.
®7 26 Union
W intergree nl 7 6*2 OOlChar. LX..
Pacific.
Potass Dr'ruao. ....600*860
12*14
Chlorate...15.0,401 Antimony...
Poston
Produce Market.
Iodide.2 68 08 30|C-ik-.* 76®? 00
OO'Mairic
1B0ST0N. May 11. 1898—The following are
Quicksilver... .70*801 Spelter.
12@14 to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc..’
Quinine..
33® 36 iSolder'Aix**moult.
******
Bheuharb, rt.76c®l 601
_,
60*1
66
lit snake.3o®401Caak.ot.Dasel
String patents. 7 60:88 26.
wire.. 1J86® 186
Spring, ciearianajstraigbt. 6 OO'U7 25.
SaltDetre.16*1
N»t*1 Stores.
Senna.26*80
Winter; patents. 7 009 8 00
Canary seea....
4®6 Tar dp bbl. ..2 76*3 00 Winter, clear and straight, 6 1057 25
6
ora.-,
25
tar....
Coal
Extra
Cardamons 1 60*2 25
and seconds oo.
Soda. by-carb3% *644 Pltoh.2 75*8 00 Fine and Supers —.
Sal___
,V2?4®8 W1L Flten.. 2 76*8 00
Suiohur.« ® ip Rosin.3-00*400
Chicago Live Mock Marker.
sugar lead.20*22 Tupentlne.gai..36*4
White wax....60*66 Oakum...- 7 *6
CHICAGO. Mav 11. 1898_Cattle—receipts
Blue..
Aoroi.
6%*9
14,000; slow; choice beeves 6 00@5 26; steers
Vanllla.Dean. .*i6*20ILlnseec..-44*45 3 90@4 35; stockers aud feeders 3 9OR4 so.
Hack.
iBolled..-46*51
Hoes—receipts 36,000; active 4 G0@4 30.
No 1...32iSperm.
70*80
Sheep—receipts 16,000: 3 00(g4 30; lambs
No 3.28iWhale.*0«<;o active at 8 75@4 90;Spring 6 30.
No 10..
Bank.40*4"lOoz.13
Shore...815*40
Domestlo Markets.
8 oz.11
Forgie...50*36
tBy Telegrapm
Gunpowder—Shot. Lard. 6t"®66
May 11. 1898.
KlastlneR... 3 26*3 60 Castor.1 10|C1 20
NEW
Flour market—receipts
YORK—The
46o®65
Sporting. .4 60*8(26 Neataloot
10.339 bbls; exports 2.9o5 bbls; sales 14.000
Cropslist,20 lbs. .1 26|Klaine..
packages: quiet and steady for millers, but
Buck. B. BE. ;
1
Faints,
easier on Spring Wheat grades: city mill clears
straw, car lots*lo®12j Am Zinc... .6 00*17 00
Iron.
-2% nominal.
Rochelle.
Fiour o notations—city mills patents at 7 36®
( ommon....
Rlee
1
i%®2
7 60: winter patents 6 76%7 26 :citv mills clears
Kenned....
134*214 I Domestic. £Vn®7 at 6
30,ain 50; winter straits 6 60aid 75- Minn
Norway.... 3Va®4 i
Salt.
Last steel..
pats 7 25(87 60: winter extras 4 6045 UGiMinn
8alo I Tits ls.Ib hd 201,42/0
bakers
at 6 60*6 Ou; winter low grades
German steel.*8141 Liverpool
2 00®2#26
2 eoa
Shoesteel.mg I Dla’md'Crys. bbl 2126
Rve
Sher- Iron—
quiet—No 2 Western 74c.
Saler atu..
1
M.O. .414*6
ffheat—receipts 230,305 bush; exnorts to
6®S|%
334 bush: sales 6,576.000 bush; futures -pn,h
Gen.Russial3%*14
Spices.
A meri’cnRusBlal 1*12 Cassia, pure_21(8* 2
spot; spotweak;No 2 Red at 1 79% f o h" anoat
afloat
Mace.
90o@l4>0 .0 arrive, nominal.
Ualv.5%®7
Leather
Corn—receipts 239.860 bush; exports 18 103
Nutmegs......66&5J5
New York—
.Pepper.t6®B7 jusli; sales 235,000 bush; futures 40,000 bush
[i«bt.25*261 Cloves.16®?/ spot; spot firm; No 2 at 42% fob afloat.
_

•.

..

«

uu
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WHEAT.

80%.

<

>

..

rm

_

Butter steady; Western creaniy at
V?®L7c. state dairy

factory do 13®14V2c; Elgms at
14(S10Vsc;docrem t4%®17c.

Cheese easy—state large white
fancy small do 7-Vi ®8c.
Eggs steady; State and Penn at

...

...

_

7®G8c,

at

11®WVac,

W esternjfresli 10'A@UC.
Petroleum steady.
Kosin steady.
Spirits Tunmentlne steadier.
Molasses steady.
Bice linn.;
Freights to Liverpool nominal.

Philadelphia*
Gen A Ames, from
““aueipuia; Pf,llimore

New York.

kehl!a MarySib3lu,nVlnh,M Snow- Jftcol> M HosMaynard
Sumner, Edith Mol’nrti*08 Hit
J?olbrook’
Carson. Henry F
Eaton Mvroim#
Xre‘
s

No 2 at

SR.*Sg.su%c:

No 2

*

yFdn» '<8.A Pl‘lna, H A Whitney, MulPassed ] S» ‘fr"k'' and others.
O’Brien from n2i.d ‘H'l’t lotb. ship Edward
P-Issed T? 2,^?„St.°?,for Baliibiore.
from NeV Ynri 2d L,^ht u3>,schs Longfellow.
Hope Haines.
Anlbov fm-\armoulV;
8i Myra W
Amboy for
loiiomah

“

Spear.

Kennebunkpor

Flour quiet: demand slow at steady prices.
wheat—No 2 spring wheat 116*120; NOo
do at 1 10®1 50: No 2 Red 1 7501 77. 0°n>-

yellow 3uy2ffi)37c.

Oats—No 2 at 31 Vic; No 2 while M3y03dVac;
No3 White 33V2c; No Z rye ;u 69070c: No 2
Bariev at4-060c: No 1 Flaxseed at 137%;
prime Timothy seed at 2 GO; Moss pork 11 70@
11 76. card o 60®u 55; short rib sides 6 80®
6 20. Dry saltea 'meats—shoulders at 48/*<86;

short clear sides G 26 <S6 35.
Butter steady; ereniry 13®16c; dairy at 12®
2 Vi c. Cheesedull at 7%012%. Eggs steady;
Iresli 10c.
Reoelpts—Flour. 1.°.000 tibls; wheat 220,000
bus; corn 784,ouo bush; oats 603.000 bush;
rye 9.000 bush; barley 38.000 bush.

RAILROADS.

Portland & Rumford Falls

^ ^EUa L.Uavenpon, Dun*-

BwitmiT »M?HoraBo

inAton.Uth' aC'*

A1'CU’

Madalene Coo’uey.

Commencing Wednesday. May 11,1898, steamwill leave east end Portland Pier tor Bay
View landing.
WEEK DAYS.
er

p Blackburn. Boss.
Ptntlanrt'Yn110;;
Ed warns' Pnin0 Holbrook, Ellis, do; Victor.
Cornelia Soule, chanwloa,
Virebila3' ^PGlanUi
Everett Webster, and
Messer,

teP N^w(Vfr7kAr
Ar 10th.
snwm^Pn„IabVAOHAKBOR
Now York lor Bangor.
10tb'

9011

■unSfiv01”

E

L Warren’ Ta!n'

10th* sob
Dm;yll\fr.wJmN~lJ!a
DV 5 mSSLmsSn- Port Tampa.

SCh

Mr‘ry l II

e

v

rinJ™N.NIS~Pasae‘l

1 Otli, sells Geo Gurney,
Shipments—Flour 12,000 l)l,h;wheat 230,000 uosson, irom New York for Salem; Florence
bushicoru 684,000 bush; oats. 236,000 hush: Iceland. Spofford, Edgewater for Salem; Wm
J
«—
rye 22,000 buslnbarley 10 000 bush.
vniv,>'ork lor Salem.
NORFOLK—Sid 9Ili, sell Angie L Green, for
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat—May at 1*4; July Jersey
City,
39:
1
Sept U3Vic;; No 1 hard at 163s/*; Not
3°b Warller Moore> Crockett, for
Northern 1 6S»/i.
Charleston’
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 7*0®
714U; second patents at 7 Or,®7 16; first clears forNEWPORT NEWS-Std 10th, barge Atlas,
Portland.
at 6 36i®e 45. second clears at 6 20®5 40.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar loth, sells E J HamilTOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash 1 66: May 1 61. ton, South
Gardiuer for New Vork: Abner TayCorn—No * mixed at ;-,8c.
lor. Young. Calais.
oats—no 2 mixed 27vie.
PENSACOLA—Ar
loth, schs Abbie C Stubbs
Rye—No 2 at|6Sc.
Whitney, Cardenas: Scotia, Davis, New York.
Cioverseed—prime cash—.
1HILADELPHIA Ar 10th, sell Datelle,
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 White at 1 28: No2 Hutchinson, Bangor.
Ar 9th, sen John D Paige. Haley, Gardiner.
Red cash 1 47: May 1 *7.
Corn—No 2 mixed 89c.
■
--X (13BCU UUVIU VWU, omp
from Philadelphia for IIloco.
Oats—No 2 white 86%c.;
POET BEADING-Ar loth. schs O M MarRye—No 2 at 70c.
rett, Harris, New York; Luis G Babel, McKnwu, do.
Cotton Markets.
Sld lotb, sch B T Kuudlett, Fountain, for AuityTelesraph.'
gusta.
MAY 11, 1898.
FEKTH AMBOY- S d lOtli, sch Carrie A
NEW YORK—The
Cotton market to-oav Buckbam, MelCenzie, Bangor.
closed quiet; middling uplands 6%c; do gull at
PBOVIDENCE Sld 10th, schs Helen G
65/ac; sales 1022 bales.
Holt. Philadelphia.
POETSMOOTH-Ar 9th, sch G M Bralnard,
CHARLESTON—The Cotton marker to-day
Beal, Port Liberty.
was steady; Miauling 5%c.
Sailed
sell Silas MoLoou, Morrill, BoothGALVESTON—Cotton market today was bay for llth,
Salem; Hattie Godfrey, Strout, Boston
steady; middling 6 11-lBc.
for Miilbridge;
Arequlpa, French, Boston for
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was Bangor; Mary Ellen. Piper, Kockland for Gloucester; Electric Flash, Neville. Boston for Trequiet; middlings 6 13-16cNEW ORLEANS—The cotton market to-a ay niont; Win Churchill. Barter, Boston for Frankfort: Cornelia Soule, Sanders, Virginia for Bath.
was quiet; middling 6 ll-16c.
KOCKPOKT, May llth—Ar, schs Adelia T.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-dav was Carlton.
Wall, New York; Kobert A Snow, and
quiet; middling 6 il-lOc.
J ll Q Perkins, Kockland; Klenzi, Closson, fm
SAVANNAH—The cotton market to-day was Ellsworth; N Jones. Paul, Addison.
quiet; middling 5 ll-l6s.
SALEM—Sld llth, schs IColoh, Frye, Sands
Elver, NS, for New York; Eagle. Eaton, Bangor for Boston; Cb»s E Kaymond, Pendleton,
* nropean'Markete.
Sedgewlck for New York; CarrieCMiles, Kock.'By Telegranh-i
land lor do: Clara Dlusmore, Lubeo for
do;
LONDON, May 11. 1898.—Censols closed at Geo M Mills.
Also sld. schs AddielMorgan, Calais for Paw110% money for and ill l-ie for account.
LIVERPOOL, May 11. 1898—Cotton market tucket; Maud Briggs. Bluahlll for New York;
is lower—American intdling at 3 9-S2d; sales J J Little, Baugor for Vlneyard-Haveu; Atlanta
10.000 bales, including 1000 bales for specula- Kockland for Boston : Allan M, Boston for
Jonesport; Diadem, do for Bockport.
tion and export.
VINEYAED-HAVEN—Ar 20th, soh Hard
Chance, from Amboy for Booth bay.
Passed loth, sch Anna E J Morse, Crocker,
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
from Port Johnson for Portland.
FROM
FOR
Passed Nobska llth, tug Argus, towing moniFinance.Now York. .Colon.May 10 tor Montauk, from Philadelphia
for Portland.
Kaiser Wde G New York. .Bremen_May 10
Ar 11th, sch Martin V B Chase, Brunswick for
Servia.New York.. Liverpool
May 11 Bath; P iestlne,Hoboken for Eastport.
Noordland.NewYork. .Antwerp .May 11
Passed llth barque Grace Lynwood, PhilaTrinidad.NewYork. .Bermuda .May 12 delphia for Bangor: Sarah & Ellen,
Port BeadEdam.New York. .Amsterdam May 12 ing for Portland ; Yale, Philadelphia for
do;
Oldenburg.New York. .Bremen ....May 12 Cactus, Port Beading for Bath; Mary L Crosby.
New York..AuxCayes .May 13 Amboy for do; S P Hitchcock, -.
Hy Dumois
Asti.New York. .Santos..May 14
.NewYork..Kingston.
Alleghany
May 14
Foreign Forts.
Athos.New York.. Honduras.. May 14
Ar at Montevideo May 10, barque Ethel, HodgLabrador.Montreal
Liverpool... May 14
Parisian.Montreal
Liverpool. .May 14 kins. Boston.
Sld tm Elo Janeiro Apl 6, brig J C Hamlen jr.
Rotterdam.. ..NewYork..Rotterdam..May 14
Touralne.New York. .Havre
.May 14 Bowery, Port Elizabeth; 10th, barque Bose
Furnesia.NewYork. .Glaagowh...May 14 Innes. Mitchell, New York.
At Falmouth, Ja, Apl 25, sch Cora M, MitchCapua.NewYork. .P’rnainbiicoMay 14
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool. .May 14 ell, for New York,
Ar at Quaco, NB, 9tb, schs Grace, Treworgy,
Hevelius.New York.. Rio Janeiro May 14
Pennsylvania..New York. .Hamburg. .May 14 Boston; Lexington, Thompson, Ellsworth.
Ems. .New York. .Genoa.May 14
Hubert.New York. Para.May 15
Spoken
Lahn.New York. .Bremen
.May 17 HMarch 29. lat 12 N. Ion 34
Friesland .New York.. Antwerp,.. May 17 Gilmore, from Baltimore for SanW. ship 8ervia,
Francisco.
Lahn.. New York.. Bremen
May 17
Cymric.New York. Liverpool.. May 17
Friesland
New York. .Antwerp .May is
LOCKED IN A CLOSET.
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool.. .May 18
Mongolian.New York. Glasgow ...May 19
Aug Victoria...New York.. Hamtmrg...May 19
Coleridge.New York..P’rn’mbuco May 20 Little Boy and Girl Shut Up for 100 Hours
Caracas.N ew Y ork.. Laguayra. May 21
—Girl Was Found Dead.
F der Grosse.. New York. .Bremen ....May 21
New York. Glasgow... May 21
Ethiopia
Carthaginian Montreal.. Liverpool.. May 21
Boston, May 11.—The famous poem
Alexandria —New York. .London _May 21
of the bride locking herself in a trunk,
Aller.New York.. Genoa
.May 21
Gbdam.New York. .Rotterdam .May 21 was vividly recalled in a terrible
tragedy
Palatia.New York. .HamDurg. .May 21
which was
disclosed in Brighton this
Gascogne.New York. .Havre
May 21
New
York.
Campania....
.Liverpool. .May 21 afternoon. For more
than four
days
Tjomo.New York. .Demerara May 24
Auranla.New York. .Liverpool. .May 24 Bertrand C. Davis, five years of age, and
K Friedrich
New York. .Bremen
.May 24 Ariel Frye, four years old,
have been
Germanic
.New York.. Liverpool... May 25
Today the children were found
Southwark.New York.. Antwerp....May 26 missing.
locked in a narrow cupboard in the closet
MINIATURE ALMANAC.MAY 12.
of a vacant house. The little boy was
Sunrises. 4 26lHl<-h water J- 345 alive, but the girl had died of suffoca-

THE

BAY STATE ABB
for

Commencing Thursdav, May 12th, until fur-

notice, steamer Vivian will leave Portland
Pier lor Diamond Island at 7.00. 8.00 a. m., 12.10,
2.15 and 5.00 p. m.
For Falmouth 8 a. in., 12.10.
2.15 and 6.10 p. m. F’or Princes Point 8 a. m.
Return leave Diamond Island 7.30, 10.00 a.
m., 1.30, 3.40. 5.30 p. m. Leave Falmouth 5.55,
m.

ucdvc

x imtca

x uiat

9.10 a. m.

CASCO BAY EXCURSION CO,
E. A. Baker, Manager.
maylldtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
Custom House

connection

beyond.
tickets

Evening

wltli earliest tra

for

ns

F,.

for

Providence, Lowell,

Boston & Maine

Wharf.

COYLE. Manager.
Sept. L 1897.

MAINE STEAMSHIP C(h
New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

nished for passenger travel and afiord the most
convenient and comfortable route
between
Portland and New York.
Fare: one way. $5.00; round trip, $8.00.

—

—

..

—

...

..

..

Rl^K,

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.
Commencing Thursday, April 38, 1898.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 5.45,
C.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 A m., 12.00 nu, 2.15, 3.15,
5 00. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m., 2.15,
3.16, 5.00. 6.15 p. m.
For Little
and Great Diamond
Islands,
Trefethen’s,Evergreen Landing, Peaks’ Island,
CT5.S0, 6.40, 8.00, 10.30 a. m,, 12.00 m., 2.00, 4.20,
6.15. 7,30 p. m.
For Ponce's Landing. Long Island, 5.30, 8.00,
10.30 a. m., 2.00, 4.20, 6.15 p. m.
For Marriner’s Lauding, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2,00 p. m.
RETURN.
Leave Forest City Landing. 6.20, 7.20, 8.30. 9.30,
10.50 a. rn., 1.00, 2.35.: 3.45. 5.30, 6.30, 8.20 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing. 6.05, 8.50, 11.20 a. m.,
2.50, 5.10, fl.65 p. m.
Leave Cushing's, 7.05, 815. 11.05 A m.. 2.45,
8.60, 6.20, 6.40 p. m.
Leave Little Diamond, 6.30, 7.20. 0.20 a m.,
12.00 m., 12.25, 3.30, 5.33, 7.20, 7.50 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25. 7.15. 9.15, 11.55 a
m., 12.30, 3.25, 5.30, 7.16. 7.55 p. m.
Leave Trefethen’s, 0.20, 7.10, 9.10,11.50 a. m.,
12.35, 3.20, 6.25, 7.10, 8.00 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 7.05, 9.05, 11.45 a. m.,
12.40, 3.15, 6.20, 7.05, 8.05 p. m.
Leave Marrluer’s Landing, Long Island, 11.30 a.
m., 3 00 p. m.
Saturday night only, 9.30 p. m. for all landings.
Sunday Time Table.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks’ Island, 8.00,
9.00, 10 30 a. in., 12.15, 2.t5, 3.15, 5.00 p. m.
For Cush ng’s Island, 9.00,10.30 a. m., 12.15,2.15,
3.15. 6.00 p. m.
For Little aud Great Diamond
Islands,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen Landings, 8.00, 9.00
10.30 a m.. 12.15, 2.00. 4.20 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00, 10.30
a. m.. 2.00, 4.20 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island, 10.30 a.
m., 2.00 p. m.
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
apr27dtf

I

under tne terms of Hie Company's Open
without additional charge to
J* F. L1SCOMB.General Agent.
thos. m. Bartlett. Agt.
oct4<itf

shipper.

olicy,

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Scarboro
Beach, Fine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Blndeford. Kennebunk. Wells
iscai-n, u.m. 4.3U p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston. 4.06 a. m„ 12.66, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.26 a. m.. 6.28, 8.46 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.45 a. m., arrive Port-

PHILlLM

BOSTON M

R.

North Berwick, Somersvvortli, Dover,* 4.05,
7.00, 8.40 A m.,
12.45, 3.30, 6.16 p. in.;
Rochester, 7.00. 8.40 a m., 12.45, 3.EO p. m.:
Far mi listen, Alton
Bay, 8.40 a. m. 12.45,
830 1), in.; Northern Div„
Lakeport, LaeoniA Plymouth, 8.4o a ra.. 12.45 p. m.:
Worcester, via Somers worth. 7.00 a. ra.;
Manchester. Concord, via
Rocklnsham
Junction,
7.00 a m„
3.30
p.
m.;
Rocklnsham
Junction. Exeter, Haverhill. Lawrence, LowelL Boston, et4.06.
t8.40
a.
t7.00,
m..
12.45, oTaO p.
Arrive In Boston 7.2o, 10.16 a m., 12.60,
4.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 6,59. 7,30. 8.00, 8.30 a. m., 1.00, 4.15,
Arrive Portland.
p. m.
10.13. 11.00 A
in., 12.00, 12.20. 5.00, 8.00 p. m.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships alternatively leave Franklin
Wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
llie John Hughs atop, in., the Manhattan at
5 p. m. for New York direct,
lteturning. leave
Pier 38. H. K., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
.These steamers are superbly fitted and fur-

—

u*

R.

In effect Oct. 4ttl, 1897.
Trains leave Union Station, for Scarboro
Crossins. 10.00 a. m.. 6.16, 6.20 D.m.; Scarbovo Beach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 A m.. 3.30,
6.1i>, 6.20 p. m.; Old Orchard. Saeo. Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. in.. 12.45, 3.30.
6.15. 6.20 p. m.; Kennebunk. 7.00, 8.40 a ill.,
12.45,3.30. 6.15 ,6.20p. m.; Kennebnnkpert,
7.00.
8.40. a. in.. 12.46, S.SO, 6.16 p. m.:
Wells Beach 7.00,8.40 a in.. 3.30. 5.16 p. m.;

at 7 o’clock.

J. B.

BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland, Maine.
L. LOVE JOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine.
jets dtf

R. C.

J. E. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.

ther

v.iu

PBRTLASB,

Worcester, New York, etc.
lteturning leave India Wharf, Boston, everv

FALMOUTH FORESIDE ROUTE.

*»*•)

AMD PALATIAL STEAMERS

Through

-AND-

«•

Line, Sundays Excepted.
NEW

alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Foreland, every Evening at 7 o’clock, arriving In
points

GREAT DIAMOND ISLAND

Harry

Boston

Hally

season

Wade, Wash

3cbs 8

\r

(Copt H. B. Townsend.)

5.50, 7.00, 8.00, 10.15 a. m., 13.00 m., 2.00, 3.00,
5.00, 0.15 p, nt,
Returning leave Bay View landing 6.20, 7.20
8.25, 10.40 a. m., 12.25. 2.25, 3.25, 6.25, 6.30 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier 8.00, 9.00, 10.15 a. nt.
12.00 111., 2.00, 3.00, 5.00 p. ni.
JOHN TEMPLE, Manager.
mayndtf

R’y.

In Effect May 2, 1898.
DEPARTURES.
8.30 A. M. and l.io P. INI.
Prom Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Palls. Bnckfleld. Canton, Dixlielu, Rumlord Falls and Hemls.
8.30 a. m. 1.10 and 5.15 p. m.
From Union
Station for.Mechanic Falls and intermediate
stations.
Through cars between Portland, Rumford
Falls and Hemls.
Connections atBemis for all points in the
Rangeley Lakes.
Through Tickets on Sale.

1

CHICAGO—Cash quotations;

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

land 7.10

a.in.

EASTERN DIVISION

From Boston ovary

WeinesJaj and Saturday

From

Philadelphia every WeUresday
Saturday.
From Central ’Wharf. Boston,

For Way
Stations, 9 a. m.; Blddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
Boston. +2.00, t9.00 a. m.,
1.00, +8.10
S). m.
Arrive In Boston, o.o7 a. m.. 12.60,
m.
4.16. 9.26 p.
Leave
tor
Boston,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m„ 12.30,
7.00.
D. m. Arrive Portland. 11.60 .a. m., 12.16.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

and

a n. m
From
Pine street Wliarf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessels
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. U. and
South by connecting linos, forwarded free of
commission.
Passage $10.00.
Round Trip $18.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight orpassage apply to F. P. WING.
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
All gauds shipped by
this
line
are
covered against war risk by open
policies
issued to this company without expense

Blddeford.
Portsmouth.
NewburySalem. Lynn. Boston. 2.00 a. m_ 1.00
p. m. Arrive In Boston, 5.67 a. m.. 4.13 p, a.
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
Arrive, in Portland, 12.26,
p. m.

port,

p.

New York,

Union
Station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston,
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Tioket Ageut, Portland.

to

shipper.
R. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, W State St* Fiske Building, Boston,
Mass.
ucuadtf

Portlaid, Mt. Desert

m.

tConneets with Ball Lines for

South and West.
YDally except Monday.
Through tickets to all points for sale at

and Machias St&L Co

Passenger fares of the oraod Tlunk Railway
Str. “Frank Jones.”
between points, both LOCAL and
Beginning Saturday, April 30I1U888. will leave System
THROUGH including fare to ALASKA,
Portland Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 a m„
KLONDIKE, the PACIFIC COAST, WINNI-

arrival of train leaviug Boston at 7 p. m., for
PEG, and the NORTHWEST, as well as ST.
Rockland, Bar Harbor. Machiasport and inter- PAUL, and all other competitive points,are
mediate landings. Returning leave Machiasexactly the same as other Lines.
port on Mondays aud Thursdays at 4 a. in., arriving in Portland u a. in. Tuesdays and Frion

Free Colonist

days.

Passenger

and

vice the best.

freight

marlSdtf

rates the lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS,
General

Sleeping Cars

-TO-

Manager.
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..

...
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Maine Coast Havigation Co.

o 66

Sunsets.

M1*nwaler(_

Moon rises.021IHelght.00—

M^lRUSTK
POET OF

4 16
00

N'EWS

nearby, but

no

^trace of the little "ones

could be found.
This afternoon

PORTLAND.

WEDNESDAY May 11.
Arrived.

Barque Jessie Margregor, Norwood. PhilaBarque Harrison

tion. The parents, friends and the police
had hunted the neighborhood, including
a number of
vacant houses, which were

Johnson, Boston. In tow
for South America. To W

G

of tug J uno, to load
11 Lewis.
Steamer Salacta, Oliver. Boothbay Harbor and
WlscasseL
Steamer Enterprise, Race, South Bristol and
East Boothbay.
Sch Agrieola, Lameon, Boston.
Sch Ltzzle J Clark. Look. Boston.
Sch Mary Lee Newton. Coleman, Boston
Sch H S Boynton, Cooper, Boston.
Sch Laura T Chester. Beal, Boston
Sch Eldora, Gray, Boston.
Sch Emma F Chase, Church. Boston
Sch Lilian, Norwood, Boston,

Mr.

Davis and Mr.
Frye were sitting on the front steps of
the former’s home, when Mr. Davis suggested that one more search be made in
house directly opposite. The
a
vacant
two men went
over and after walking
a while one
about for
of them thought
he heard cries. It took some time to traoe
the sound, but at last a paDtry door was
opened, and while nothing was seen of
the ories weie distinctly
the ohildren,
VMJJUOMtu,

11

UIXXJ

door was burst open the little boy jumped
the girl
did not move, and
out, but
stooping over her they found her dead.
The
two children had crept in the
cupboard and the spring lock had held them
there for just 100 hours.
The boy will
recover.

Cleared.

Sch Keweydan, (Br)
Rvan & Kelsey.
Sch Belle

McLean,

St John NB—

O’Neil, Norwood, Darien—J s

\vins-

^
Sch Spartan, Coombs. Kennebec and Baltimore—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Cellna, Murray, Kennebec and rmiauei
Philadelplita-J S Winslow & Co.
SclKEhza s Potter. Sawyer, Kennebec and
Now York—J S Winslow & Co.
Sch Ida Hudson,
Frankfort- Paris
Flouring Co.
Blake

M>’31iC Tye’

Blsbop,
Harri3’

Port Clyde-J H

SAILED—steamer Arona.

Memoranda.
Sch La Volta, from Philadelphia for Gardiner,
spoken 10th with loss of mainboom and
mainsail. Wanted a tow.
Boston, May 11—Barque J H Bowers, which
cleared at this port
yesterday for Buenos Ayres
has been placed undor the British
flag and will
hail from Barbados.
Barque Megunticook.363 tons, built at Bucks
port m 1866, lias Deen sold to the Boston Towboat Co, and will be used for a grain burgelin
Boston harbor.
New York, May 10—A war risk on ship I F
Cuapt Thompson, from Manila Feb 8 for New
York, with hemp, has been written at Lloyds in
London at 20 guineas.
New York. Mav il—A cablegram from Capt
Nickels, of ship May Flint, states that his ship
has [been floated, and that she was not much
damaged by the fire in her cargo.
was

KEEP

PHILIPPINES, SAYS TKACY.

Wlscaaset about 3.30

p.

were

not taken for the sake of

con-

possession comes to us
legitimately and rightly. We will find it
more difficult .to get rid of them than to
keep them, because if we iry to dispose
of them other nations may say that the
Monroe dootrine has been outraged in
their capture, and may refuse to take
them from us on that account.
Fearing
complications which may result in their
being given back to Spain, we mu st keep
them after having captured them."

Camp Woloott, East Gloucester, Mass.,
Domestic Ports.
}1—The state troops ate now well
NEW YORK-Ar 9th. sobs Chas G Hall, from established
in camp, and both infantry
Perth Amboy for Portland: N H. Skinner, Mal- and
artillery arms of the service hav
lows, Kennebec; S S Kendall, Whitney, New
tho
work with vigor.
i,elLup
a
ry
was employed all day in
Ar 10th, schs Sarah & Ellen, Port Reading for
do
for
Thurlow.
M
flallowell;
Portland : L
throwing up earthworks to protect the
Isaac Orbeto », Ginn, New Bedford; Florida, two guns which wore mounted
yesterday.
Strout, Rockland.
works face the
bay and the gnus
Cld 10 h, schs Eva May, Simmons Tarpun
10
to
the
harbor,
approach
^7
dri,led both morning and
10th. sch Flora Morang, for Jacksonville;
afternoon
Norfolk.
Marv E Morse,
Passed Hell Gate 10th. S L Davis, New York
Captain Kinoaide and
J Pendleton, do lor Boston; a.
tor Belfast; Eliza
K- went t0 Rookport
tor Hallowed; Abbie G
J It Inzrahuni. Amboy
“ta l
ho<1
The men
.an
outpost.
for
Newburyport;
Carrie
Pickering,
do
tnntCole,
but are quartered
Ellzabetliport for Portsmouth; Chas D Hall. in
In an
an old sail loft.
barah
Portland;
tor
&
ReadLieut.
Amboy
Ellen, Port
Sargent was
offioer of the day of
ing for do.
battery, and Capt.
Sid fni Flushing Bay 10th, schs Wm F Camp- Cain Butler of tho inf&ntry.

^SUi

drlIi1™a?<i

ni«oL«n?rlllng

Canadian Northwest

a.

Portland and Boothbay Steamooat Co
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as tollows:
GOING WEST.
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, Mondays at 7.16 a. m„ touching at
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor.
PKMAQU1D for PORTLAND, Wednesdays
at 6.00 a. m.. touching at above landings
DAMARISCOTTA for PORTLAND, Fridays
at 6 a. m., touching at East Boothbay, South
Bristol and Boothbay Harbor.

ular Route,
passing

through principal Canadian
cities and Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and
Dakota.

aud

Falmouth and Freeport

Steamers,

On and after April 28, 1898, steamers leave
Portland Pier.
For Falmouth, at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 8.00 and
G./i p. m.
For Cousen's (stand and Gt. Chebeague Sunset Landing at 7.00 a. m.. 3.00 p. m.
RETURN.
Leave Falmouth at 6.03 and 9.00 a. m., i.oo and
5.00 p. m.
Leave Gt. Chebeague at 8.15 a. m, and 4 is
p. m.
Leave Cousins Island 8.30 a. m. and 4.30 p m
BENJAMIN M. SEABURY
General Manager.
apr28dtf

Steamer

SMAlFpoint

“Percy ■\7”

CAP1?CHAS.

H.

HOWi

salmoiv and trout
-Spring

Fishing.

Steamer Louise
will leave

Lake station daily, for Fitches, N. IV. River
Crocketts and the famous Songo River
To
make close connections with steamer take
8.45 a. m. M. C. R. K. train via Mountain
division. On Saturdays the steamer will
also connect with 3.JO p.m. train from Portland. Round trip tickets for sale at Union
Station. For further particulars telephone
DECKING DRUG CO Deertng, Me.
apt 5dt£

MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

III. —Ill

OCEAN

STEAMSHIPS.

lg effect April 17. 1838.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan, Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

DOMINION LINE.
MONTREAL an!
From
ijiverpuui.

I

QUEBEC

Steamer.

I

Bucksport

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jo. fPoland Springs.)
Falls. Rumford
LewFalls,
iston, Wluthrop, Oakland. Readfleld. Water-

to LIVERPOOL.

From

I

Mechanic

vine, Livermore

From
yueoec
G.oo p. m.

runs, rarmington

ana

rniiuns.

11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Da-.ivilie June., Auburn and Lewiston.
9 00 a. m.
11*20 a.
m. Exprecs for
Yarmouth, Free_Saturdays_ port. Brunswick:.
Bath,
Augusta, Water30 Apr
:io vitfe.
April
April 14 Scotsman
nttsiield.
Bangor.
iJucksport, Bar
Yorkshire
7 May
21
May
7 Harbor. Greenville and Aroostook County,
14
28
Labrador
14 via
B. & A. R. R. lor Houlton. Woodstock,
21
5
21 St. Stephen, and St Audrews. via Vanceboro
May
jLlominlon“
and St John.
1.10 p. in. Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
Bemis, Danville Jc., Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
TO LIVERPOOL VIA. OUEENSTOWN. Farmington.
Kinghe,ld. Carrabasset, Phillips
and Rangeley, WintProp, Oakland,
From
From
Bingham
Waterville
and
Skowhegan.
Liverpool.
Steamers._Bosion.__
1.15 p. m. For Freeport, Brunswick,
Au
June
2.
7.30
a.
Canada,
m.
18,
May
gusta,
Bath.
Rockland and
Boothbay.
Canada, June 30, 5.30 p. m. all stations
Jiaje 16,
on
the
Knox
and
June 30, New England (new), July 14, 7.00 a. m. Lincoln
division, Waterville, Skowhegan, BelHATES OF PASSAGE.
fast. Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft GreenFirst Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
Return ville, Bangor. Oldtown and Mattawamkeag,
$100 and upwards according to steamer and ac- and to Rucksport Saturdays only
5.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath.
m.
Lisbon
commodations.
Gardiner.
second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Lon- Falls, Richmond,
Augusta and
Waterville.
to
and
$34
Re$12.50.
donderry
Queenstown,
6.15 p. m. For New
Gloucester, Danville
turn $06.75 and $78.40, according to steamer
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
and accommodations.
Auburn
and
Lewiston.
steerage, to Liverpool. London.
London,
11.00 p. m. Night Express, every night, for
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and BelfastBrunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Water$22 50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
Apply to J. B. Keating 51 1-2 Exchange ville, Bangor,
via Old Town. Bar Harbor. Buckaport
street, T. P. McGowan. 420 Congress street. county
John
Andrews. St
and
Ashton’s Ticket Agency. 931 1*2 Congress at., St, Stephen. St
County via Vanceboro. Halifax and
& Co.,
or Davia Torrance
geuerai
agents, AroostooK
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
Montreal.maygdtf
not run to Belfast, Dexter. Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond
Baugor.
Sleeping cars to St John.
iuunucai

BOSTON

ALLAN LINE
MAIL

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 2 00 p
m., for Lowell’s Cove, Orr’» Island; Card’s Cove
Quohog Bay, x’oor’s Point. East Harps well:
Ashdale, Horse Island Harbor, Water Cove’
Small Point. Sebasco, Phlppsburg and Cvmdv’s
Harbor.
RETURNING—Leave Cuudy’s Harbor at
6.00 a. m.; Phlppsburg. 6.15 a. m.; Ashdale 6 ‘311
a. m.; Water Cove, Small Point, 6.45 a m
Poor’s Point, 7.00 a. in.; Card’s Cove, 7.15 a. m
Lowell’s Covo, Orr.s Island, 8.00 a. m.. arrive in’
Portland at 10.00 a. m.
For further particulars apply to
J. H. McDonald. Pres, and Manager
153 Commercial street
Teleplioie 46-3.
apr4
dtl

mencing March

For Tickets aud Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket OfDcA, Monument Square or
for other information, at Company’s Office,
Railroad Wharf, foot ot Suite street
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
H. lb C. HERS15Y Agent
marlSdtf

Pemaquld.

Leave Portland Thursdays at 7 a m for
Boothbay Harbor. South Bristol, East Boothbay and Damariscotta.
Leave Portland Saturdays at 7 a. m. lor
Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol and East
Boothbay.
mai'24atf
ALFRED RACE. Manager

Tuesday at 10.26 p. in., com7th.
for
the
Klondike and Yukon Gold
Passengers
Fields will be accommodated in these Free
as
for
as
Sleepers
Chicago or St. Paul, where
similai sleepers can be had to the Pacific
Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
maritaltf
etc., apply to company’s agents.
Montreal every

p. nt

EAST.

Sleepers

families and others going west are a
special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase It at cost
price at Montreal or Toronto stations. These
sleeping cars will go through without change.
Portland. Me., Montreal and Toronto to WinniFREE COLONIST SLEEPERS will
peg.
leave Portland every Monday at 6 p. m.. and an
additional Free Colonist Sleeper will leave

Summer Arrangement.-

Mill

route

For

On. and after Monday. Mav 9tli. steamer
will leave Portland on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5.30 p. m.
Returning leave St John and Eastport same
days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination, B3P" Freight received up to 4.00

——-.

en

Our Free Colonist

Eastport, Lubeo, Ca:ais, Si Ja ’n. N.S..Kalitax. N.Sfind all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island aud Cape Breton. The
favorite route to Campobello and St Andrews,
N. B.

Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
for Boothbay Harbor, South Bristol East

Boothbay

Rates, Shortest,
Quickest and most pop-

m.;

Boothbay Harbor. 8.30 a. m.; Bath, 10.30 a.
m.; Popham Beach, 11.30 A m.
Arriving at
Portland about 2.00 p. m.
Bath
to
FARE;
Boothbay Harbor, 25 cts.
Will touch at Five Islands Tuesdays and
Saturdays Going East, and Mondays and Fridays Going West. Weather permitting.
O. C. OLIVER, President.
CHA8. R. LEWIS. Treasurer,
mar:8dtf

GOING

Lowest

Mondays.

7.00

■

“‘“““■"a T 'CAM P~WO LCC) T T.

-AND-

in.

Wlscaaset
Returning—Leave
Wednesdays aud Fridays at

PORTLAND and

quest, and their

co

STEAMER SALACIA

Washington, May 11. —Benjamin Jf.
Tracey, former Secretary of the Navy,
today declined to fay whether ir not the
offer of the military governorship of tho
Philippines Islands had been made to
him. Keplying to the further question
as to whut the United States should do
with the islunds, Mr. Traoy said: “We
must hold them by all
means.
They
were taken as a war measure, and
they
STEAMBOAT CO.
are a magnificent possession to this country.
They will be invaluable as a ooalwill
give us more of a Dally round trip (Sundays excepted) between
ing station, and
Portland and Cape Syall Point.
The
standing in that part of the world.
Monroe dootrine does not apply to them.
On aim after April 4th. 1893.

They

WINNIPEG

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning April 1st 1898, steamer Aucociswill leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, SunOn and after Tuesday,
Nov. days excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell
9th, 1897, the
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.30 p. m.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. 2.30 p. m.
Return for Portland -Leave Orr’s Island, by
will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland. Tuesway of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Portland, 9.30 a. m.
days, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. in.:
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen’l Mgr.
Popham Beach, 9.45 a. m.; Bath, 12.30 p.
seplt
tit!
m.; Boothbay Harbor, 2.00 p. m. Arriving at

...

.......

■

1^a®

STEAMERS.
anrt'AacU,?eene' Maggie Hurley, Henry. Etna,
SCh Jaceb M Haskell,
HarUnUsbormNB*11’
8°b
detplda.11’’ <J"aS P Nottman, Jewett. PUlla- TO PEAKS ISLAND FOR 5 CTS.
tonfcia'ra’pDonnel?
fr2oUDrs’ from WasliingSti*. Island Belle,
Brana T
Stiu’son. from

_ROYAL
Liverpool

and

From

Laurentiau,
Parisian,
1 arthaginian.
Nuinidian.

For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. No. Stratford. Colebrook, Beecher
Falls, Qi ebec, St Johusbury, Sherbrooke Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and M.nneapolis and
all points west
o.:50 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Frveburg,
Bridgton. North Couway. Fabyans. Lancaster.
No. Stratford.
Colebrook, Beecher Falls,
Lunenourg. st. Johnsbury. Newport, shcibrook. Montreal and Toronto.
MlMDAY iguNv

Por^ ami,.

Liverpool Steamship_
10 Mar]
Caiitorman,
12 Mar.
24 Mar.
26 Mar.
7 April.
14 April.

White Mountain Division.
M5a.

STEAMERS.
1 rom
Portland.
26 Mar.
£0 Mar.
1) April
13 April
13 April

California._28 April
Laurentiau carries cabin passenge s only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers

7.20 a.m. Paper train
for Brunswick. Augusta. Waterville and Bangor.
12.50 p. m.
Train for Brunswick. Lewiston.
Bath. Augusta. Waterville. and Bangor.
11.00 p.m. Night Express with slewing car*
for all points.

only.

The Saloons and Staterooms are in tlio cenpart, where least motion is lelt. Elecis used for lighting the ships through
out, the lights being at the command of the
Music
passengers at any hour ot the night.
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
by steam.
a reRates 0! passage $52.50 to $70,00.
duction is made op Round Trip Tickets.
Second Cabin—To Lipool, London and
return,
Londonderry, $34.u0 a..a $30.26;
$00.75 and $09.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow.
Belfast or Londonderry. Including every requisite for the voyage $22 50 and $23.60.
For tickets or further information apply to
o.
T. p. KcGOWAN. 420 Congrev* >
KEATING. 61s* Exchange .•*?., ASHTO ’s
931
1-2
TICKET AG'-FLY.
Lougre.-s Sf.. ii.
& A. ALAN, Montreal, Q2 Stalest., Boston,
and 1 India &L, PorUauC.
;ly3latr
tral

tricity

m.

j

aukivai.s

in

roitTLANn.

Momreal, Quebec. Fabyans. P.ndgfn i.
Lewis.:.»n ami Mechanic Fails, *.,»»
Waterville ami Augusta, s.35 a. m..
a. m.;
;
Bangor, ami Augusta daily aim week oav- it
■>.
Rockland. 12.LM )■. m ; lvinldield. rhilMj»>. Farm
ington. Bomb. Rumford Fails, Lewisum. i.\.■
From

j B.25 a.

in.;

--

b. in; Lew
h:a ,;u«t wav s.,,,i.iit,
i John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County.Mocs
Lake and Bangor. 5.15 p.ai.; Range *\ itun.KumfordFak.s. I ewision. 5.55 j> in.. ....
and Monlreal end aii Winn- Mima.am pa:
(MO p. JU.; daiiv Font Lai
i I::
■«.:
Rath nud Lewlsioa. l.-io a.
m.
H
St. .John Bar Harbor. Waiv. v;
Ra
La. d.5a a. ri..
j<r ,\;o

i
1

v»EO. y. KVAV
Portland-

T—

--—.

THE
NEW

PRESS.

IS DANIEL KENNEDY.

ADYEET1SEMEK1S TODAY.

•

J.E. Libby Co.

O'ven. Moore &
Lines Brothers
J. K. Palmer.

wasn’t for the fact that some of those in
the barn had been foolish enough to fire
and probably roused the
shots
several
whole neighborhood he and his partner
might go back and try to drive them out,
but as it was they decided to pass along

__new Ai>vi;itTi8E]irFr«iT8.

»

xfw

advertisements.

-NEW ADVERTISEMENTS..

RIMES

Murdered

Man

at East

Deeriug

Identified.

New Wants, To Let, For Sa’e. Lost. Found
and similar advertisements will be found under
tlieir appropriate heads on page (i.

SISTER CAME FROM LYNN YESTERBRIEF JOTTINGS.

DAY AND VIEWED REMAINS.

The United States flag and Decorating
Company yesterday made a shipment of
flags to Copper River, Alaska.
This afternoon and evening the memwill
bers of Mystic Lodge, I. O. G. T.,
of the
celebrate the 33rd anniversary
lodge. There will be a sale of useful and
fancy articles and a supper from 6 to 8
followed by fcn entertainment.
All are welcome.
The Ladies’ Circle of the First Baptist
church will met on Thursday afternoon
with Mrs. Beals, 51 Wilrnot street.
o’clock

baby’s

had on no overooat but wore a blaok
stiff hat and a dark suit with sack coat.
They seemed to be very nervous and kept
looking back toward the city whils they

talking. The taller of the two kept
right hand in his overcoat pocket all
time he was talking, and Mr. Colley

were

Mystery.

Mass., by

reached the Grand Trunk transfer
at 10.15 and went up over the
Promenade to their homes.
Thomas A. Oakes and Joseph Carr are
the draw
tenders on the Grand Trunk

perintendent
looatiDg
visited the Monument street school yes- of a day or so some information will un- bridge towards East Deering. Abont five
minutes after they went past two other
terday afternoon to see what is advisable doubtedly he obtained which will throw
be done to improve its sanitary con- more light on this mysterious case. This men crossed the bridge. The whistle then
to
dition.

much has
Electric road is

rail at the West End
of the old horse car rail.
new

been

putting question:
The man’s
injplace

rant on Commercial street, Tuesday
cigars taken.

nedy.

established

name

was

He was 27 yearn

without ta

Daniel B. Ken-

old,

a

shoe maker

night

He has been in this city more or less darand since November
ing the last year,
Yesterday was bright in the early has served two terms ot thirty days each
morning, then threatening, with stiff in Portland jail for intoxication, the last
southerly wind, and showers late in af- time beiDg some time In January. He
and two boxes of

ternoon.

The Cumberland County Pharmaceutical association met at the Preble house
The principal
business
last evening.
was the revision of the price list.
The

Portland

Railroad

company has
over the

received four
open
Portland & Rochester railroad.

cars

new

made from

They remarked the firing of the shots as
being rather out of the ordinary but did
not think

it very strange as many gunners are firing abont the waters of that
part of the East Deering shore at this
time of the year.
uiou

woio

aoross

vhu

Shortly
muio

name

Goods

with

ALSO SAME GOODS
--IN-

Separate Skirts.

after the shots
muu

uniuo

uaCii

bridge but neither of the draw
saw them. Mr. Oakes is positive

the

BINES BROTHERS CO.

and he has been away from of the Maine Firemen’s Association adLast
evening Longfellow lodge of Lynn a great deal during this time.
journed from Wednesday May 4th, to yesKennedy, when out of work, tramped terday was held in Chief Eldridge's office
Knights of Pythias were favored with a
about the country more or less, and has
Visit from Grand Chancellor Reynolds.
yesterday, President Eldrldge in the
The office of the Oriental Powder com- been identified by some of the men who chair.
pany in this city was closed yesterday on knew him when he was on the “road”
There were present, besides Chief ElThese men
acoaunt of the funerals of its employes, as “New Haven Larry.”
dridge, Chief Morse of Bath, Capt. E. H.
killed in the explosion at knew more about him tban this and have
Who were
of
A. E.

Annual

Meeting

Willi

and

Election of Officers

Reports.

via MAINE CENTRAL R.

R.

NEXT

15

SUNDAY

by

_AT_

_

■

______________________________

land. She asked him who the man was Neglected Children
of the Rich,” and
and he told her not to be too inquisitive. during its delivery she was
frequently
The sister asked Kennedy if the man out- interrupted with applause, besides receivside the house drank very much.
The ing many congratulations at the close.
lodge, A. O. U. W. tonight.
Tbe Congress is a matter of general inmany
Mr. Lsroy
L. Higbt will repeat his brother told her not to ask too
erest all over the states, and the invitalecture, on Robert Louis Stevenson at the questions. Kennedy left home that afternoon and never came back.
tion to speak there was a
State street
rehearsal

last evening in the vestry of
Congress Square church. High street.
There will be a meeting of Forest City

chapel Friday night.

Thatcher Relief Corps have been invited to attend Thatcher Post anniversary

Thursday evening, May

12th.

PERSONAL.
Ex-Assistant Engineer John E. Loring
is one of the men who at the present time
feel proud to have fought with Admiral
Dewey. During the Civil war Mr. Loring was on the D. S. S. Mississippi at
the capture of New Orleans and at that
time Admiral Dewey was senior lieuten.. —

»1

The many friends of Capt. Isaac Knight
will be sorry to learn that he is quito ill
it his residence, rear 169 Newbury street.
Clerk Jlavis, of the U. S.
Circuit and
District court. Is conlined to his house by
illness.
Mr. M. B. Gilbert of this city has been
engaged to manage the ballot and minstrel numbers of the grand burlesque performance “Around the Town,’’,which is
to be the ;attraction at the Tremont theatre, Boston, during the coming summer.
Messrs. F. J. Farry, P. H. Flaherty,
J. E. Loring and M. A. Welch have been
chosen to represent the Foresters of Portland at

the grand court meeting at Bath

today.
Mr.

and

Mrs. James Miller have returned from an extended trip through
the South and West.

Mrs. MoDouald said that 6ome three
weeks ago she was told that a man had
come to Lynn from Portland and had reported having seen Kennedy in this city.

According

man’s story Kennedy
was then working in a shipyard here and
was doing well.
The sister read the account of the murder in East Deering and
of the murdered
from the description
man came to believe that he
was
her
to this

brother.
Some of New Haven Larry’s
friends
among the gentlemen of the road recognized him at once by the picture which
was printed in the PRESS the morning
aftjr the murder. Sheriff Plummer and
his deputies said that this picture which
was made by the PRESS artist from a
sketch was a remarkably good likeness
and say also that it has helped them a

good deal in working up their ease.
This is all that is really known about
Kennedy at this time though the nuthorieties have offered a reward for information and expect to get Eome clue to the
In the meantime all
mystery vory scon.
manner of stories are afloat and any number of would he Sherlock Holmes or Old
Sleuth’s are bothering their gray matter
and

cross

examining people who know

nothing

about this ease in a vain endeavobtain clues to the murderr. Some
of these amateur detectives are gathering
some valuable information in the ease,
or

to

however, and some of the facts they have
gathered will be of real use. Of the many
Capt. Butler of Chemical 1, Is off duty, stories going around which may have
ill with the grip.
some bearing on this peculiar case the fol-

Mr, and Mrs. C. A. Raymond gave the
) ome” at their residence on
first “at
Brackett street.

lowing

are

the best:

William Colley

walking along the
Grand Trunk track last Sunday night
and was about at the stookyards
when
Alfonso Merriman, janitor of the Casco
the whistle blew
for nine o’clock. He
school
has
been appointed janitor
street
he came along very slowly as he was
of the Portland Havings bank. Aider- says
over financial matters, and was
man
Damson, who has charge of the worrying
trying to figure out a way to extricate
has
C.
H.
schoclhouses,
appointed
Fabyan
himself from his troubles, when he was
in his place.
halted by two roughly dressed and evitrampish men who askefl.bim if
CHANGE OF HAILING TIME OF THE dently
there were any barns in the neighborhood
MANHATTAN.
where they could hang out for the night.
Attention is called to the fact that In He says they
apparently mistook him for
future the steamer Manhattan, of the New another of the
gentlemen of the road for
York steamship line, will leave this port them called him “matey” and used the
for New York at live o’clock iu the after- tramps’ vernacular. He told them of a
neon instead of at six o'clock, so that she
small
barn near the Eastern Forge
may get Into the port, of New York before works where tramps frequently spent the
it is clesed for the arrival and departure night In the hay, and also mentioned the
of vessels under the
regulations of the small barn back in the shipyard where
War Department.
the murdered man was found.
One
was

high compli-

ment to Mrs. Osgood’s ability. That she
would acquit herself well, was a forgone
conclusion to her friends here.
Mrs. Osgood was also a guest at a meeting of the
D. A. R. parliamentary class at Sternberg’s, the surgeon general, and there received much praise for her ability as a

parliamentarian,

all

of whioh
pleasant for her friends to hear.

Is very

what seems to have been a fatal laok in
the
training of those who come to us
young in years
During the past year one of the managers has invited them to her home, pro-

SOLICIT FLOWERS FOR MEMO-

“red letter” day to them for many days.
The glimpse of pure living served to impress them more with the wrong acts of
their Jives and give them earnest desires
for better living. For a long time the impressions made were not forgotten.
Our family for the year has been larger
than ever before.
Three of the members
will doubtless remain permanent inmates,
as
they are entirely unfitted for taking
care of themselves unaided.
The homeless child has been oordially
received, whatever the eiroumstanees
come to us.
Four
under which it has

girls

without

lather

or

The Rangeleys are all
John Calvin Steveus, the well
ing 20 pounds.
Mr.
clear of ice, and the fishing is reported known Portland
architect, has nearly
the best for years.
Fishermen are arriv- ready plans for the new chemical laboraing daily and all report the best of luck. tory at Colby University. Those who
hava seen the plans feel confident that the
new building will not
only meet the
wants of the chemical
department, but
will be regarded
architecturally as an important addition to the buildings on the
college campus. The site selected for the
Stimulate tlie stomach,
B ■ ■
rouse the liver, cure bilious■II a building is the vacant spaca between
There will be no changes in the time of the men said that they had
III
Memorial hail and the South
already ness, headache, dizziness,
■ ■ ■
college. The
of the leaving of the John Englis. She visited that place, but had had a row and sour stomach, constipation.
building«will be built of stone with briok
etc.
Price 25 cents.
Sold by all druggists.
Will leave at six o’clock as usual.
been driven out.
The
man said if it The only Pills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla. trimmings.
«

BOOTHBY,

mayl2

G-P~&T'A-

GEO. F.

EVANS,

always

Outfits

big departits

present

nearly
conse-

there’s

buy
clothing for should make
it a point to see what’s
new in this
big'section.
The summer things are
coming now, the caps
and

bonnets, little coats,
dresses.

The greatest stock of
muslins and fine mulls by
the

yard you’ve ever
Dimities, white and

26c Per Yard.

cate colors.

seen.

deli-

White and

fancy colored Piques.
Dainty Ginghams in all

Spring Dress Goods
-*

the latest

styles and col-

French flannels
Skirts and under,

orings.

clothing,

UNION BELT.

wool

em-

and

flannels, plain and

embroidered.
Scotch
flannels, fast colors that

Pair.

NO MORE SAGGING SKIRTS.

will bare

for

and

wrappers.
down cloth for

A special value in Boys’ Heavy Bibbed Cotton Hose, at only

Ger-

washing,

flannels

man

12 I -2c Per Pair.

sacks
Eider-

carriage

robes, capes and cloaks.
White nainsooks and
masalias. Knitted sacks,

Per Pair.

25c

silk

White silk

etc.

price
A special value in Ladies’ Tan Hose
that have been selling at 19 cents,
reduced to only

and

broidered, sprigs, spots,

value in Ladies’ Lace Lisle
A Shirt Waist Necessity for uniting
Hose that is more than usually at- the shirt waist and skirt
and holding
tractive to ladies that prefer a very
them firmly to the outside waist belt.
thin stocking for summer wear. The

50c Per

figured

some

with silk

Special

socks.
wool

If you want to see a Corsst that
combines all the best qualities of a
Holds the shirt waist so that it will
dollar Corset with a very low price,
not
work UP. Holds the skirt so that
you should ask to see our New Corset
it will not work DOWN. Holds the
at
outside belt

We carry all the best styles of “It
and G” Corsets, including last short
corset model made to sell at $1.00
per pair.

from working

or

Bibs; shirts of
silk or merino,

long cloaks, white and all
colors. Pique, linen and
gingham dresses.

UP or

Dresden

3

bowls and

Special introductory

sale of

shoes and

reefers, carriage coats and

DOWN.
s an

afghans,

coats,

OUR NEW CORSET. NO MORE BAGGING WAISTS.

38c Per Pair.

OF

a

reefers and thin

We give 10 per cent, discount on the entire line of
that sell at 69c, 75c, $1.00, 1.25, 1.50 per yard.

25 dozen of the best 50 cent Corsets
that we have ever sold will be on sale
this week at

STORAGE

to

double
the stock and twice the
You who have
variety.
small children to

53c Per Yard.

We have added new patterns to the
line of 38 and 40 inch Spring Dress
Novelties in Checks nnd Stripes, that
have been selling at 37 l-2c, 39c and
50c per yard, we close them out at 29c
per yard and our cash discount makes
them

58c Per Pair.

:;

here

Infant’s

quently

this

china

toilet

pitchers.

Toilet baskets with or
without all furnishings.

wonderful belt this week.
Call and
have its merits explained to you at

Aprons

our

and

nursemaids.
It is a store

Notion Department.

and

mother

drifted
into a house of prostitution in a
neighboring city, found there by an
RIAL DAY.
earnest \V. C. T. U. worker, were placed
The following committee has been ap- in our home until some more suitable
pointed by Bosworth Post, No. 2, G. A. place was found. From the almshouses
of our state, broken homes, we have reR., to solicit flowers for Memorial Day:
ceived little ones into our care.
Ward 1.—Frank W. Smith, Rodney
The need of money to meet our expenSparrow, N. C. Thompson, E. N. Greelv, ses, pressed hard upon us when the new
Cl.arles F. Dam.
year came in, and we record with special
Ward 2.—J. W. Sullivan, D. B. Wescott,
gratitude the generous response to the
C H. Frost, Albert Crockett, John Goodappeal presented by our president to the
UT,
Truly the promise was verified
public.
Ward 3.—Warren O. Carney, R, Greely, “In thy need 1 will answer.”From
many
H. R, Golesworthy, Chas. F. Gould, W. sources, the money came to meet all deR. Gribben.
The good we have endeavored to
mands.
Ward 4—D. D. Kannagan, A. H. Pur- accomplish both physically and morally,
lnton, John G. Purinton, John G. Tur- seems far from 1 disappointing. Insuborner, Wm. Waddell, Amos G. Grover.
dination has been much less frequent durEben S. ing the
Ward 5.—John Williamson,
past year and in ail cases toe
Bums, Edwin Moody, L. C. Staples, judioious appeals of the matrons have acEdwin G. Thorne.
the desired results, showing
complished
Ward G—Geo. H. Colby, P. W. Stone- that in each heart lies some responsive
ham, Alexander Johnson, Geo. F. Jun- word that is touched by loving kindness
klns, John M. Marston.
and tender patience. It is with deep reWard
7—Geo. W. Richards, John F. gret we speak of the continued illness of
Albert
BillMullen, Geo. E. Andrews,
our beloved president.
ings, Wm. S. Dunn.
As to what has been accomplished by
J Deermg—Luther Bradford, Charles A. the years’ work, it is impossible to say.
Plummer, G. F. Sparrow, John S. Rich- The work we have undertaken is not as
ardson, Ira F. Tibbetts.
a rule
followed by speedy results. Our
South
Portland—Hiram Ellis, M. A. earnest efforts may lead
these wanderHanna, Geo. Stevens, Eugene S. Palmer, ing ones to a new life, .vet the chains of
John S. Wright.
habit are not easily broken, and we must,
Peaks Island—J. W. Brackett, Warren not bo discouraged if success does not
Talyor, J. B. Holbrook.
always follow. As we review the past we
might well say, “How litlls. did not the
unwritten and invisible exceed what we
GOOD FISHING.
can report.
We thank our pntrons and
Mr. R. C. Bradford, traffic manager of friends for their cordial support and beinterest not only
continued
their
the Portland, Kumford Falls railroad, speak
but with kindly symand three friends, Dr. O. G. Adams and with their moans,
pathy and encouraging words.
Mr. M. M. Duroy of this city, and Frank
Our earnest prayer is that wo may be
H. Bradford of Canton, nre at Bemis on wisely led in all matters pertaining to
a
fishing trip. Yesterday morning, be- this work. Respectfully
submitted,
fore breakfast, the party landed 21 trout,
Mrs. F. C. Johnston,
Secretary.
Another
41
gentleman
weighing
pounds.
NEW LABORATORY FOR COLBY.
In the same time captured a trout weigh-

Hood’s

pohrtslrnlng
F. E.

viding a simple entertainment, serving
light refreshments. This kind act was a

little

TO

Money, to be

LESS 10 PER CENT. FOR CASH.

AUGUSTA. LACE LISLE HOSE.

to

at

location it
has
double the space,

sold at 59 cents per yard.

We have displayed in our Caseo
street window several styles of Fancy
Woven Suitings
that we
consider
among the best values we show. Our
price is 59 cents per yard, hut our
cash disconut makes them cost yon

making
made

made

or

ment but in

for

The annual meeting of the Temporary
Home occurred yesterday afternoon. Officers
wore eleoted and the report of the
secretary presented:
Milliken,
Saco, Capt.
Knight,
The Officers chosen were:
told the authorities about it, but the in- of
Gambo on Monday.
Portland, ex-Chief Leighton, of WestPresident—Mrs. A. W. Longfellow.
There is considerable demand for teach- formation will not prove of very much brook, and
Frank
B.
Moody, of
Vice-Presidents—Mrs.Philip H. Brown,
Mrs. J. W. D. Carter.
ers in
the public schools and substitutes assistance to the officers.
Deering.
Secretary—Mrs. F. C. Johnson.
of
The
teachers
last time Kennedy was in Lynn
are scarce.
Quite a number
Tbe session was devoted to selecting the
SPECIAL TRAINS
Treasurer—Miss Cornelia M. Dow.
are
out temporarily and several new was about eleven weeks ago. His sister, plaoe for the annnal state muster and
return train will not leave Augusta unManagers—Mrs. P. H. Brown, Mrs. W. ana the
til
4.30 p. m. giving time to witness the
rooms have been established, which has Mrs. McDonald of Lynn was in Portland
making plans for the same. It was voted W. Brown, Mrs. E. T. Burrowes, Miss O.
exhausted the waiting list.
yesterday and saw the body of the mnr- to hold the mnster at Bath on August M. Beckett, Mrs. F. E. Boothby, Mrs. DRESS PARADE
CAMP POWERS.
J. W. D. Carter, Miss Ursula Cushman,
The steamer Scandinavian from Glas- dered man and said it was that of her 3rd and 4th. It was also voted to not only
Miss Mary <i. Daveis, Miss Cornelia M. Train Arrangements and Fares as Follows:
She did not appear 'to be very have a play ont of hand tabs, but also one Dow, Miss Harriett A.
gow arrived in Bos on yesterday morning brother.
Deering, Mrs.
Special Train Leaves A. M.
FARES.
much affected by the sight of the body for steamers, and it was also voted to Philip Deering, Mrs. William H. Fenn,
with passengers for Portland.
9.30
PORTLAND,
Mrs. Frank C. Johnston, Mis. A. W.
WOOD FORDS,
M F A
9.35
A
rooms have been fitted up and talked
with
Five new
the
freely
newspaper give six hundred dollars in prizes to the
K11
WESTBROOK,
9.40 L \ 1
Longfellow, Mrs. I'. C. Lewis, Miss Marsince the Y. M. C. A. Railway branch men about him.
W. FALMOUTH,
Kennedy came to her successful machines.
Ml
I H II
Mrs.
Uertrude
S.
Leavitt.
9.47
[
gueretta Libby,
CUMBERLAND JC., 9.52 J
was
opened, making a total of 11 rooms, house in Lynn about eleven weeks ago
The report of the secretary, Mrs. F. C,
9.59 1
YARMOUTH,
and they are filled with occupants nearly accompanied by a tall, well dressed man MRS. E. S. OSGOOD HIGHLY COMJohnston, was in part, as follows:
FREEPORT,
10.08 } $1.25
PLIMENTED.
every night. Secretary Hoit is now mak- who waited for him on the street while
We bring today the 16th annual report
BRUNSWICK, arrive 10.25 ;■ All00
The many friends of Mrs. Edward Os- of the Temporary Home for Women and
ing preparations toward securing a cafe, he changed; his clothes and took a bath.
12.05
AUGUSTA, arrive
sure
we
have
an
Cumberland
Mills people may take Electric
McDonald says that her
may
brother good will be interested to hear ofithe very Children, feeling
as] it is learned this feature is in consid- Mrs.
Car
there
at
confidence
in
leaving
9.00
our
a.
efforts.claimm. Sunday, and conincreasing
had been drinking considerably lately, successful address
erable demand.
which she recently
Special train at Woodfords.
ing that our charity is far reaching and uootw'itll
Willard people can leave there on the 8.00
The choruses of Westbrook, Deermg, and she asked him where he was going made at the Mothers' Congress,
which true.
a.
Electric; Car in season to connect with
SpecWe feel that an Important part of our ial Train at Union
Cape Elizabeth and Portland under the with tiie man who was waiting for him. has just had a meeting in Washington.
Station.
mission
is
to
as
far
as
supply
possible
l6aVe Augu3la 4-30 P- m., for all
baton ol Mr. O. Stewart Taylor, held Kennedy told her ho was going to Port- Mr. Osgood’s subject was on
The Poor
a

for
be

The

EXCURSION

TEMPORARY HOME.

roeeing

few years

Double Face

that are Worth More

wear,

them.-to

was

Reyersible Skirt.

blew for nine o’clock and a little later
the men in the draw tenders’ house heard
the shots fired on the East Deering side.

convicted and sentenced nnder the
tenders
of Frank
Clark
and has been
that the murdered man was one of the
Identified by men who knew him only by
three men who crossed the bridge shortly
this name.
before nine o’clock.
know
as
was
“Boom”
KenKennedy
In
nedy
Lynn and had served a term for
MAINE FIREMEN’S ASSOCIATION.
larceny In the house of correction and
also been arrested for drunkenness once Tbe Annuel Meet Will Be Held at Bath.
or twioe.
His reputation for sobriety
has not been of the best during the past
of the executive committee
The
was

The Ward 8 kindergarten has 44 pupils.
Miss Mary Latham has been engaged to
assist Miss Howe.

Spring Dress Novelties

They

station

all

the

or

order.

DRESS 0 GOODS.

heard soma one calling out.
The two
men stood still for some time but did not
bear anything mote so they came along.

to

ready

here.

garments

materials
home

the

up
wardrobe is

Little

9 Cent

he thinks he had a revolver in his
hand.
As he came along in toward the
city Mr. Colley picked up an acquaintPositively Recognized Man as Her Brother
ance Darned Higgins and they walked in
—Kennedy Has Bad Record and Ha.
When they reached the end of
together.
Served in Portland Jail—No Cine to a
the bridge Higgins stopped and said he
The mystery of the East De'ering murder has not yet been solved.
The murdered man has been identified beyond a
question as Daniel B. Kennedy of Lynn,

to

goes

make

says

Solution of the

12, 1JS8.

THING

KVERY

Colley describes these two men as
muoh
one quite tall and the other
shorter. The tail one wore a light weight
The other
overcoat and an Alpine hat.
Mr.

Mrs. Mary McDonald, his sister, who oame to this city yesterday noon
And now the motormen and conduc- to view the body.
The sheriff and his
The murder occurred
tors at St. John street car house are to deputies are pioking up a few clues here railroad bridge.
have a flag.
and there and know considerable abont about a quarter of a mile from the draw
Mayor Randall and other members of the man and his record.
Here the evi- tenders’ house on this bridge. Shortly
nine o'clock last Sunday night
the public buildings committee and Su- dence ends which may aid the officers in before
Lord of the school board,
the murderer but in the course three men, evidently tramps, crossed the

on[a

Portland, May

being

his
the

ADVERTISEMENTS.

that

one

Portland

CO.

:

further.

Co.
Co.—2.

Maine Central excursion.
Puritan Bicycle Factory.
F. O. Bailey'Carriage Co.

The

BROTHERS

:

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

for

caps
of

itself

quite by itself.

FURS.

BINES
Flirts

nrwT

1?...

BROTHERS

:

:

CO.

J. E. PALMER.

preparation are taken to the
Union Safe Deposit and Trust
Co’s vaults for safe
keeping,
without extra charge.
Our new method is odor,
less and does not crease
the garments.

repairing can be done

advantage

Autumn.

L. H.

SCHLOSBERG,
furrier,

aprl9

a Free St.
eodstbptt

11(19

JUIU

MMvmswii

uccu

GilllCil |U IIIC

VUJ

CAC1II9IVC

and select Walking Ilats and Sailors we are selling this
season J You may be sure of the correct filing in these
goods by purchasing one of the many styles we carry.
Our new crash and cloth Caps for bicycling are the
best goods for the money we could offer. Stitched brims,
tarn crowns, quills and ribbon. Prices 69c and 87c,
Durable and desirable.

mayl2

We have a special bargain in a black rough sailor,
trimmed with velvet ribbon band aud bow, that were
made to sell for 75c each. It is really a $1.25 hat.
Our work rooms are now producing some very stylish
Trimmed Hats to be sold for $3.00 and from that to 7.00
each. You will And them to be fully up to the standard
that has made our Trimmed Goods Department famous
4

$

ANCIENT ORDER OF HIBERNIANS.

be an election

of officers, and a
will be’served In the evening.

banquet

—

Very
now

F. 0, BAILEY CARRIAGE GO.,

this season.

The convention of the two branches of
Ancient Order of Hibernians will be held
tomorrow in this city.
In the afternoon
at the hall on Congress street there will

TEA CART
almost new; cost §175.00,

SURREY—Very light; wings, lamps,

now

quired.

ENGLISH

stylish,

etc., in good repair, cost §225, now §85.
JUMP SEAT—Very light, seats two
or four persons; extension
top. A very
nice job, cost §200.00, now 875.00.
These, and 50 other second hand
Carriages, for sale by

than in the

The work is inclined to
be
thorough, the price less, and the
garment ready to wear when re-

TRAP—Two or four persons; been
used but little; cost $1115.00, now §75.00.

§75.00.
LIGHT
DRIVING BUGGY—
Built to order; cost now §175, now §75.00.
GODDARD—Built to order, sound
and In good order; cost §275. now $125.
STANDING TOP PHAETON—
Portland built, been used
carefully and
but little; cost §250.00, now $100.

All valuable furs after
thorough

r ur

MOORE & CO.

A FEW BARGAINS.

_

ceived for Storage, and insured
during the Summer season at
low rates.

to better

OWEN,

J. E.
543

PALMER,
Congress
St., Portland, Me.

i

Opposite

Post Office.

dot

